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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S FOREWORD

The proposed replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill will provide an improved 
connection between northern Victoria and southern New South Wales. 

Swan Hill is the centre of a significant regional economy with forecast expansion of both the 
important agricultural and tourism sectors over the coming decades. Maintaining the security 
and viability of the Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill is critical, as the crossing is 
strategically located for freight movement and general travel between Victoria and New South 
Wales.

The replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill will support the growth of Swan 
Hill by upgrading a key central transport link. 

The aim of the replacement Murray River bridge crossing planning project is to reserve land 
and obtain planning permit exemptions for the Victorian section of the alignment to be 
constructed in the future. Planning ahead for this connection aims to achieve economic 
benefits for the region by being able to cater for over-dimensional vehicles and heavy vehicles 
operating at higher mass limits and avoiding loss of service or potential imposition of a load 
limit on the existing crossing in the long term with negative impacts for the community of 
Swan Hill and the surrounding area.

This Planning Assessment Report provides an assessment of the environmental, social and 
economic effects of the options and a description of the preferred option for the replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill as supporting information for an exhibited Planning 
Scheme Amendment. This report also identifies appropriate management and mitigation 
measures to be implemented during the construction and operational phases of the 
replacement Murray River bridge crossing. 

The public display of the Planning Scheme Amendment, supported by this Planning 
Assessment Report, provides the opportunity for the community and stakeholders to make 
written submissions on the option for consideration by an independent Planning Panel. 
Subject to the recommendations of an independent Planning Panel, it is expected that a 
Public Acquisition Overlay will be put into the Swan Hill Planning Scheme to enable VicRoads 
to acquire the land in the future.

The Planning Scheme Amendment is being displayed in conjunction with the New South 
Wales Roads and Traffic Authority’s Environmental Investigation for the New South Wales 
section of the proposal. 

This joint two-state proposal has been developed following extensive consultation with the 
community and stakeholders. A Consultative Committee has worked with VicRoads and the 
Roads and Traffic Authority and provided advice during the development and investigation of 
options. I wish to sincerely thank all those who have contributed. 

We look forward to hearing the community’s views on our plans for the proposed 
replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill.

Garry Liddle
Chief Executive, VicRoads
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Replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill – Planning Assessment Report      S-1 

Executive Summary 
 

S1 Introduction 
 
VicRoads, in conjunction with the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) of New South Wales 
(NSW), is undertaking planning to establish formal land reservations and obtain other 
environmental approvals or exemptions to enable the future construction of a replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill, to provide an improved connection between 
northern Victoria and southern NSW.  
 
The proposal is for a two-lane two way crossing of the Murray River, with provision for 
cyclists and pedestrians. The proposed reservation is along the alignment known as Option 
9a, which would link the Murray Valley Highway (Curlewis Street) between McCallum Street 
and McCrae Street in Swan Hill with the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road in Murray Downs. The 
proposal includes extensive environmental mitigation measures to protect heritage and 
flora and fauna. The proposal has also been engineered to minimise flood risks.  
 
The proposal aims to replace the existing single lane-historic bridge across the Murray 
River with a two-lane two way bridge capable of accommodating wide loads and in the 
future heavier loads. In the absence of this replacement bridge, such loads would otherwise 
be required to travel many hundreds of additional kilometres in order to cross the Murray 
River.  
 

S2 Background 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge serves regional traffic movements through and between Swan Hill, 
Wakool and Moulamein. The Swan Hill Bridge also serves local traffic movements, 
particularly between Swan Hill and Murray Downs and also between Swan Hill and the 
surrounding rural area to the north of the Murray River.  
 
The majority of traffic on the existing bridge is local movements between Swan Hill and 
Murray Downs, with traffic volumes along the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road beyond Murray 
Downs being substantially less. Consequently, the proposal which has been developed 
locates the replacement bridge at the optimal position for local traffic movements. 
 
The Murray River crossing at Swan Hill is strategically located for freight movement and 
general travel between Victoria and NSW. Swan Hill Township acts as a centre for the sale 
and distribution of produce from the surrounding area. Tourism is also an important 
industry in the Swan Hill region with approximately 150,000 visitors to attractions along 
the river including those in NSW. 
 
Traffic across the existing bridge is estimated to increase from 3,700 vehicles per day (vpd) 
in 2006 to around 5,300 vpd in 20 years time. Heavy vehicles comprise 13% of the traffic 
volume or 480 trucks per day (October 2006 survey). 
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S3 Existing Bridge 
 

Heritage Listing of the Existing Bridge 
 
The existing Swan Hill Bridge is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register. The Bridge is 
protected by a ‘Permanent Conservation Order’ and a ‘State Significance’ listing. It is listed 
under all seven assessment criteria – historical, aesthetic, technical/aesthetic, social, 
scientific/technical, rare and representative. The significance of the bridge lies in its form, 
setting and materials used. The form and setting have high aesthetic and social 
significance. The bridge is an original of its type, and extremely rare.  
 
The existing Swan Hill Bridge is also listed on the Victorian Heritage Register providing 
heritage protection for the bridge abutment on the Victorian bank consistent with the NSW 
Heritage Register listing. 
 
The heritage significance of the existing bridge means that it will need to be retained 
following the construction of a replacement bridge. The role of the existing bridge will need 
to be determined through consultation with key agencies and the local community. It is, 
however, desirable that the bridge retains a meaningful purpose, such as for use by cyclists 
and pedestrians. 
 

Limitations of the Existing Bridge 
 
The existing bridge is narrow and is reduced to one traffic lane width on the lift span. The 
existing bridge requires extensive annual maintenance and repairs which is inconvenient 
for users due to extended delays at the crossing or extended detours of hundreds of 
kilometres to other crossing points. The bridge is not suitable for higher mass limit vehicles 
(exceeding current mass limits) or over-dimensional vehicles. 
  
The bridge has undergone major rehabilitation which will allow the bridge to continue to 
operate without load restrictions for normal mass limit vehicles in the short to medium 
term. 
 
In the longer term, the components of the bridge structure would have to be replaced by 
modern materials or heavily modified to enable higher mass limit vehicles to access the 
bridge, to the extent that the heritage value of the bridge would be compromised. With 
continued use of the existing bridge, it may be necessary to impose load limits from time to 
time until maintenance works are undertaken. A load limit lower than current limits would 
have unacceptable economic impacts for agricultural and other commercial enterprises. 
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S4 Purpose of the Planning Assessment 
Report 

 
The purpose of this Planning Assessment Report (PAR) is to provide an assessment of the 
environmental, social and economic effects of the options and a description of the preferred 
option for a replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill as supporting 
information for an exhibited Planning Scheme Amendment (PSA). This Report also 
identifies appropriate management and mitigation measures to be implemented during the 
construction and operational phases of the replacement Murray River bridge crossing. The 
PAR provides background information to an amendment to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme 
(refer to S6 below). Due to the two-state nature of this proposal, the PAR provides 
information regarding benefits and impacts in relation to both States, where relevant.  
 

S5 Project Objectives 
 
The objectives of the Swan Hill Murray River bridge project are to: 

 Improve safety and meet the long term future traffic needs of Swan Hill and the 
wider region including the provision for freight;  

 Meet current road design standards while maintaining existing navigation clearances 
for boats, access to properties and provision for rail;  

 Provide a viable level of economic performance for the local and regional economy of 
Swan Hill;  

 Protect existing land uses and the character of landscapes, open space and 
recreation values to the extent practicable;  

 Protect residents’ amenity and well-being by minimising dislocation and severance of 
residents to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on Indigenous Cultural Heritage and negotiate appropriate 
mitigation measures to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and provide appropriate 
mitigation measures to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide appropriate mitigation measures to the 
extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on surface water quality, flood risks and groundwater, and 
 Minimise the noise impacts on residents and provide appropriate mitigation 

measures to the extent practicable. 
 

S6 Approval Requirements 
 
The Victorian planning component of the project seeks to amend the Swan Hill Planning 
Scheme to reserve land within Victoria, for the western approach road and associated 
works and exempt VicRoads from a range of planning permit requirements for the 
replacement Murray River bridge crossing which is to be constructed in the future. The 
reservation of land in Victoria would be established by way of the application of a Public 
Acquisition Overlay in the Swan Hill Planning Scheme in accordance with the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987. 
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In NSW the development of an Environmental Investigation (EI), would assist the RTA to 
establish the appropriate road corridor for the section of the replacement Murray River 
bridge crossing in the Wakool Shire.  
 
VicRoads and the RTA have agreed upon a coordinated approach to obtaining the necessary 
land reservations and relevant approvals or exemptions. This involves the concurrent 
exhibition of the PSA in Victoria and the EI in NSW. The RTA would await the outcome of 
the Victorian process before preparing its submissions report to ensure consistency is 
maintained.  
 

S7 Consultation 
 
Consultation with key stakeholders and the local community has played a major role 
throughout the planning investigations for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at 
Swan Hill.  
 
The Community Consultation Group (CCG) was formed to assist with communication about 
the project to the community and to provide feedback to VicRoads on community views. 
The Project Steering Committee comprised representatives from the RTA, Swan Hill Rural 
City Council, Wakool Shire Council, and VicRoads, and was formed to guide the planning 
process. 
 

S8 Evaluation of Options 
 
The development of options process is outlined in Chapter 3. Options 4b Intermediate 
Level, 4b High Level, 4c Intermediate Level, 4c High Level, 4d Intermediate Level and 9a 
Intermediate Level were investigated in detail by specialist consultants. The planning and 
environmental findings of the alignment options are discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
The six options were evaluated against the project objectives outlined in S5. Table S1 
provides a summary of the evaluation of options. The detailed assessment of the six 
options is described in Chapter 5.  
 
Following the consideration of consultants’ specialist studies, CCG comments and 
community feedback from Public Displays, VicRoads and the RTA have nominated Option 
9a as the preferred alignment for a replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill.  
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Table S1 - Evaluation of alignment options 
 

S9 Recommended Option 
 
Option 9a forms the basis of the PSA in Victoria and the EI in NSW. The Option 9a 
alignment is shown in Figure S1. Chapter 7 describes the benefits and impacts of the 
recommended option. 
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Figure S1 – Option 9a alignment  
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Description of Option  
 
The Option 9a alignment provides for an intermediate level bridge to be constructed 
approximately 192 metres long at a location approximately 110 metres upstream of, and 
aligned parallel to, the existing bridge. The bridge would provide sufficient clearance to 
allow passage of a double deck houseboat at normal summer flow levels. A lift span would 
still be required to allow the passage of paddle boats.  
 
In Victoria, Option 9a commences at a proposed new T intersection with Curlewis Street 
mid-block between McCallum Street and McCrae Street, Swan Hill. The alignment heads 
east from Curlewis Street across land occupied by the Court House and Correctional 
Services buildings and crosses the railway reserve north of the Swan Hill Rail Station where 
a rail level crossing is proposed. To the east of the rail crossing, Option 9a directly impacts 
the site of the Swan Hill swimming pool. 
 
The alignment continues eastwards across Monash Drive where an at-grade intersection 
and realignment of Monash Drive is proposed. East of Monash Drive, the alignment 
traverses the Riverside Park.  
 
On the NSW side of the Murray River, the alignment continues in a north easterly direction 
across river frontage, and land occupied by the Cornerstone Community and Build Pro, 
prior to connecting to and continuing eastwards along the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road.  
 
Within Victoria the Court House, Correctional Services buildings and swimming pool would 
require acquisition. In NSW, land owned by J.R, and W.E. and G.S. Pickering would require 
acquisition. The Cornerstone Community school have advised that it intends to relocate its 
operations and buildings to a more suitable site to the north of Swan Hill.  
 

Benefits of Option 9a 

Option 9a is considered to be the preferred alignment because it would: 

 Closely match the existing bridge traffic patterns due to its close proximity to the 
existing bridge and existing arterial roads; 

 Cater for the predicted growth areas of Swan Hill and Wakool; 
 Cater for the cross border traffic needs at Swan Hill-Wakool in the long term; 
 Provide better traffic flow to Swan Hill from NSW than other options; 
 Retain direct access to NSW businesses; 
 Maintain uninterrupted access to the Riverside path under the proposed bridge 

structure; 
 Have least impact on residential areas; 
 Allow impact on community facilities to be mitigated; 
 Minimise impact on flood risk; 
 Involve minimal length in NSW floodplain; 
 Have minimal impact on biodiversity; 
 Require minimal noise mitigation measures; 
 Not directly impact on Wamba Wamba Aboriginal Land; 
 Minimal impact on identified Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites and places; 
 Provide positive travel time savings;  
 Have a low project cost; and  
 Have least overall impact of any option. 
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S10 Environmental Management 
 
VicRoads would prepare a Project Environment Protection Strategy (PEPS). This identifies 
among other things, the management processes to be utilised for the project, the 
environmental risks, and the objectives and commitments associated with obtaining 
permits and approvals. The PEPS is used to ensure that the development of the Contract 
Specification suitably addresses all identified risks. 
 
The PEPS serves as the overall environmental strategy to provide advice to the Contractor 
in the preparation of the Contractor’s Environmental Management Strategy and 
Environmental Management Plans for construction. 
 
VicRoads’ contract specification places stringent requirements on Contractors undertaking 
the works. The Contractors would be required to demonstrate that a thorough risk 
appraisal is conducted for aspects of the project including safety, quality and environment 
management strategies. Special contract clauses would also be included in the contract 
specification to address site specific issues and implementation of mitigation measures 
outlined in this PAR and included in the PEPS.  
 
The implementation of VicRoads’ management systems ensures that Contractors engaged 
for construction works are monitored and their performance is reported to management 
regularly, at frequencies to be specified in VicRoads’ surveillance and audit plans. This 
ensures that the work is being conducted in an environmentally sensitive manner and that 
specified performance requirements are being achieved. Chapter 8 outlines the 
management measures that could be included in the PEPS. 
 

S11 Exhibition of PSA and EI 
 
The PSA and EI will be placed on public exhibition from Thursday 16 June 2011 to 
Wednesday 27 July 2011.  
 
The documents will be available for inspection free of charge during normal business hours 
at the following locations: 

 Swan Hill Rural City Council Office 
45 Splatt Street, Swan Hill 

 Shire of Wakool Office 
Tualka Terrace, Moulamein 

 VicRoads Northern Regional Office 
57 Lansell Street, Bendigo 

 Roads and Traffic Authority South West Regional Office 
1 Simmons Street, Wagga Wagga 

 
The PSA can be inspected free of charge at the Department of Planning and Community 
Development website at www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/planning/publicinspection.  
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Obtaining the PAR 
 
Copies of the PAR and EI documents may be purchased for $35. Copies of the Technical 
Supplement may be purchased for $20. An additional $15 will be charged for postage and 
handling. The PAR and EI and Technical Supplement on CD may be purchased for $5 ($10 
with postage and handling). 
 
You may obtain these documents from: 

 VicRoads Northern Regional Office 
57 Lansell Street, Bendigo  

 Roads and Traffic Authority South West Regional Office 
1 Simmons Street, Wagga Wagga 

 
You may also view and download part or all of the PSA, PAR, EI and Technical Supplement 
from the VicRoads or RTA internet site during the exhibition period at 
www.vicroads.vic.gov.au and www.rta.nsw.gov.au.  
 
For further information, contact: 

 Mr Len Hall (Team Leader, Network Development) at VicRoads Northern Regional 
office.  
Phone (03) 5434 5156 

 Mr Graham Horner (Network Development Planner) at RTA Southwest Region office 
regarding the NSW component.  
Phone (02) 6938 1111 

 

S12 Making a Submission 
 
You are encouraged to make written submissions about the PSA/EI. The following 
suggestions may help:  

 Identify the project and give your name and address. 
 If relevant, identify any special interest you may have in the project. 
 Do you like or dislike any aspect of the project? Please explain your reasons. 
 Can you suggest any changes that would improve the proposal? 
 Are there any important topics or issues that have not been addressed? 
 Do the views expressed in the PSA/EI agree with your knowledge of the area? 

 
Please address your submissions to:  
Manager Planning Investigations, VicRoads 
Level 1, 3 Prospect Hill Road 
Camberwell   VIC   3124 
 
Submissions received will be treated as public documents. VicRoads will send copies of all 
submissions to Planning Panels Victoria and the RTA. Submissions must be lodged by 
Wednesday 27 July 2011 which is the closing date for the exhibition period. 

http://www.rta.nsw.gov.au/
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S13 Next Steps 
 
The next steps in the PSA planning processes are outlined in Figure S2. 
 

 
Detailed planning investigations (completed). 

 

Selection of preferred option (completed). 

  

Preparation of PSA, and PAR documents (completed) 

Exhibition of PSA for 30 days  

Public submissions received 

Independent Planning Panel appointed by Minister for Planning to review the PSA and 
any public submissions 

 

Panel prepares a report on the PSA and public submissions 

 

VicRoads considers the Panel Report, and subject to the Panel Report, makes a 
recommendation to the Minister for Planning 

 

 

The Minister for Planning approves amendment to Swan Hill Planning Scheme 

 

We are 
Here 

    Figure S2 – Flowchart of the next steps in the planning process 
 
Subject to the recommendations of the independent Panel, VicRoads will request the 
Minister for Planning to amend the Swan Hill Planning Scheme by introducing a Public 
Acquisition Overlay (PAO) for the Option 9a route within Victoria.  
 

  



1 Introduction 

1.1 Statement of the Project
 
VicRoads, in conjunction with the RTA of NSW, is undertaking planning to establish formal 
land reservation and obtain other environmental approvals or exemptions to enable the 
future construction of a replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill, to provide 
an improved connection between northern Victoria and southern NSW. 
 
The locality of Swan Hill and Murray Downs in the context of the wider region is shown in 
Figure 1.1 and the immediate area around Swan Hill is shown in Figure 1.2.  
 

             
Figure 1.1 - Locality plan 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge crosses the Murray River on the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road. The 
bridge serves regional movements through and between Swan Hill, Wakool and Moulamein 
and local movements, particularly between Swan Hill and Murray Downs and also between 
Swan Hill and the surrounding rural area to the north of the Murray River.  
 
The majority of traffic on the existing bridge is local movements between Swan Hill and 
Murray Downs, with traffic volumes beyond Murray Downs being substantially less. 
Consequently, the replacement bridge would need to be optimally located for these local 
movements. 
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Planning for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill is significant in the 
context of improving freight access and movement in the region. 
 

           
 Figure 1.2 - Swan Hill immediate area 
 
The proposal is to plan for a two-lane two way crossing of the Murray River, with provision 
for cyclists and pedestrians. The proposal includes extensive environmental mitigation 
measures to protect heritage and flora and fauna. The proposal also has been engineered 
to minimise flood risks.  
 
The full extent of works in both Victoria and NSW forming the proposed Murray River 
bridge crossing at Swan Hill includes the following: 

 Widening and extension of Swan Hill–Moulamein Road approximately 550m east and 
250m west of the proposed Swan Hill Bridge location; 

 Re-alignment of the existing Swan Hill–Moulamein Road to suit the proposed Swan 
Hill Bridge approaches; 

 Construction of a new divided carriageway within Victoria to link the proposed bridge 
to Monash Drive and Curlewis Street; 
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 Construction of a cross-road intersection where the proposed new carriageway 
intersects Monash Drive; 

 Construction of a new T intersection where the proposed new carriageway intersects 
Curlewis Street; 

 Provision of turning lanes and through lanes for arterial and local road intersection 
treatments; 

 Provision of noise attenuation treatments as required; 
 Construction of an intermediate level bridge over the Murray River would provide 

sufficient clearance to allow passage of double deck houseboats at normal summer 
flow levels; 

 Provision of a lift span over the navigation channel to provide access under the 
bridge for large paddle boats; and 

 Landscaping treatments throughout the project. 
 
The Victorian planning component of the project seeks to reserve land within Victoria, for 
the western approach road for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing which is to be 
constructed in the future. The reservation of land in Victoria would be established by way of 
a PAO in the Swan Hill Planning Scheme in accordance with the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987. 
 
In NSW a separate process through the development of an EI, would assist the RTA to 
reserve land for the appropriate section of the replacement Murray River bridge crossing in 
the Wakool Shire.  
 
VicRoads and the RTA have agreed upon a coordinated approach to obtaining the 
necessary land reservations and relevant approvals or exemptions. This involves the 
concurrent exhibition of the PSA in Victoria and the EI in NSW. The RTA would await the 
outcome of the Victorian process before preparing its submissions report to ensure 
consistency is maintained.  
 

1.2 Purpose of the Report 
 
The purpose of this PAR is to provide an assessment of the environmental, social and 
economic effects of the options and a description of the preferred option for a replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill as supporting information for an exhibited PSA. 
This Report also identifies appropriate management and mitigation measures to be 
implemented during the construction and operational phases of the replacement Murray 
River bridge crossing.  
 
The associated PSA to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme, principally seeks to reserve land 
within Victoria for the proposed western approach road and associated works and exempt 
VicRoads from a range of Planning Permit requirements and update local planning policies. 
 
The NSW document termed the EI would assist the RTA to establish the appropriate road 
corridor on the Local Environmental Plan for the approach road and bridge crossing in the 
Wakool Shire, in NSW. 
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1.3 Project Objectives 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge Planning Study aims to determine the location for the replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill and obtain appropriate land reservation and 
environmental approvals/exemptions. The determination of a bridge location will assist the 
Swan Hill Rural City Council and the Wakool Shire (NSW) with their strategic planning. 
 
The objectives of the Swan Hill Murray River bridge project are to: 

 Improve safety and meet the long term future traffic needs of Swan Hill and the 
wider region including the provision for freight;  

 Meet current road design standards while maintaining existing navigation clearances 
for boats, access to properties and provision for rail;  

 Provide a viable level of economic performance for the local and regional economy of 
Swan Hill;  

 Protect existing land uses and the character of landscapes, open space and 
recreation values to the extent practicable;  

 Protect residents amenity and well-being by minimising dislocation and severance of 
residents to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on Indigenous Cultural Heritage and negotiate appropriate 
mitigation measures to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and provide appropriate 
mitigation measures to the extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on biodiversity and provide appropriate mitigation measures to the 
extent practicable;  

 Minimise impacts on surface water quality, flood risks and groundwater, and 
 Minimise the noise impacts on residents and provide appropriate mitigation 

measures to the extent practicable. 
 

1.4 Existing Bridge 
 
In 1890 prominent pastoralists were actively lobbying the NSW and Victorian Governments 
for a Murray River bridge at Swan Hill. A petition was prepared and presented to the two 
State Governments. By 1894 plans were being drawn up for a bridge at Swan Hill. 
 
Tenders to build the Swan Hill Bridge were invited in 1895 and Messrs J.B and W. 
Farquharson won the tender to build the Percy Allan designed bridge. Allan’s bridge design 
was an innovative 90 feet (27.4 metres) timber truss design which was replicated 
throughout NSW. The Swan Hill Bridge was the first lift-span bridge to be fitted with Allan’s 
improved one-man lifting mechanism. 
 
Construction began in 1895 and the bridge was officially opened on 2 December 1896. The 
bridge consists of two timber Allan truss spans (each of 27.4 metres span) that flank a 
central single vertical lift span. There is a single timber beam approach span on the 
Victorian side of the river and three timber beam approach spans on the NSW side. The 
bridge is 116.2 metres long and has a road width of 4.3 metres between kerbs on the lift 
span, 5.6 metres at the truss spans and 6.7 metres at the timber beam approach spans. 
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The lift span is opened about 8 - 12 times a year, during relatively high river flows, to allow 
navigation of river boats. The lift span takes approximately 25 minutes to open and close. 
The bridge is narrow and is reduced to one lane width on the lift span. The Swan Hill Bridge 
is rated for nationally approved general access vehicles loaded up to 42.5t semi trailers and 
62.5 tonne B-Doubles. 
 

1.4.1 Heritage Listing of the Existing Bridge 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge was listed on the register of the National Trust in 1988. In 2000, the 
Swan Hill Bridge was listed on the NSW State Heritage Register. The Bridge is protected by 
a ‘Permanent Conservation Order’ and a ‘State Significance’ listing in NSW. It is listed 
under all seven assessment criteria – historical, aesthetic, technical/aesthetic, social, 
scientific/technical, rare and representative. The significance of the bridge lies in its form, 
setting and materials used. The form and setting have high aesthetic and social 
significance. The bridge is an original of its type, and extremely rare (there is one other 
example at Tooleybuc). 
 
The existing Swan Hill Bridge was listed on the Victorian Heritage Register in 2008, 
providing heritage protection for the bridge abutment on the Victorian bank consistent with 
the NSW Heritage Register listing. 
 
The NSW Heritage Council has advised that its preference is for the existing bridge to be 
retained in a usable condition for use by light traffic, or as a minimum, pedestrians and 
cyclists, so that it has a meaningful role to ensure its long term survival. Future 
management of the existing bridge is to be determined. 
 

1.4.2 Maintenance of the Existing Bridge 
 
VicRoads and the RTA are jointly responsible for funding maintenance of the existing 
bridge. Being mainly of timber construction, it requires frequent maintenance repairs 
throughout its life, with timber decking, kerbs, hand rails, bracings, wailings, girders, 
corbels and piles needing repair and replacement. In 1998, a 25 tonne load limit restriction 
was imposed for a month while structural repairs were undertaken, following damage 
caused to the bridge by an overloaded vehicle.  
 
During 1999 to 2000, extensive strengthening works on the lift span and truss spans were 
undertaken, including installation of a bottom chord post-tensioning system, new steel 
cross-girders and steel hanger system for a cantilevered walkway. A 5 tonne load limit 
restriction was placed on the bridge for periods while this work was carried out, causing 
considerable inconvenience for freight movement. 
 
The existing Swan Hill Bridge requires ongoing major rehabilitation work. Over the period 
from 2005 to 2007, the RTA carried out major strengthening works, including tightening of 
timber trusses and re-decking of the bridge, costing approximately $2.75 million. 
 
In August 2008, the RTA commenced rehabilitation works on the lift span including 
repainting and repairs to the mechanical lift operation, at a cost of around $3.5 million. The 
lift span works are scheduled for completion in December 2011.  
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The ongoing routine maintenance of the existing bridge for traffic use is estimated to be 
approximately $200,000 per year (based on a unit rate of $300/m2). The total cost of 
routine maintenance of the existing bridge for traffic over the ten years 2005 – 2015 will 
be approximately $2 million, thus the total maintenance including the current rehabilitation 
works will be approximately $8 million. Routine maintenance of the existing bridge for light 
traffic would be approximately 75% to 90% of the total annual routine maintenance cost of 
the bridge if open to heavy vehicle traffic. Removing heavy vehicles from the existing 
bridge may extend the time between maintenance applications. 
 
These routine maintenance and rehabilitation programs will ensure the bridge will be able 
to function without the application of load limits in the short to medium term. In the longer 
term rehabilitation works will be required to enable the existing bridge to continue to 
accommodate heavy vehicles. These works would be likely to severely compromise the 
heritage integrity of the bridge. 
 

1.5 Project Need 
 
Situated about mid-way between Mildura and Echuca, the Swan Hill Bridge provides 
important access between northern Victoria and southern NSW. It is one of 8 major river 
crossings on this 370 km stretch of the Murray River.  
 
The closest alternative Murray River crossing to Swan Hill is downstream at Nyah 
approximately 30km (via the Victorian road network) and 40km (via the NSW road 
network). The Nyah Bridge is a single lane lift bridge (6.5m lift span width) and is load 
rated for 42.5 tonne semi-trailers, however it is not on a NSW declared B-Double route. 
The next closest bridge is further downstream at Tooleybuc. The Tooleybuc Bridge is on a 
declared B-Double route and involves a 102km detour for B-Doubles around Swan Hill. 
 
The nearest comparable upstream alternative Murray River bridge crossing to Swan Hill is 
at Barham (4.26m lift span width) which is on an approved B-Double route and some 
141km (via Moulamein on the NSW road network) and 85km (via Kerang on the Victorian 
road network). Both Tooleybuc Bridge and Barham Bridge are rated to 42.5 tonne for semi-
trailers and 62.5 tonnes for B-doubles which are the current national general access vehicle 
mass limits.  
 
To accommodate wider and/or heavier over-dimensional loads including agricultural 
machinery and equipment to and from Swan Hill it is necessary to travel upstream to the 
south east via Tocumwal Bridge (9.2m wide) some 253 km (via the NSW road network) or 
around  284 km (via the Victorian road network). The alternative is to travel downstream 
or north west via the Robinvale Bridge (12.5m wide) which is around 134 km (via the 
Victorian road network) and 174 km (via the NSW road network). Robinvale and Tocumwal 
are on B-Double and higher mass limit truck approved routes. 
 
There are significant detours required for wide over-dimensional vehicles that require 
bridge crossings wider than a single lane carriage way. Similarly significant detours for 
higher mass vehicles are necessary due to current Swan Hill Bridge limitations.    
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Maintaining the viability of the Murray River crossing at Swan Hill is critical, as the crossing 
is strategically located for freight movement and general travel between Victoria and NSW 
and the Swan Hill Township acts as a centre for the sale and distribution of produce from 
the surrounding area. Tourism is also an important industry in the Swan Hill region with 
approximately 150,000 visitors to attractions along the river including those in NSW. 
 
Swan Hill Township is also the main administrative and commercial centre for the region, 
including residents in Murray Downs in Wakool Shire in NSW. Moulamein is the 
administrative centre for Wakool Shire, some 70 km north east of Murray Downs. Swan Hill 
also importantly provides emergency services for the Murray Downs area. 
 
The population of Murray Downs is estimated to grow by 400 people to approximately 600 
over the next 20 years. The Victorian side of the Murray River in the study area has 
undergone extensive development and is the location for the prospering Rural City of Swan 
Hill. The population of Swan Hill itself is estimated to grow at about 1% per annum to 
approximately 12,500 people over the next 20 years.  
 
As a result, traffic across the bridge is estimated to increase from 3,700 vehicles per day 
(vpd) in 2006 to around 5,300 vpd in 20 years time. Heavy vehicles comprise 13% of the 
traffic volume or 480 trucks per day (October 2006 survey). Assuming the proportion of 
truck traffic remains constant, there would be an increase to approximately 690 trucks per 
day by 2026.  
 
The existing bridge has operational limitations in that: 

 It is narrow and reduced to one lane width on the lift span; 
 The lift span takes approximately 25 minutes to open and close for riverboats and 

this is inconvenient for motorists and emergency services; 
 It has insufficient strength for use by higher mass limit vehicles (exceeding current 

mass limits); 
 It requires extensive annual maintenance and repairs which is inconvenient for users 

due to extended delays at the crossing or extended detours to other crossing points; 
 It is unsuitable for wide over-dimensional loads, such as wide farm machinery; and 
 It does not have a designated pathway separating pedestrians from vehicles. 

 
In the longer term, the components of the bridge structure would have to be replaced by 
modern materials or heavily modified to enable higher mass limit vehicles to access the 
bridge, to the extent that the heritage value of the bridge would be compromised. 
However, there is no scope to further strengthen the bridge due to heritage concerns. With 
continued use of the existing bridge, it may be necessary from time to time to impose load 
limits until maintenance works are undertaken. A load limit lower than current limits would 
have unacceptable economic impacts for agricultural and other commercial enterprises. 
 
The Swan Hill Rural City Council is currently reviewing the Swan Hill River Precinct Concept 
Plan 1997 to improve the river front precinct and the CBD. The development of the 
Riverside Park includes the extension of the park area to the north of McCallum Street into 
the redundant industrial area, and the long term removal of infrastructure to the east of 
Curlewis Street that inhibits access to the park and the Murray River. The Swan Hill Rural 
City Council has advised that the review of the concept plan will not be progressed further 
until the final location of the replacement bridge has been determined. 
 
Wakool Shire and Swan Hill Rural City Council have received funding as part of the AusLink 
Strategic Regional Program to improve freight access between Swan Hill and Wakool, 
particularly for the movement of grain.  
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1.6 Policy Basis 
 
The previous Victorian State Government developed the Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic 
Plan in 2010 with input from regional stakeholders including local government and 
industry. Strategic direction four of that plan – ‘Improve our Infrastructure’ refers to the 
Loddon Mallee region being well served by road links which connect it to the major markets 
and population centres of southern Victoria, Adelaide, Canberra, Sydney and regional areas 
of southern NSW. The Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic Plan notes that overall, the 
highway and main road connections in and to the region are in quite good condition and 
meet demands; however, several of the Murray River bridges do not meet the needs of 
freight traffic. The replacement of the Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill would 
adequately provide for freight, local and tourist traffic. 
 

1.7 Project Funding and Strategy 
 
Under the current funding principles, each State would be responsible for: 
 

 Half the cost of the Murray River bridge; 
 Half the planning costs; 
 Cost of land acquisition, and construction of the road approaches (including any 

additional bridging costs), together with the associated project management costs, 
within each State.  

 
Preliminary bridge cost estimates in 2009 costs for the preferred replacement bridge Option 
9a (intermediate level) is in the order of $42.4 million. Based on an estimated cost of 
$42.4m the benefit cost ratio (BCR) for this proposal is 0.07.  
 
Once planning is finalised, construction funding will be sought from the Commonwealth and 
State governments. 
 

1.7.1 Construction Timeframe 
 
Following the completion of planning activities and obtaining the necessary approvals in 
accordance with Victorian and NSW planning requirements and subject to available funding 
in both states, the construction timeframe for a design and construct project of this 
complexity, would be in the order of 30 months to complete. 
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1.8 Consultation 
 
Consultation with key stakeholders including significant input from the local community has 
played a major role throughout the planning investigations for the replacement Murray 
River bridge crossing at Swan Hill. More detail regarding public consultation is provided in 
Chapter 6. 
 
At the commencement of the planning process, a community consultation plan was 
developed for use in guiding the consultative process and informing all interested parties of 
the progress of the study and providing opportunities for the community to provide 
feedback. 
 
Consultation was undertaken with representatives of the Swan Hill Rural City Council, 
Wakool Shire Council, Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV), Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal 
Land Council (WWLALC), Barapa Barapa and Wadi Wadi people, and other relevant 
community and business groups. Representatives of relevant Government Departments, 
Emergency Services Groups (Police, Ambulance, Country Fire Authority Victoria, State 
Emergency Services), NSW Maritime Authority, Murray River Skippers Association and 
utility services providers were also consulted. Interviews were also conducted with the 
potentially affected landowners. 
 
The Community Consultation Group (CCG) was formed to assist with communication about 
the project to the community and to provide feedback to VicRoads on community views. 
The Project Steering Committee comprised representatives from the RTA NSW, Swan Hill 
Rural City Council and Wakool Shire Council, and VicRoads, and was formed to guide the 
planning process. 
 
Consultation was also undertaken during specialist studies with local industry and the 
community. 
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2 Project Approvals Framework

2.1 Commonwealth Process
 
The Australian Government has responsibilities under the Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) for the protection of defined matters of 
national environmental significance (NES). These matters include World Heritage properties 
and National Heritage places, Ramsar wetlands of international importance, nationally 
listed threatened species and ecological communities and listed migratory species, among 
others. 
 
VicRoads decided that the potential for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at 
Swan Hill to have a significant impact on any matters of NES was low based on 
environmental studies undertaken. It was therefore decided that a referral to the Australian 
Government Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and 
Communities (DSEWPAC) was not required. Consequently the project has not been referred 
under the EPBC Act.   
 

2.2 Victorian Process 
 
VicRoads is the proponent for the component of the project in Victoria and is undertaking 
the study in conjunction with the RTA. VicRoads has primary responsibility for the PSA and 
the PAR. Refer to Figure 2.1 for a flowchart of the Victorian planning process. 
 

2.2.1        Environment Effects Act 1978 
 
The requirements of the Environment Effects Act 1978 (EE Act) and the Ministerial 
Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects under the Environment Effects Act 
1978 were considered and it was determined that the Victorian component of the proposal 
did not meet the criteria for referral under the EE Act. The determination was verbally 
supported by DPCD which advised VicRoads that there are no substantive environmental 
issues that warrant DPCD involvement and, as a consequence, a referral to the Minister 
under the EE Act was not required. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
  Figure 2.1 – Flowchart of the Victorian planning process 
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2.2.2        Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 
The purpose of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (P&E Act) is to establish a 
framework for planning the use, development and protection of land in Victoria in the 
present and long-term interests of all Victorians. 
 
The objectives of planning in Victoria are to:  

 Provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and development of land. 
 Provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the maintenance 

of ecological processes and genetic diversity; 
 Secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment for 

all Victorians and visitors to Victoria; 
 Conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of scientific, 

aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special cultural value; 
 Protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly provision and co-

ordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; 
 Facilitate development in accordance with the objectives set out in the dot point 

paragraphs above); and  
 Balance the present and future interests of all Victorians. 

 
A PSA is required to reserve land required for the Victorian component of the project 
through the application of the PAO and to exempt VicRoads from permit requirements 
under the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. 
 
Specifically, the PSA proposes to: 

 Add map 38PAO to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. 
 Amend the locations of Heritage Overlays HO138, HO148 and HO149 which are  

incorrectly plotted on the planning scheme maps.  
 Apply a Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO3) to identify and reserve land for acquisition 

by VicRoads for the Swan Hill Bridge project. 
 Amend the Schedule to Clause 42.01 so that it allows the development of land and 

the removal, destruction or lopping of any vegetation to the minimum extent 
necessary, for the construction of the Swan Hill Bridge project and associated works. 

 Amend the Schedule to Clause 43.02 so that it allows the development of land to the 
minimum extent necessary, for the construction of the Swan Hill Bridge project and 
associated works.  

 Amend the schedule to Clause 45.01 to introduce Public Acquisition Overlay (PAO3) 
with VicRoads as acquisition authority. 

 Amend the Schedule to Clause 52.17 so that it allows the removal, destruction or 
lopping of native vegetation, to the minimum extent necessary, for the construction 
by VicRoads of the Swan Hill Bridge project and associated works. 

 Amend the schedule to Clause 61.03 to update the list of maps forming part of the 
Planning Scheme. 

 
The Minister for Planning has authorised VicRoads to prepare the PSA to the Swan Hill 
Planning Scheme in accordance with Section 9(1) of the P&E Act. In accordance with 
Section 9(4) of the P&E Act, having been authorised to prepare the PSA, VicRoads is 
deemed the Planning Authority for the purposes of the P&E Act. The Swan Hill Rural City 
Council has formally agreed to VicRoads acting as the Planning Authority for the purposes 
of the PSA.    
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The PSA, together with the PAR and relevant technical reports will be placed on public 
exhibition for a period of 30 business days. Notice of the amendment will be provided to 
land owners and occupiers of land affected by the proposal. The Planning Authority is 
required to consider all submissions received.  
 
If submissions are received which request a change to the PSA, the Planning Authority 
must either: 

 Amend the PSA in the manner requested; 
 Refer the submission to a Panel; or 
 Abandon the PSA. 

 
Where the PSA is referred to a Panel, the Panel will consider the submissions, report its 
findings and make recommendations to the Planning Authority. VicRoads, as the Planning 
Authority will then consider the Panel’s recommendations and decide whether to adopt the 
PSA. If VicRoads adopts the PSA, it will submit the PSA to the Minister for Planning. The 
Minister for Planning may approve the PSA with or without changes or subject to any 
conditions or may refuse to approve the PSA.  
 
There are also specific project approvals required and these are listed in Section 8.2. Refer 
to Appendix A for further information on the statutory and planning framework in Victoria.  
 

2.3 New South Wales Process 
 
An EI has been prepared to examine the proposed road corridor for the replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill. The study area for the EI is confined to NSW. 
Within Victoria, the replacement crossing is subject to separate planning and approval 
processes in accordance with Victorian legislation. The boundary between the assessment 
in Victoria and the investigation in NSW is the Victorian bank of the Murray River. 
 
The EI is being placed on public display for a period of 30 business days, for public review 
and comment. The public display of the EI will occur in conjunction with the display of the 
PSA in Victoria. 
 
The purpose of the EI is to identify environmental constraints and describe potential 
impacts associated with the proposed road corridor.  
 
Following the display of the EI, the RTA will consider all submissions received during the 
public display period. Consideration of the submissions will inform decision making to 
determine the proposed road boundaries on the NSW side of the Murray River. Once the 
proposed road boundaries have been finalised by the RTA they will be provided to the 
Wakool Shire Council for inclusion in the Local Environmental Plan.  
 
Should the project proceed to construction, appropriate assessment would be carried out in 
accordance with the NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. 
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3 Development of Options 
 

3.1    History of Previous Planning Studies 
 
There have been various planning investigations undertaken in the past to consider 
corridors and alignment options for a Replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan 
Hill. 
 

3.1.1 Earlier Investigations 
 
Planning for a replacement bridge commenced in 1966. On 18 July 1966, the then Country 
Roads Board (VIC) advised the Department of Main Roads (NSW) of its agreement to a new 
crossing immediately downstream of the existing bridge. It was later decided to investigate 
an alternative alignment due to problems with the grade and the level of the railway line on 
the western approach to the river, immediately downstream from the existing bridge. 
 
An alignment utilising Hastings Street and Chapman Street was developed in 1967, and on 
30 May 1968, Swan Hill City Council advised that it agreed in principle to the alignment as 
shown in Figure 3.1.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 - Hastings Street alignment developed in 1967 



 

Various alignment options were developed in 1974 for a Replacement Murray River bridge 
crossing utilising Pye Street and/or Hastings Street as shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.2 - Alignment options developed in the 1970’s 
 
A preferred alignment for the replacement structure was agreed between the respective 
Victorian and NSW road authorities in 1978. The alignment provided a replacement 
structure approximately 400 metres downstream of the existing bridge and included 
approximately 1 km of new approach roadworks connecting to Swan Hill-Moulamein Road 
in NSW. In Victoria, the bridge entered Swan Hill along Hastings/Pye Streets as shown in 
Figure 3.3.  
 
The location was selected primarily due to constraints of the then existing Swan Hill 
infrastructure. However, it did require the acquisition in part and probably the relocation of 
existing fuel depots in Hastings Street. 
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Figure 3.3 – Hastings/Pye Street alignment 
 
In 1980 a more detailed examination of the Hastings/Pye Street route was undertaken and 
an alternative alignment was developed, passing centrally through the Shell and Mobil fuel 
depots rather than swinging to the north into Hastings Street as previously proposed. The 
alternative alignment connecting to Pye Street is shown in Figure 3.4.  
 

 

 
Figure 3.4 – Pye Street alternative alignment 



 

 
Through the late 1970’s to mid 1980’s various design proposals were considered for a 
replacement bridge location and formal agreement on a preferred corridor utilising 
Hastings/Pye Street or Pye Street alignments, was reached by the then Road Construction 
Authority (VIC) and the Department of Main Roads (NSW).  
 
In 1988, the Department of Main Roads (NSW) fixed the road reserve boundaries by 
gazettal for the then preferred corridor within NSW as shown in Figure 3.5. The road 
reserve in NSW would accommodate either of the Hasting/Pye Street or the Pye Street 
alignments. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.5 – Road boundaries fixed in 1988 by Department of Main Roads  
in NSW for the then preferred alignment 
 
VicRoads or its predecessors acquired properties in Hastings Street and Pye Street in Swan 
Hill in Victoria. Refer to Figure 3.6 for the acquired properties. The RTA gazetted a road 
reserve on the NSW side in 1999. The declared road reserve in NSW forms the northern 
boundary of the Crown grant to the Wamba Wamba Community.  
 
The NSW approach necessitated a reasonable embankment to preferably accommodate a 
high level structure to meet navigational clearances. This embankment was proposed to be 
adjacent to the immediate boundary of a subsequent land grant to the Wamba Wamba 
Local Aboriginal Land Council. 
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Figure 3.6 – Land previously acquired in Victoria by VicRoads or its predecessors  
 
In 1995, in response to opposition raised by the Wamba Wamba Community and changes 
to traffic management within Swan Hill, the two road authorities considered that there may 
be advantages in reviewing options with a view to a location upstream and near the 
existing bridge and linking to McCallum Street as shown in Figure 3.7. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3.7 - Alignments considered upstream of the existing bridge 



 

3.2 Current Planning Study 
 
VicRoads is undertaking the planning study in conjunction with the RTA. VicRoads is the 
proponent for the component of the project in Victoria and has primary responsibility for 
the PSA and PAR. Refer to Figure 3.8 for a flowchart of the planning process. 
 

 
Figure 3.8 – Flowchart of the planning process 
 

3.2.1 Establishment of Broad Corridors 
 
At the commencement of this study, the preliminary routes or corridors were derived from 
the review of previous investigations in the 1970’s and those corridors nominated by key 
stakeholders, including Swan Hill Rural City Council. 
 
The five broad corridors which were developed reflect the possible opportunities to 
accommodate a replacement bridge option, taking into consideration the known existing 
land use including residential and commercial development and tourism facilities, 
topographical constraints and river navigation requirements. The five broad corridors 
developed are shown in Figure 3.9. 
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   Figure 3.9 - The five broad corridors developed for investigation 
 
Community views were sought on the five broad corridors at the first Public Information 
Day on the 3rd February 2007. 
 

3.2.2 Description of Broad Corridors 
 
The five broad corridors developed for investigation included the Karinie Street Corridor, 
Pye Street Corridor, McCallum Street Corridor, Wood Street Corridor and Pental Island 
Road Corridor. 
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3.2.2.1 Karinie Street Corridor 
 
This corridor would provide a link between the Murray Valley Highway, north of Karinie 
Street to Swan Hill-Moulamein Road, crossing the Murray River in the vicinity of Arnoldt 
Street. 
 

3.2.2.2 Pye Street Corridor 
 
This corridor would provide a link in the vicinity of Pye Street to Swan Hill-Moulamein Road, 
crossing the Murray River close to Pye Street and utilising the existing unused road 
reservation in NSW, immediately north of the Wamba Wamba Community land.  
 

3.2.2.3 McCallum Street Corridor 
 
This corridor would provide a link in the vicinity of McCallum Street to the Swan Hill-
Moulamein Road between the Federal Hotel and Pickering’s Transport.  
 

3.2.2.4 Wood Street Corridor 
 
This corridor would provide a link in the vicinity of Wood Street to the Swan Hill-Moulamein 
Road to the east of Pickering’s Transport, crossing the Murray River near its confluence 
with the Little Murray River. 
 

3.2.2.5 Pental Island Road Corridor 
 
This most southerly corridor would provide a link approximately at Pental Island Road to 
the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road east of Murray Downs Drive.  
 

3.2.3 Bridge Types 
 
During periods of high river flows, the existing bridge structure may require opening up to 
12 times per year. In recent years the span has not been opened. It is estimated that 
around 80% of the openings of the existing bridge were for double deck house boats. 
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Three bridge types have been considered in the planning study: 
 

 A Low level bridge would have the road level at a similar height to the existing 
bridge with a lift structure. The lift span would be opened approximately  8 - 12 
times a year, during periods of normal summer flows, to allow navigation of river 
boats; 

 
 An Intermediate level bridge would provide sufficient clearance to allow passage of  

double deck houseboats at normal summer flow levels.  A lift span would still be 
required for paddle steamers, however there would be a much reduced frequency of 
opening, expected to be around 4 times per year during times of high river flows. 
The clearance to the bridge has allowed for the possibility of a future low level weir 
at 1.2m gauge height; 

 
 A High level bridge would provide clearance consistent with the existing lift span in 

an elevated position. A separate lift span would not be required. 
 
Figure 3.10 shows the relative clearances for the three bridge types considered. 

 
 

Figure 3.10 - Clearances of the three bridge types considered 



 

3.3 Initial Alignment Options 
 
Nine preliminary alignment options were developed from the five broad corridors from 
suggestions over a period of time by stakeholders. The preliminary options are shown in 
Figure 3.11 and an enlargement of the central options area is shown in Figure 3.12.  
 

 
  Figure 3.11 - Map of nine preliminary options 
 
The nine options formed the basis on which the preliminary desktop assessments were 
undertaken. Options 1, 2, 3a, 4a, 4b, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were reviewed by members of the 
Steering Committee and CCG at the Initial Planning Workshop held on 14 March 2007.  
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   Figure 3.12 - Enlargement of the central options area  
 

3.3.1 Option 1 
 
Option 1 was suggested by the RTA as an option located closer to the existing bridge. This 
option was developed as a low level bridge. Option 1 would be an extension of McCallum 
Street, just upstream of the existing bridge.  
 

3.3.2 Option 2  
 
Option 2 was suggested by the RTA as an option located closer to the existing bridge. This 
option was developed as a low level bridge. Option 2 would be an extension of McCallum 
Street, just downstream of the existing bridge.  
 

3.3.3 Option 3a  
 
Option 3a was developed out of opportunities within the broad corridors which avoid known 
constraints. This option was developed as a low level bridge. Option 3a would be an 
extension of Pritchard Street, 120m downstream of the existing bridge. 
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3.3.4 Option 4a  
 
Option 4a was developed out of opportunities within the broad corridors which avoid known 
constraints. This option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 4a would be an 
extension of Pye Street, 230m downstream of the existing bridge. 
 

3.3.5 Option 4b  
 
Option 4b is very similar to the option originally proposed by the then Country Road’s 
Board in the 1970’s. A road reserve to suit this option in NSW was declared in 1999. 
VicRoads owns a number of properties fronting Hastings Street and Pye Street. Option 4b 
would be an extension of Pye Street, 420m downstream of the existing bridge. This option 
was developed as a high level bridge.  
 

3.3.6 Option 6  
 
Option 6 was developed from suggestions by Swan Hill Rural City Council officers. This 
option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 6 would be an extension to Arnoldt 
Street, located 1100m downstream of the existing bridge.  
 

3.3.7 Option 7  
 
Option 7 was developed from suggestions by Swan Hill Rural City Council officers. This 
option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 7 would be an extension of Wood 
Street, 700m upstream of the existing bridge.  
 

3.3.8 Option 8  
 
Option 8 was developed from suggestions by Swan Hill Rural City Council officers. This 
option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 8 would be an extension of Pental 
Island Road, 2500m upstream of the existing bridge.  
 

3.3.9 Option 9  
 
Option 9 was developed out of opportunities within the broad corridors which avoid known 
constraints. This option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 9 would be an 
extension of McCallum Street, 260m upstream of the existing bridge.  
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3.4 Modifications to Alignment Options 
 
Community views from Information Day 1, findings from the preliminary consultant 
reports, information from stakeholder interviews and input from the CCG were taken into 
consideration in the further refinement of the nine options.  
 
The bridge locations were checked to ensure that the required navigation clearances for 
river traffic could be met while still complying with road design safety standards.  
 
The CCG suggested that Options 2, 3a and 4a could be modified to go behind the Federal 
Hotel to improve pedestrian safety. New Options 2a, 3b and 4c were developed as a result 
of this discussion and are shown in Figure 3.13. The existing Options 2, 3a and 4a were 
also still considered.  
 

3.4.1 Option 2a 
 
Option 2a was developed from suggestions by the CCG to improve pedestrian safety near 
the Federal Hotel. This option was developed as a low level bridge. Option 2a is an 
extension of McCallum Street, approximately 60m downstream of the existing bridge, 
behind the Federal Hotel. Option 2a would provide for a parallel bridge outside the curtilage 
of the existing bridge. 
 

3.4.2 Option 3b 
 
Option 3b was developed from suggestions by the CCG to improve pedestrian safety near 
the Federal Hotel. This option was developed as an intermediate level bridge. Option 3b is 
an extension of Pritchard Street, 150m downstream of the existing bridge, behind the 
Federal Hotel. Option 3b has no design issues or access problems associated with Option 
3a.  
 

3.4.3 Option 4c 
 
Option 4c was developed from suggestions by the CCG to improve pedestrian safety near 
the Federal Hotel. This option was developed as a high level bridge. Option 4c is an 
extension of Pye Street, 260m downstream of the existing bridge, behind the Federal 
Hotel. 
 
Option 4c would have a wide curve on the bridge, but there would be an improved angle to 
the river when compared to Option 4a. Option 4c would require acquisition of part of the 
Federal Hotel carpark whereas Option 4a would directly impact on the Federal Hotel 
building. 
 



 

 
  Figure 3.13 – Map of Options 2a, 3b and 4c  
 

3.5 Additional Alignment Options 
 
The nine options, plus three alternatives as suggested by the CCG, were presented at a 
second public Information Day on 5 May 2007 and a further display for 2 weeks in mid May 
2007 at the Swan Hill Library. Options 1, 2, 2a, 3a, 3b, 4a, 4b, 4c, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were 
publicly exhibited as replacement bridge options.  
 
Following review and public feedback on the above options, Options 4d and 9a were 
developed to address some of the less acceptable impacts and design constraints of 
Options 4a and 9. Options 4d and 9a are shown in Figure 3.14. 
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  Figure 3.14 - Map of Options 4d and 9a  
 

3.5.1 Option 4d 
 
Option 4d is located mid block between Pritchard Street and Pye Street, 230m downstream 
of the existing bridge, and crosses to the northern side of the Federal Hotel. This option 
was developed as an intermediate level bridge. Option 4d avoids impacts on the fuel 
depots, impact on the Federal Hotel building and improves the geometry of the option by 
providing a straight and shorter bridge across the Murray River, than alignment Options 3a, 
4a, 4b and 4c.  
 

3.5.2 Option 9a 
 
Option 9a is located mid block between McCallum Street and McCrae Street, 110m 
upstream of the existing bridge. This option was developed as an intermediate level bridge.  
Option 9a improves access to Monash Drive and associated community facilities, avoids 
impacts on Pickering’s Transport and the historic water tower and reduces the visual 
impacts on the existing bridge compared with Option 9. Option 9a would also provide an 
improved alignment than Option 9 which is on a tight curved alignment. 
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3.5.3 Other Options 
 
Other Options assessed for feasibility during the initial stage of the planning study include 
the Do Nothing Option, Widen Existing Bridge Option, Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option, 
Tunnel Option and Douglas Road Option.  
 

3.5.3.1 Do Nothing Option 
 
The Do Nothing Option would maintain the existing bridge in its current operational form. 
The maintenance program will keep the bridge operational without a load limit in the short 
to medium term.  
 

3.5.3.2 Widen Existing Bridge Option  
 
Widening the existing bridge has not been examined as it is not feasible as the lift span and 
truss would need to be completely separate from the existing structure. This option would 
then become the Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option.  
 

3.5.3.3 Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option 
 
The Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option would be located immediately adjacent to and north 
of the existing bridge with the road in NSW rerouted to the north of the Federal Hotel so as 
to avoid impacting on the bridge curtilage.  
 

3.5.3.4 Tunnel Option 
 
The Tunnel Option is located along the existing McCallum Street corridor. This option would 
require the closure of Campbell Street and Beveridge Street along the McCallum Street 
alignment in the main shopping area of Swan Hill to accommodate the tunnel approach. 
Refer to Figure 3.15 for the location of the tunnel option. 
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  Figure 3.15 - Location map of Tunnel Option

3.5.3.5 Douglas Road Option 
 
The Douglas Road Option was suggested by members of the Swan Hill community. Douglas 
Road is located approximately 4.5km north of the existing bridge. The option would 
connect the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road to the Murray Valley Highway to the north of Swan 
Hill. Refer to Figure 3.16 for the location of the Douglas Road Option. 
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  Figure 3.16 - Location map of Douglas Road Option 
 

3.6 Evaluation of Preliminary Alignment Options 
 

3.6.1 Evaluation of Other Options 
 
The Do Nothing Option, Widen Existing Bridge Option, Parallel Bridge Option, Tunnel Option 
and Douglas Road Option were assessed by VicRoads taking into consideration, design 
constraints, the functionality of the bridge, traffic and road safety issues, and advice from 
key government agencies. The assessment of Other Options is provided in Table 3.1.  
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  Table 3.1 – Evaluation of Other Options 
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 Table 3.1 – Evaluation of Other Options (Continued) 
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3.6.1.1 Do Nothing Option 
 
To date the maintenance on the trusses and lift span has not compromised the technical 
heritage of the bridge. However, if the bridge is not replaced, the only long term option 
would be to completely replace key structural elements with new steel components. The 
existing timber trusses were made with old growth hardwood. Suitable replacement timber 
would most likely have to be sourced from overseas at very high cost and take several 
years to obtain.  
 
There is a high risk of the bridge being damaged by an overloaded vehicle. Two of the 37 
Allan Truss timber bridges built were demolished due to extensive impact damage caused 
to the structure by over mass vehicles. It is not possible to upgrade the barrier protection 
on the bridge given the bridge’s heritage status. If the bridge is not replaced, a load limit 
would need to be put in place in the long term to maintain the structural condition of the 
bridge. 
 
The imposition of a load limit on the Swan Hill Bridge would result in significant local socio-
economic impacts as larger heavy vehicles would be presented with a significant detour 
over either Tooleybuc Bridge or Barham Bridge. Both of these bridges, like Swan Hill are 
listed on the NSW State Heritage register and such an increase in larger heavy vehicle 
traffic would have the capacity to accelerate the deterioration of either or both of these 
bridges. 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge is suitable for semi trailer trucks and B-doubles but will not support 
heavy vehicles operating at higher mass limits than current mass limits. This constrains 
future truck options for cross border transporters and becomes a de facto load limit. Wide 
agricultural vehicles are unable to utilise the existing bridge. 
 
On the lift span section of the existing bridge, pedestrians share the lift span deck with 
traffic. The pedestrian walkway on the lift span is delineated with flexible pavement 
markers and there is no barrier protection between the walkway and the traffic lane. Given 
the heritage status of the bridge, the provision of a walkway external to the lift span, or 
protection improvements or lighting cannot be provided.  
 
The Do Nothing Option was not considered viable in the longer term due to the imposition 
of a load limit on the existing bridge which would result in significant local socio-economic 
impacts, the bridge not being suitable for higher mass limit vehicles and the high risk of 
the bridge being damaged by an overloaded vehicle. In addition, repair of key structural 
elements with modern materials would compromise the heritage status of the bridge and 
no barrier protection is able to be provided between the pedestrian walkway and the traffic 
lane.  
 

3.6.1.2 Widen Existing Bridge Option 
 
The Widen Existing Bridge Option was not considered feasible given the heritage status of 
the bridge. The existing bridge would effectively need to be demolished to provide a 2 lane 
width bridge. 
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3.6.1.3 Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option 
 
A modern bridge would provide a high standard facility in one direction with a poorer 
standard facility in the other direction, and this may lead to road safety issues due to lack 
of consistency. The Parallel Single Lane Bridge Option would not overcome issues with over 
-dimensional vehicles in both directions, substandard load limits in one direction and 
ongoing maintenance costs of the existing bridge. 
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of the Parallel Single Lane 
Bridge Option due to safety issues and unacceptable long term constraints. 
 

3.6.1.4 Tunnel Option 
 
The Tunnel Option would result in the closure of Campbell Street and Beveridge Street 
intersections with McCallum Street, which are in the main shopping area of Swan Hill. 
Truck traffic to and from the Murray Valley Highway would require an alternative route 
through the residential areas of Swan Hill to access the tunnel entrance at the corner of 
McCallum Street and Splatt Street. Over-dimensional vehicles including agricultural 
machinery and vehicles carrying dangerous goods would be prohibited from using a tunnel. 
In addition to this a tunnel would not cater for pedestrians or bicycle traffic. 
 
There would also be significant cost for construction of a tunnel, high ongoing maintenance 
costs, including ventilation, drainage and video surveillance. 
 
The ground material is soft clay and sand layers. Construction methods such as cut and 
cover could impact on the operation of the river and may not be acceptable to river 
authorities. Potential impact to adjacent infrastructure from settlement during construction 
and dewatering may occur. The groundwater is highly saline which could cause significant 
environmental issues during dewatering and the continued treatment of drainage water 
from the tunnel. 
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of the Tunnel Option due to 
high cost, restrictions on certain vehicles, closure of main streets in Swan Hill and 
geological issues. 
 

3.6.1.5 Douglas Road Option 
 
The Douglas Road Option would increase traffic on the Murray Valley Highway between 
Douglas Road and McCallum Street, and on Nyah Road, as the traffic needs to travel 
further north to access the replacement bridge.  
 
The travel distance would be approximately 12.5km one way when compared with a travel 
distance of 1.75 km via the existing bridge for traffic travelling between the Swan Hill CBD 
and Murray Downs. This would result in an increased travel time of approximately 4 
minutes per vehicle trip and therefore high user costs, approximately $12M and $10M over 
the next 30 years for car and freight operation respectively. Preliminary costs for the 
Douglas Road Option are $24-29 million. The Douglas Road Option is not considered 
economically viable due to high user costs and increased travel time. 
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It was considered that there should be no further investigation of the Douglas Road Option 
due to increased travel time and user costs for car and freight operation over the life of the 
project. 
 

3.6.2 Evaluation of Alignment Options 
 
The Consultants’ assessments of the initial nine options were reviewed by the CCG at the 
Initial Planning Workshop. The preliminary assessment of Options 2a, 3b, 4c, 4d and 9a 
were not considered by either the CCG or Steering Committee and are VicRoads’ 
assessments based on interpolation of the findings of the Consultants’ preliminary reports 
and outcomes of discussions with key agencies.  
 
The options were assessed against the project objectives (meets well, meets objective and 
meets poorly) shown in Section 1.3. The assessment of the alignment options is provided 
in Table 3.2.  
 
VicRoads and the RTA reviewed the preliminary options following consideration of 
consultants’ specialist studies, CCG comments and community feedback from Public 
Displays.    
 
The following text discusses the consideration of alignment options in Phase 1 of the 
Planning Study. Some of these options were rejected at that stage of the planning study, 
but for other options, where there were uncertainties, those options were further 
investigated in a later phase of the planning study. 
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 Table 3.2 – Evaluation of Options 
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 Table 3.2 – Evaluation of Options (continued) 
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Table 3.2 – Evaluation of Options (continued) 
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3.6.2.1 Option 1 
 
Option 1 was assessed on the basis of being a low level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives with the exception of the Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage objective. 
 
Option 1 would be located within the curtilage of the existing bridge. This option cannot be 
modified to avoid the bridge curtilage due to the proximity of the historic water tower. At 
the time of the initial assessment it was unclear whether replacement works would be 
permitted within the curtilage of the existing bridge. Advice was later sought from the NSW 
Heritage Council.  
 
There would be increased difficulty for river boats in navigating both the existing and 
replacement bridge in close proximity to each other. At the time of the initial assessment 
the degree of difficulty which would be experienced was uncertain. Advice was later sought 
from the Skippers’ Association. 
 
It was considered at the time that there should be further investigation of Option 1 in 
Phase 2 of the Planning Study pending advice from the Heritage Council of NSW and the 
Skippers’ Association. 
 

3.6.2.2 Option 2 
 
Option 2 was assessed on the basis of being a low level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives with the exception of the Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage objective. 
 
Option 2 would be located within the curtilage of the existing bridge. The bridge design 
would not be optimal as the existing 40km/hr speed limit on the approach to the bridge 
south of the Federal Hotel would be retained. This option cannot be modified to avoid the 
bridge curtilage without impacting on the Federal Hotel building. 
 
At the time of the initial assessment it was unclear whether replacement works would be 
permitted within the curtilage of the existing bridge. Advice was later sought from the NSW 
Heritage Council.  
 
There would be increased difficulty for river boats in navigating both the existing and 
replacement bridge in close proximity to each other. At the time of the initial assessment 
the degree of difficulty which would be experienced was uncertain. Advice was later sought 
from the Skippers’ Association. 
 
It was considered at the time that there should be further investigation of Option 2 in 
Phase 2 of the Planning Study pending advice from the Heritage Council of NSW and the 
Skippers’ Association. 
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3.6.2.3 Option 2a 
 
Option 2a was assessed on the basis of being a low level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives with the exception of the Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage objective, and it would have some property and residential amenity impacts. 
 
Option 2a would be located approximately 60m from the existing bridge. This option would 
have a substandard curve on the NSW side of the bridge and there would be increased 
difficulty in navigating both the existing and replacement bridge in close proximity. At the 
time of the initial assessment the degree of difficulty which would be experienced was 
uncertain. Advice was later sought from the Skippers’ Association. 
 
Option 2a would provide for a parallel bridge outside the curtilage of the existing bridge 
meeting the performance objective for Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and complying 
better than Option 2 with design standards. Option 2a would meet performance objectives 
only in relation to land use and residential amenity instead of meeting the objectives well 
when compared with Option 2. Impacts would include likely land acquisition of part of the 
Federal Hotel carpark and noise and visual intrusion on the Wamba Wamba Community. 
 
It was considered that there should be further investigation of Option 2a in Phase 2 of the 
Planning Study to provide a low level bridge in the central corridor. 
 

3.6.2.4 Option 3a 
 
Option 3a was assessed on the basis of being a low level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives.  
 
The bridge design would not be optimal as the existing 40 km/hr speed limit on the 
approach to the bridge south of the Federal hotel would be retained and there would be 
difficulties in maintaining existing access to Monash Drive and the Federal Square precinct 
on the Victorian side of the river. Considerable impacts would occur on GrainCorp facilities 
and moderate visual impacts would occur on the existing bridge.  
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 3a due to 
difficulties retaining access to Monash Drive and retention of the 40 km/hr speed limit as a 
result of a small radius curve. 
 

3.6.2.5 Option 3b 
 
Option 3b was assessed on the basis of being an intermediate level bridge. This option 
would meet or meet well all performance objectives. 
 
Option 3b has no design issues or access problems that are associated with Option 3a. 
Considerable impacts would occur on GrainCorp facilities and moderate visual impacts 
would occur on the existing bridge.  
 
Residential amenity impacts would include noise and visual intrusion on the Wamba 
Wamba Community. Land use impacts would include likely land acquisition of part of the 
Federal Hotel carpark and moderate likely impact on areas of high archaeological potential. 
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It was considered that there should be further investigation of Option 3b in Phase 2 of the 
Planning Study to provide an intermediate level bridge close to the central corridor. 
 

3.6.2.6 Option 4a 
 
Option 4a was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet 
or meet well all performance objectives with the exception of land use and residential 
amenity. 
 
Option 4a would have a substandard curve in front of the Federal Hotel and the bridge 
would be at a severe skew to the river. Land use impacts would include direct impact on 
the building of the Federal Hotel and significant impacts on petroleum depot sites in 
Victoria. Option 4a cannot be modified to avoid the Federal Hotel building due to the 
proximity of the existing bridge. 

 
Residential amenity impacts would include land acquisition of the Federal Hotel building, 
noise and visual intrusion on the Wamba Wamba Community and noise impacts on 
residents on and around Hastings Street.  
 
Moderate visual impacts would occur on the existing bridge and there would be moderate 
impact on areas of high archaeological potential. 
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 4a due to impact 
on the Federal Hotel building and severe skew of the bridge to the river. 
 

3.6.2.7 Option 4b 
 
Option 4b was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet 
or meet well all performance objectives with the exception of biodiversity and hydrology. 
 
Since the 1970’s when a very similar option to Option 4b was proposed, the Wamba 
Wamba residential community has been established in NSW adjacent to the declared road 
reserve and the residential area around Federal Square has been further developed. 
 
There is potential for nationally listed plant species to occur, the state listed Grey-crowned 
Babbler was recorded and potential habitat was identified for threatened birds. The option 
would also impact on Riverine Grassy Woodland in Victoria. Additional culverts would be 
required on the NSW floodplain, to convey flood waters which break out of the Murray River 
downstream of Swan Hill.  
 
Land use impacts would include significant impacts on petroleum depot sites in Victoria. 
Visual amenity impacts would include visual and noise intrusion and possible loss of land 
for the Wamba Wamba Community, noise impacts and visual intrusion on residents on 
Hastings Street. There would be a likely moderate impact on areas of high archaeological 
potential. 
 
Whilst this option has a number of identified constraints, there were no identified design or 
access issues. Additionally, Option 4b utilises the existing road reservation in NSW, and 
VicRoads owns properties in this corridor. As such, continued consideration of Option 4b 
was appropriate in Phase 2 of the Planning Study. 
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3.6.2.8 Option 4c 
 
Option 4c was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives, with the exception of some property and residential 
amenity impacts. 
 
Option 4c would have a large curve on the bridge, but there would be an improved skew 
angle to the river when compared with Option 4a.  
 
Land use impacts would include significant impacts on petroleum depot sites in Victoria and 
reduced impact on the Federal Hotel with land acquisition of part of the carpark. Residential 
amenity impacts would include noise and visual intrusion on the Wamba Wamba 
Community and impact on residents on Hastings Street. There would be a likely moderate 
impact on areas of high archaeological potential. 
 
It was considered that there should be further investigation of Option 4c in Phase 2 of the 
Planning Study to provide a high level bridge option. 
 

3.6.2.9 Option 4d 
 
Option 4d was assessed on the basis of being an intermediate level bridge. This option 
would meet or meet well all performance objectives, with the exception of some property 
and residential amenity impacts. 
 
Option 4d would have no design issues and provide a shorter and straighter bridge across 
the river than Option 4a. Land use impacts would include land acquisition of part of the 
Federal Hotel carpark.  
 
Residential amenity impacts would include visual and noise intrusion on the Wamba 
Wamba Community and reduced impact on residents in Hastings Street. There would be a 
likely moderate impact on areas of high archaeological potential. 
 
It was considered that there should be further investigation of Option 4d in Phase 2 of the 
Planning Study to provide a mid block intermediate level bridge close to the central 
corridor. 
 

3.6.2.10 Option 6 
 
Option 6 was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet 
poorly 5 out of 9 performance objectives, including traffic impacts, regional economy, 
residential amenity impacts, biodiversity and hydrology.  
 
In terms of overall traffic volumes on residential streets, Option 6 would have the greatest 
potential impact of all options and an increase in travel time of approximately 1.3 minutes 
per vehicle trip compared with the existing bridge alignment. This option would not 
significantly reduce truck volumes in Swan Hill, as approximately 85% of westbound truck 
drivers coming off the bridge would have to turn southwards along the Murray Valley 
Highway and find their way back to or south of the Swan Hill township. Option 6 would also 
provide a poor overall outcome for the regional economy.  
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Residential amenity impacts include noise, visual intrusion and land acquisition of 
properties on the north side of Arnoldt Street and River Road and land acquisition of rural 
properties in NSW.  
 
The nationally significant Latham’s Snipe and state listed Grey-crowned Babbler were 
recorded near Option 6. Potential habitat for threatened birds was identified and there is 
potential for threatened plant species to occur. 
 
This option would also impact on Riverine Grassy Woodland in Victoria. Additional culverts 
would be required on the NSW floodplain, to convey flood waters which break out of the 
Murray River downstream of Swan Hill. 
 
There would be a moderate impact on Indigenous Cultural Heritage as a result of 
disturbances to a section of degraded floodplain forest and irrigated agricultural land. 
  
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 6 based on the 
option poorly meeting 5 of the 9 performance objectives for the replacement bridge.  
 

3.6.2.11 Option 7 
 
Option 7 was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet 
poorly 6 out of 9 performance objectives, including traffic impacts, design standards, 
regional economy, residential amenity impacts, Indigenous Cultural Heritage and 
hydrology. 
 
Option 7 would have a moderate increase in traffic volumes on the existing road network, 
an increase in travel time of approximately 0.25 minutes compared to the existing bridge 
and a high preliminary cost. This option would also provide a poor overall outcome for the 
regional economy.  
 
Option 7 would require two long bridges at the confluence of two rivers and a new level 
crossing across four rail lines. V/Line would not permit a level crossing at Wood Street over 
four railway lines. It is not possible to provide an overpass across the railway line and link 
to the Murray Valley Highway at grade while maintaining the required railway height 
clearances.  
 
Residential amenity impacts would include noise, visual intrusion and possible land 
acquisition of the Riverside Caravan Park, noise and visual intrusion of residences of Wood 
Street and Railway Avenue. This option bisects sections of floodplain forest that may 
contain Indigenous Cultural Heritage sites and would have a moderate likely impact on 
areas of high archaeological potential. Additional culverts may be required to assist with 
flood mitigation and drainage. 
 
Post Settlement Cultural Heritage impacts would include visual impact on sites of local 
historic significance. Potential habitat for threatened waterbirds was also identified. 
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 7 due to a new 
level crossing not being permitted at this location and the option poorly meeting 6 of the 9 
performance objectives for the replacement bridge.  
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3.6.2.12 Option 8 
 
Option 8 was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet 
poorly 6 out of 9 performance objectives, including traffic impacts, regional economy, land 
use, Indigenous Cultural Heritage, Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and hydrology. 
 
Option 8 would have a high increase in traffic volumes on the existing road network and an 
increase in travel time of approximately 1.25 minutes compared to the existing bridge, and 
a high preliminary cost. Option 8 would also provide a poor overall outcome for the 
regional economy.  
 
Land use impacts would include significant impact on rural properties. Known Indigenous 
Cultural Heritage sites would be impacted by Option 8 and there is a high likelihood of 
impact on areas of high archaeological potential. Post Settlement Cultural Heritage impacts 
would include visual intrusion on the Murray Downs Homestead which is listed on the NSW 
State Heritage Register. Numerous bridges and culverts would be required for the 
floodplain of Pental Island and additional culverts may be required to assist with flood 
mitigation and local drainage. 
 
Residential amenity impacts would include property acquisition and noise and visual 
intrusion of the Murray Downs Homestead. Potential habitat was identified for the 
nationally listed Latham’s Snipe and threatened duck species. 
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 8 based on the 
option poorly meeting 6 of the 9 performance objectives for the replacement bridge.  
 

3.6.2.13 Option 9 
 
Option 9 was assessed on the basis of being a high level bridge. This option would meet or 
meet well all performance objectives with the exception of design standards and land use. 
 
Providing a high level bridge at this location at 60km/hr speed limit would require super 
elevation on curves, and radii which are less than desirable. As a result a wider shoulder on 
the bridge would be required to meet stopping sight distances. Maintaining existing access 
to Monash Drive would be extremely difficult with the required relocation of the McCallum 
Street level crossing. The only access points to Monash Drive would be via railway 
crossings at Gray Street or McCallum Street. There would also be insufficient clearance to 
allow an overpass of Monash Drive. 
 
There would be difficulty accessing the Riverside Park, the caravan park and the Pioneer 
Settlement. Access to the water treatment plant and grain silos would also be impacted. 
The Monash Drive intersection with McCallum Street cannot be moved further west due to 
the proximity of the historic water tower.   
 
Land use impacts would include acquisition of the swimming pool which is reaching the end 
of its practical life, significant impact on NSW businesses and land acquisition of properties 
in NSW.  
 
Moderate visual impacts would occur on the existing bridge and on Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage sites of local significance.  
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It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Option 9 due to impacts 
on access to Monash Drive, NSW businesses and less than desirable design elements. 
 

3.6.2.14 Option 9a 
 
Option 9a was assessed on the basis of being an intermediate level bridge. This option 
would meet or meet well all performance objectives with the exception of some land use 
impacts. 
 
Option 9a would not have design issues, access issues or property impacts on businesses in 
NSW as are associated with Option 9. Land use impacts would include acquisition of the 
swimming pool which is reaching the end of its practical life and acquisition of government 
buildings fronting McCallum Street in Victoria.  
 
Moderate visual impacts would occur on the existing bridge and on Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage sites of local significance. 
 
It was considered that there should be further investigation of Option 9a in Phase 2 of the 
Planning Study to provide a mid block intermediate level bridge close to the central 
corridor. 

 

3.7 Options for Further Consideration 
 
VicRoads and the RTA decided that the Widen the Existing Bridge Option, Parallel Single 
Lane Bridge Option, Tunnel Option and Douglas Road Option would not be considered 
further in the Planning Study. Options 1, 2, 3a, 4a, 6, 7, 8 and 9 were determined to have 
unacceptably high impacts and were not to be considered further. It should be noted that 
retention of Options 1 and 2 was subject to advice from the Heritage Council of NSW and 
the Skippers’ Association. 
 
The Do Nothing Option was considered beneficial in providing a “base case” to assess the 
performance of replacement bridge options. 
 

3.7.1 Options 1 and 2 
 
Option 1 would impact on the curtilage of the existing bridge on the Victorian side of the 
Murray River. Option 2 would impact on the curtilage of the existing bridge on the NSW 
side of the Murray River. Officers of the NSW Heritage Council expressed the view that they 
opposed options that would impact on the curtilage of the existing bridge. The proximity of 
Options 1 and 2 to the abutments of the bridge would preclude the existing bridge from 
being used for vehicular traffic. There would also be safety issues to be addressed given 
the proximity of the existing bridge abutments to Options 1 and 2 bridge proposals.  
 
Options 1 and 2 would almost certainly impact on the valued views to and from the bridge. 
Options 1 and 2 would require approval from the NSW Heritage Council under Section 60 of 
the NSW Heritage Act 1977. This approval would not necessarily preclude options that 
encroach on the curtilage of the existing bridge, however, additional controls or conditions 
may be introduced for the construction and ongoing maintenance and management of a 
new bridge.  
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Both alignments would have an openable structure at a pronounced skew to the navigation 
channel, increasing the complexity of construction. The Skippers’ Association advised that a 
separation of 100m between the existing bridge and a replacement bridge would be 
preferable. This separation would allow some contingency for paddle steamer operators to 
line up the next bridge after navigating the first bridge and some time to drop anchor if 
needed for safety reasons. Options 1 and 2 would be located within approximately 30m 
distance of the existing bridge. 
 
The close proximity of the two bridges for Options 1 and 2 would mean that both bridges 
would need to be open at the same time to allow the paddle boats to pass. A separation of 
around 100m would allow a staged opening of the two structures, which would ensure the 
availability of one crossing at all times, particularly for emergency purposes.  
 
It was considered that there should be no further investigation of Options 1 and 2 in the 
planning study due to impacts on the curtilage of the existing bridge, emergency access, 
impact on valued views to and from the existing bridge, proximity to the abutments of the 
existing bridge which would preclude the bridge from being used for vehicular traffic and 
likely increased difficulty for large river craft operators navigating two bridge structures in 
close proximity to each other. 
 
 

3.8 Final Alignment Options for Detailed 
Investigation 

 
VicRoads and the RTA decided that Options 2a, 3b, 4b, 4c, 4d and 9a should be 
investigated further in the planning study. Following review of impacts of these options, 
two additional options were developed. Option 4b Intermediate Level and Option 4c 
Intermediate Level were proposed to reduce social and cultural heritage impacts of the high 
level bridge Options 4b and 4c.  
 
Concept designs were then prepared for the eight bridge options. It was found that neither 
Options 2a nor 3b would provide an acceptable outcome in terms of safety at the Monash 
Drive or Naretha Street intersections on the basis of the grade and sight distance 
restrictions. The grades associated with the intersections are a result of the close spacing 
between the level crossing and the limit of the 1 in 100 year flood and could not be 
improved by changing the height of the bridge to a low level option. As Options 2a and 3b 
concept designs did not meet minimum design and safety standards, these options were 
not considered further in the planning study.  
 
VicRoads and the RTA decided that Options 4b Intermediate Level, 4b High Level, 4c 
Intermediate Level, 4c High Level, 4d Intermediate Level and 9a Intermediate Level should 
be considered for detailed investigation by Specialist Consultants in Phase 2 of the planning 
study. Refer to Figure 3.17 for a plan showing the location of alignment options for further 
consideration. 
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  Figure 3.17 – Options investigated in Phase 2 of the Planning Study 
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4 Planning and Environmental 
Findings 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 
As previously discussed in Section 3.8, VicRoads determined that Options 4b Intermediate 
Level, 4b High Level, 4c Intermediate Level, 4c High Level, 4d Intermediate Level and 9a 
Intermediate Level would be considered for detailed investigation by specialist 
consultants. The detailed study area for these options extends from just north of Pye 
Street where it crosses the Murray Valley Highway, south to McCrae Street and from the 
Murray Valley Highway, Swan Hill eastwards to along the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road as far 
as Cygnet Lane, Murray Downs Road, in NSW. The detailed study area is shown in Figure 
4.1.  

 
  Figure 4.1 – Detailed study area for investigation 
 
The planning and environmental findings outlined below are for the Victorian section of 
the alignment options or study area where applicable. Traffic and Economics, Regional 
Economy, Geotechnical and Land Use studies completed prior to Phase 2 of the planning 
study focus on the study area impacts. In some cases information has been included from 
NSW in order to provide an overall understanding of how impacts of options in NSW would 
affect the location of options within Victoria. 
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4.2.1

 

4.2 Traffic and Transport Economics 
 
A Traffic and Economics Study was undertaken by VicRoads Network and Asset Planning 
Division during the planning study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal 
have been summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The study area for the development of the Swan Hill traffic model extends approximately 
4-5 kilometres around the Swan Hill CBD with the Murray River forming a natural barrier 
to travel between the Victorian and NSW sections of the study area. 
 
The main arterial roads through Swan Hill are the Murray Valley Highway connecting 
Kerang to the south east and Robinvale to the north west and Sea Lake-Swan Hill Road 
connecting to Sea Lake to the west. The Swan Hill-Moulamein Road is the main road 
through the Murray Downs area, and connects Swan Hill to Moulamein in NSW. 
 

4.2.1.1 Traffic Volumes 
 
Traffic counts were conducted in October 2006 as part of a survey that also included an 
origin-destination study and turning movement counts. The average weekday total two-
way traffic volume for vehicles (including trucks) are shown in Figure 4.2. The survey was 
conducted during a normal week that was clear of major events and representative of 
non-holiday weekday periods. The traffic surveys conducted in October 2006 were also 
used to calibrate and validate the traffic model. 
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Figure 4.2 - Average weekday two-way traffic volumes 
 

4.2.1.2 Swan Hill Bridge Traffic Volumes and Origins and Destinations 
 
The surveyed average 2-way traffic volume for Swan Hill Bridge in 2006 is approximately 
3700 vpd, of which 480 were trucks. The destination of traffic crossing the existing bridge 
according to the origin-destination survey conducted on Thursday 26th October 2006 is 
shown in Figure 4.3.  
 
Trucks account for 13% of all vehicles crossing the bridge, with most vehicle crossings 
involving local trips (i.e. movements between Swan Hill and Murray Downs). Trucks 
crossing the bridge however, are more likely to have destinations outside the study area 
than passenger vehicles. 
 
Traffic surveys found that 79% of west bound traffic on the existing bridge had a 
destination within Swan Hill and 73% of eastbound traffic had a destination within the 
Murray Downs area. The surveys also found that only 8-9% of the bridge traffic wanted to 
bypass both towns.  
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Figure 4.3 - Destination of vehicles crossing the Swan Hill Bridge 
 
The predominant use of the bridge is for local access and therefore the highest road user 
benefits would be to build the replacement bridge in a central location close to the existing 
crossing that caters for this demand. 
 
The origin and destination survey found that if the replacement bridge was located further 
to the north, approximately 87% of the truck traffic would need to turn southwards and 
travel back towards Swan Hill. Car traffic would have a wider distribution to the east, 
south and west towards Swan Hill. 
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4.2.2 Key Issues 
 
Predicted traffic volumes across a replacement bridge for 2026 are in the order of 5400 
vpd. The forecast average weekday total two-way traffic volumes for vehicles (including 
trucks) in 2026 is shown in Figure 4.4. The traffic analysis assumed that the existing 
bridge would be closed to vehicular traffic and all traffic would be transferred to the 
replacement bridge for each option. For all options, all roads in the network were 
predicted to have a volume/capacity ratio below 0.8 in 2026, indicating good flow 
conditions and no congestion issues. 
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Figure 4.4 - Forecast two-way daily traffic volumes in 2026 
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4.2.3

4.2.4

 Benefits and Costs 
 
The economic evaluation was carried out for a period of 30 years. Only the central options 
close to the existing bridge would result in positive road user benefits, mostly due to the 
shorter time taken to cross the replacement bridge (upgraded to two lanes). 
 
Preliminary bridge cost estimates (in 2009 dollars term) range from $41.4 million to $53.8 
million and Benefit Cost Ratios (BCR’s) range from (-0.09) to (0.07).  
 
Given the projected low traffic volumes over the bridge (5,400 vpd in 2026), construction 
of the bridge would not return a positive net economic return on investment. Only Option 
9a would give any road user benefit when compared to the existing situation. This is 
mainly due to the marginally shorter time taken to cross the two lane replacement bridge 
compared to the existing one lane bridge. Based on transport benefits, the replacement 
bridge would need to be justified on the structural condition of the existing bridge, the 
potential imposition of a load limit in the long term and the economic benefit for the 
region for the replacement bridge to cater for heavy vehicles operating at higher mass 
limits and the movement of agricultural machinery.  
 
It should be noted that at present to accommodate wider and/or heavier over-dimensional 
loads the nearest crossing is at Robinvale 134 km north west of Swan Hill. 
 

 Railway Line and Level Crossings 
 
The railway line runs north south through Swan Hill, generally parallel with and between 
the Murray Valley Highway and the Murray River. 
 
The main passenger destination is Swan Hill itself, as passenger trains do not operate 
beyond the Swan Hill station (passengers to Mildura and Robinvale connect by bus). The 
Swan Hill station is located to the south of McCallum Street. Immediately north of Swan 
Hill station, there is a shunting area for passenger trains which constrains alignment 
options in that area. 
 
North of the Swan Hill Station, the line is used seasonally by freight trains accessing grain 
facilities at Woorinen and Piangil. V/Line is expected to retain the line north of the railway 
station for future freight usage. 
 
There is also a spur line located between the existing rail line and the Murray River which 
runs between McCallum Street and Hastings Street. The spur line originally serviced two 
large fuel depots one of which has ceased operation and one that now uses trucks for the 
movement of fuel. The Swan Hill Rural City Council is currently negotiating to lease rail 
land including the removal of the spur line to extend the Riverside Park area.  
 
Within the detailed study area there are rail level crossings at McCallum Street, and Pye 
Street, as shown on Figure 4.5. Provision of a rail overpass has not been considered as 
there is insufficient space between the railway line and the Murray Valley Highway to 
provide the required clearance of 7.1m over the railway line, without severely impacting 
on developed properties, west of Curlewis Street. 
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Figure 4.5 – Location map of rail level crossings at Swan Hill 
 
Under the Victoria Planning Provisions (Clause 18.02-4), the Minister for Public Transport’s 
approval would be required for a new rail level crossing. Each option requires a relocated 
level crossing provided through the closure or adjustment in location of an existing level 
crossing. Closure of level crossings would be encouraged and overpasses would be 
acceptable providing they meet the required clearances. 
 
The Minister for Public Transport’s approval has been obtained for the closure and 
relocation of the road component of the McCallum Street rail level crossing to Option 9a 
and the creation of a new pedestrian rail level crossing for Option 9a. The existing 
pedestrian rail level crossing at McCallum Street will be retained.  
 
Any relocation of level crossings would also include the upgrade of the crossing to meet 
the design requirements of Australian Standard 1742.7. 
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4.3.1

4.3 Business and Tourism 
 
A Business and Tourism Study was undertaken by Essential Economics Pty Ltd during the 
planning study. The distances to other Murray River bridges in the existing conditions 
section has been prepared by VicRoads. The results of this assessment relevant to the 
proposal have been summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical 
Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The Swan Hill Bridge provides a border crossing the Murray River linking Victoria and 
NSW. The bridge is located east of the Murray Valley Highway and is central to the Swan 
Hill town centre with a direct alignment to McCallum Street. 
 
In 2006, 3,700 vpd crossed the bridge, of which 480 were commercial vehicles. Over the 
previous five years the volume of commercial traffic accessing the bridge grew at twice 
the rate of non-commercial traffic. 
 
The existing bridge is vital in terms of supporting the regional centre role of Swan Hill and 
key industries such as agriculture, transport and storage and tourism. Swan Hill is the 
major freight centre for northern Victoria and the western Riverina of NSW, particularly 
for the distribution of agricultural products such as grain, cattle and dairy products. Swan 
Hill also receives over 150,000 visitors per year many of whom cross the bridge for sight-
seeing and other recreational purposes. 
 
The development of land in this general region will be important to the agricultural sector, 
particularly in terms of the future development of the horticultural industry. 
 
Various constraints are associated with the operation of the existing Swan Hill Bridge: 

 The bridge is single lane across the lift span section which requires one lane of 
traffic to give way at either end of the bridge; 

 The speed limit on the trafficable lane is restricted to 20km/hr; 
 The bridge has a weight restriction which allows only one heavy commercial vehicle 

at a time to cross the bridge; 
 The narrow width of the bridge does not allow access for large agricultural 

machinery; 
 The opening of the lift span, while relatively infrequent up to 12 times per year, 

causes disruption to traffic on each side of the bridge; and 
 While significant maintenance work has been undertaken on the bridge over a 

number of years, it is unlikely that the bridge can be upgraded sufficiently in the 
longer term to allow for the projected increase in traffic volumes and loads.  

 
The key constraints associated with the existing bridge contribute to additional business 
costs for many businesses, particularly transport operators and the agricultural industry. 
While there is no data available to quantify the economic cost of these constraints, key 
business stakeholders in the region suggest that inefficiencies associated with the existing 
bridge crossing add unnecessarily to operating costs (eg delivery delays) particularly for 
those involved in transport and storage activities. 
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4.3.2

 
To accommodate wider or over dimensional loads including agricultural machinery to and 
from Swan Hill it is necessary to travel upstream to the south east via Tocumwal Bridge 
(9.2m wide) some 253 km (via the NSW road network) or around 284 km (via the 
Victorian road network). The alternative is to travel downstream or north west via the 
Robinvale Bridge (12.5m wide) which is around 134 km (via the Victorian road network) 
and (around 174 km via the NSW road network). 
 

 Key Issues 
 
The population of Swan Hill-Murray Downs is forecast to increase by around 1800 people 
over the next 25 years. This will lead to a significant increase in bridge crossings by 
residents, visitors and business operators.  
 
Swan Hill is a major regional centre focused on retail, business services, education and 
health services, providing in excess of 5000 jobs. Driven by strong population growth in 
the Swan Hill-Murray Downs area, Swan Hill’s CBA will continue to expand in the coming 
decades. The design and location of the replacement bridge will need to consider future 
CBA expansion plans, ease of access for residents and visitors, and issues relating to 
visual amenity, pollution and safety. 
 
Businesses located in the Murray Downs area are heavily reliant on the Swan Hill Bridge 
for transport access, passing trade and general visitation. The bridge is also of primary 
importance to the agricultural sector given the wide regional linkages and strong growth 
potential of the sector. 
 
Agriculture is currently worth in excess of $500 million per year, providing approximately 
3200 regional jobs. The consultant has advised that the agricultural sector is forecast to 
expand considerably in the coming decade due to major investment in the horticultural 
sector, further development of the olive and almond sectors, and expanded activities of 
Swan Hill abattoirs. These factors will considerably increase the amount of agricultural-
related traffic and machinery crossing the Murray Valley River via the Swan Hill Bridge. 
 
Swan Hill currently attracts 150,000 visitors per year and this is expected to increase 
steadily over the coming years as the tourism sector develops. The tourism sector 
employs approximately 480 persons and is worth in excess of $25 million per year. Swan 
Hill’s retail sector is estimated to be at least $140 million per year. Many tourists visit 
attractions on both sides of the border. Therefore the replacement bridge will need to 
continue to provide good and efficient access to tourist destinations. 
 
The existing Swan Hill Bridge provides the key river crossing for residents and business 
operators located on both sides of the border. Significant increases in bridge crossings for 
the agricultural sector, employment, recreation and tourism are expected over the next 
25 years. 
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4.4.1

4.3.2.1 Replacement Bridge Requirements 
 
Discussions with key business, industry, council and agency stakeholders revealed the 
following preferred design requirements for the proposed replacement bridge: 

 Two-way access to allow vehicles unhindered access across the bridge; 
 High level bridge construction to avoid the need to open the bridge; 
 Adequate height to allow boats to navigate the bridge unhindered; 
 Sufficient width to allow access for large agricultural machinery; and  
 Sufficient weight capacity to accommodate large commercial vehicles including 

higher mass limit loads. 
 
While there is a general preference for heavy commercial vehicles to be diverted away 
from the CBA (in particular McCallum Street), there is also acknowledgement of the 
benefits (eg. town centre trade, convenience for residents and visitors etc) of relocating 
the bridge close to the existing corridor.  
 
When the replacement options are considered against the long-term needs of business, 
industry and town centre services, a high level replacement bridge in the vicinity of the 
existing bridge corridor provides the most ideal outcome. 
 
The next best alternative would be to provide an intermediate or low level bridge within 
the existing corridor. The more distant bridge replacement options to the north and south 
of the existing bridge provide poor overall outcomes for business and industry. 
 
In the context of this study it is important that the proposed replacement bridge 
eliminates existing bridge constraints (such as height, weight, speed and width 
restrictions) and helps support the development of key industry sectors, particularly the 
agricultural industry. 
 

4.4 Land Use 
 
A Land Use Study was undertaken by George Ward Consulting Pty Ltd during the planning 
study. The information in the key issues section has been prepared by VicRoads to outline 
the potential land use impacts of the options. A copy of this report is found in the 
Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The study area falls clearly into two distinct land use sectors. In NSW there are isolated 
urban land uses and irrigated agriculture within a generally undeveloped flood plain 
environment. Land use in the town of Swan Hill is decidedly linear in form and running in 
a north to south direction. The strong influence in this pattern is the railway which runs 
along the edge of the terrace. The town was laid out on a standard grid pattern with 
streets running north-south and east-west with Curlewis Street forming the eastern edge 
of the town grid adjacent to the railway.  
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4.4.2

Together, the road and railway form a strong physical, functional and visual barrier 
between the town core and the Murray River. Land uses with which the options intersect 
are dictated by this strong linearity which generally parallels the Murray River and consists 
of mostly public uses including riverside parkland, recreation uses, public utilities, tourist 
facilities, public offices, railway related storage and transfer activities and limited private 
rural business use.  
 

 Key Issues 
 
The Land Use Study was completed prior to the detailed options being developed. The 
information below has been prepared by VicRoads to outline the potential land use 
impacts of the options. 
 
The land uses with which some of the options intersect consist mostly of public uses 
including the Riverside Park, recreation uses including the Swan Hill swimming pool and 
Cornerstone Community Facility, Government Buildings, including the Court House and 
Correctional Services buildings, railway land, commercial properties, including the Mobil 
Fuel Depot and the Federal Hotel, the Build Pro business and residential areas in Hastings 
Street, Milloo Street and the Wamba Wamba Community. 
 
Option 4b High would require the acquisition of the Mobil Fuel Depot, other commercial 
properties and some recreational land in Victoria. Wamba Wamba Community land would 
also require acquisition in NSW. Option 4b intermediate would require the acquisition of 
commercial properties and recreational land in Victoria. Wamba Wamba Community land 
would also require acquisition in NSW. 
 
Alignment Options 4c and 4d would require the acquisition of some commercial properties 
and recreational land in Victoria. Wamba Wamba Community land and part of the Federal 
Hotel car park would require acquisition in NSW.  
 
Under Section 42B of the NSW Aboriginal Land Rights Act 1983, “despite anything in any 
Act, land vested in an Aboriginal Land Council must not be appropriated or resumed 
except by an Act of Parliament”. Section 42G is relevant for a negotiated sale. The Local 
Aboriginal Land Council requires a meeting to be held and at least 80% agreement of the 
voting members of the Council supporting the sale of the land. The sale also must be 
passed by the NSW Aboriginal Lands Council. The NSW Aboriginal Lands Council may 
refuse the sale if it considers that it is likely to be contrary to the interests of the 
members of the Local Aboriginal Land Council or put conditions on the sale of the land. 
 
If agreement could not be reached with the Local Aboriginal Land Council on acquisition of 
Wamba Wamba land, this would pose a strong risk to Options 4c and 4d. 
 
Option 9a would require the acquisition of the Swan Hill swimming pool, the Court House 
and Correctional Services buildings and part of the Riverside Park in Victoria. The 
swimming pool is nearing the end of its operational life and the Swan Hill Council is 
considering its future. Victoria Police has recently completed the construction of a new 
Police Station in the south of Swan Hill. It is planned for the Courthouse to be relocated to 
the same site in the future, however funding for a new courthouse has not yet been 
allocated. 
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4.5.1

4.5 Social Assessment 
 
A Social Impact Study was undertaken by AECOM Australia Pty Ltd during the planning 
study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have been summarised 
below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
Swan Hill is one of the key regional centres along the Murray River. The city provides an 
important service role for communities on both sides of the river in Victoria and southern 
NSW. The Swan Hill Bridge forms a significant feature of the landscape for community 
members of Swan Hill and the surrounding regions. The bridge is a key link in the regional 
transport network.  
 
Along the Murray River there are only a limited number of bridges providing access 
between Victoria and NSW. Each bridge provides a social link for a wide catchment, well 
beyond the townships immediately adjacent to the bridge. In particular, the Swan Hill 
Bridge provides the only access to services for residents of a large proportion of the Shire 
of Wakool. This increases the importance of the link that the bridge provides. 
 
Community attractors include retail and commercial facilities, recreational areas, 
entertainment facilities and natural areas. Swan Hill provides a hospital, ambulance, 
general healthcare and community service facilities as well as a range of aged care 
facilities. The Swan Hill region also has many tourist facilities such as the Swan Hill 
Riverside Caravan Park, Swan Hill swimming pool, Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement, Murray 
Downs Resort and Murray Downs Golf and Country Club. Riverside Park is a passive 
recreation area along the shore of the Murray River. Swan Hill also has a library and Art 
Gallery. 
 
A number of secondary schools service the Swan Hill area and includes Swan Hill College 
and McKillop College. The town is also serviced by its own local primary and pre-schools.  
Sunraysia TAFE (Technical and Further Education) Institute also operates in Swan Hill.    
 
Figure 4.6 provides an overview of the location of key community features. 
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Figure 4.6 - Key community features
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4.5.2 Key Issues 
 
The following key issues have been identified: 

 Consideration should be given to reduce highly intrusive overlooking and visual 
impacts of residents; 

 Screening should be investigated to reduce light and noise impacts where possible; 
 Access to alternative car parking may be required to replace existing informal 

carparking; 
 Facilities that require replacement or relocation should be relocated prior to the 

construction of the bridge, to ensure no loss of service; 
 Ensure heavy traffic is diverted away from the town centre;  
 Key tourism infrastructure should be maintained; 
 Replacement bridge options should facilitate local movement to ensure the 

Riverside Park area is connected. Opportunities to develop Riverside Park north of 
the existing bridge should offset the potential loss of public open space in the 
existing parklands; 

 Businesses on the NSW side employ residents of Swan Hill and are closely linked to 
the business community in Swan Hill. Many NSW businesses and the Murray Downs 
community rely on access to services in Swan Hill; 

 Pedestrian and bicycle lanes on the new bridge should be provided so that Swan Hill 
residents can access employment and facilities in NSW; 

 Pedestrian and bicycle access along the river banks should be available for 
continued recreational purposes. Pedestrian links along the Riverside Park should be 
maintained; 

 A bridge that meets national higher mass limits would promote investment in Swan 
Hill as the nearest bridge of this standard is located in Robinvale; 

 Signage to tourist destinations should be reinstated to appropriate standards; and 
 Ensure that the design considers the needs of people towing caravans. 

 
Option 4b Intermediate impacts include overlooking and visual impact for residents of the 
Wamba Wamba Community site and residents of Milloo Street and Hastings Street. 
Consideration should be given to some type of screening. Landscaping to improve the 
outlook from houses on Wamba Wamba land and from Federal Square should be 
investigated. 
 
Option 4b High impacts include overlooking and visual impact for residents of the Wamba 
Wamba Community site and residents of Milloo Street and Hastings Street. Consideration 
should be given to some type of screening. The risk of highly intrusive overlooking is 
particularly an issue with a high bridge option. Landscaping to improve the outlook from 
houses on Wamba Wamba land and from Federal Square should be investigated. 
 
Option 4c Intermediate impacts include overlooking and visual impact for residents of the 
Wamba Wamba Community site and visual impact for residents of Milloo Street and 
Hastings Street. Consideration should be given to some type of screening. Landscaping to 
improve the outlook from houses on Wamba Wamba land and from Federal Square, and 
also from the Federal Hotel should be investigated. Consideration should be given to 
providing screening between the road and the Cornerstone Community residential 
buildings, to reduce light and noise impacts. 
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4.6.1

Option 4c High impacts include overlooking and visual impact for residents of the Wamba 
Wamba Community site and visual impact for and residents of Milloo Street and Hastings 
Street. Consideration should be given to some type of screening. The risk of highly 
intrusive overlooking is particularly an issue with a high bridge option. Landscaping to 
improve the outlook from houses on Wamba Wamba land and from Federal Square and 
also from the Federal Hotel should be investigated. Consideration should be given to 
providing screening between the road and the Cornerstone Community residential 
buildings, to reduce light and noise impacts. 
 
Option 4d would impact on informal car parking utilised during funerals at the Swan Hill 
Funeral Parlour. Swan Hill Rural City Council may need to consider providing access to 
alternative car parking to replace existing carparks. Consideration should be given to 
providing screening between the road and the Cornerstone Community residential 
buildings, to reduce light and noise impacts. 
 
Option 9a would impact on the Swan Hill swimming pool and buildings in the justice 
precinct. It will be important to ensure that these facilities have been relocated prior to 
construction of the bridge, to ensure no loss of service. Consideration should be given to 
providing screening between the road and the Cornerstone Community residential 
buildings, to reduce light and noise impacts. The loss of public open space in the existing 
parklands should be offset by opportunities to develop the Riverside Park to the north of 
the existing bridge. 
 

4.6 Landscape and Visual Assessment 
 
A landscape and visual impact assessment was undertaken by ASPECT Studios Pty Ltd. 
The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have been summarised below. A 
copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 

4.6.1.1 Landscape Character Types 
 
The study area consists of four distinct areas in Victoria with varying landscape character: 
the Swan Hill Residential, Swan Hill Industrial, Swan Hill Township and Murray River 
Corridor. Refer to Figure 4.7 for the landscape character types. 
 
The Swan Hill Residential landscape includes densely developed urban residential 
properties formed in a grid like pattern with densely planted private properties, and tree 
lined streets.  
 
The Swan Hill Industrial landscape includes densely developed industrial properties with a 
range of uses including heavy industrial, mechanical and other light industrial. Properties 
are established in more random allotments with varying sizes.  
 
The Swan Hill Township landscape includes densely developed rural township with 
commercial and residential properties surrounding the CBA. The township is formed in a 
grid like pattern with densely planted private residential properties, and tree lined streets.  
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The Murray River corridor landscape includes the river embankment and associated 
structures including boat ramps and access ramps. The character type includes the public 
open space in Swan Hill that extends adjacent to the Swan Hill Township from the caravan 
park in the south beyond the study area to the north comprising the Riverside Park and 
James Belsar Reserve. The character type has a range of scenic views from within the 
corridor along the river and to the existing Swan Hill Bridge.  
 

 
 Figure 4.7 - Landscape character types 
 
The study area consists of two distinct areas in NSW with varying landscape character: 
the Murray River Corridor and Murray Downs Rural.  
 
The Murray River corridor landscape includes the Murray River, river embankment and 
associated structures in NSW including the existing Swan Hill Bridge. The character type 
has a range of scenic views from within the corridor along the river and to the existing 
Swan Hill Bridge.  
 
The Murray Downs Rural landscape includes properties used for a range of uses such as 
agricultural, industrial, commercial and rural residential uses. Most of the uses in the 
vicinity of the proposal are commercial or industrial uses which are not considered to be 
sensitive receivers. The nearest visually sensitive receptors are in the Wamba Wamba 
Community located to the north of the site. 
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4.6.1.2 Scenic Views 
 
Across the study area, there are many scenic views. The most significant of these views 
have been assessed for potential visual impact. Significant scenic views are ones where 
there are formal structures, that is designated viewing areas or other locations recognised 
as formal viewpoints on local maps. As a standard principle of landscape and visual 
assessment a higher significance is placed on public view points in comparison to 
residential view points. Refer to Figure 4.8 for identified significant views. 
 
The key views within the Victorian study area are: 

 View 1 - From the river lookout in Riverside Park of the open space, river corridor 
and existing bridge; 

 View 2 - From the access ramp in Riverside Park of the river corridor and existing 
bridge; and 

 View 4 - Along the Riverwalk in Riverside Park and James Belsar Reserve of the 
open space, edge of the township, river corridor and the existing bridge. 

 
The key views within the NSW study area are: 

 View 3 - From the pedestrian walkway on the existing Swan Hill Bridge of the open 
space, edge of the township and river corridor; 

 View 5 - From the Eastern Residential Landscape to the river corridor and across 
the rural landscape; and 

 View 9 - From watercraft travelling along the Murray River. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.8 – Identified significant views 
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4.6.2

 

 Key Issues 
 
The impacts on each of the significant landscape values are outlined below. The significant 
landscape values of the study area include: 

 Existing Swan Hill Bridge; 
 Murray River; 
 Public Open Space; and  
 Residential amenity. 

 

4.6.2.1 Existing Swan Hill Bridge 
 
Option 9a would have a significant impact on the scenic quality and setting of the existing 
bridge due to its close proximity and potential to limit or impact on views to the historic 
bridge, from the south. The landscape would change significantly with the introduction of 
the bridge and road elements. 
 
Alignment Options 4c and 4d would impact on the scenic quality and setting of the 
existing bridge to a lesser extent, as the options are further away from the existing 
bridge. However, the introduction of the bridge and road element, especially for the 4c 
alignment options would impact on the amenity of the existing historic bridge. 
 

4.6.2.2 Murray River 
 
All options have varying heights of fill embankments and bridge heights over the Murray 
River. These elements would intrude on the scenic views and overall landscape character 
of the Murray River. The overall character would change significantly, from an open 
landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge and bridge approach elements.  
 

4.6.2.3 Public Open Space 
 
The key public open spaces impacted by the options within Victoria are the Riverside Park 
adjacent to the town centre, James Belsar Reserve further to the north of the city centre 
and the Riverside Walk that runs along the western bank of the Murray River. 
 
Riverside Park is a significant regional and local open space that enables significant views 
and connections to the Murray River for the broader community. Option 9a introduces a 
new large scale urban element into the park which divides the park into two separate 
spaces edged by roads and reduces the size of the park. This significantly changes the 
scenic quality and recreational values of the open space. 
 
Alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve 
and the Riverside Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk. The options 
introduce a new large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly 
change the existing landscape setting and scenic quality. Alignment Options 4c and 4d 
would require the removal of the skate park. 
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4.7.1

4.6.2.4 Residential Amenity 
 
Alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d would have a moderate to low impact in Victoria on the 
views and residential amenity of residents situated to the north of the industrial estate in 
Swan Hill. There would be a change in their outlook looking south towards the existing 
industrial estate and south east to the river to a view of the fill embankment and some 
visibility of the new bridge as it crosses the Murray River.  
 
Alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d would have a significant impact on the views and 
residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences situated in NSW. The impact is 
significant due to the height of the fill embankments to the residences and landscape 
setting. The options would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a new 
urban edge to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the 
landscape would eventuate. 
 
Option 9a would have a low impact on residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba 
residences situated in NSW. Some of the fill would be partially visible from the Wamba 
Wamba residences where the alignment meets the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road.  
 

4.7 Flora and Fauna 
 
A flora and fauna assessment was undertaken by Brett Lane and Associates Pty Ltd during 
the planning study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have been 
summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The study area encompasses an area of land on the Victorian side of the Murray River 
characterised by a narrow band of River Red Gums on the river banks, west of which lie a 
combination of parkland, a railway line and a mixture of built-up urban and industrial 
areas. 
 
Remnant native vegetation is restricted to the band of River Red Gums and scattered 
regenerated trees associated with railway and industrial land in the north west. The 
understorey vegetation on the river banks has been highly modified with introduced 
amenity grasses to create a park-like setting. A very limited cover of native ground layer 
plants remains. 
 

4.7.1.1 Ecological Vegetation Classes 
 
Riverine Grassy Woodland Ecological Vegetation Class 295 (EVC295) was recorded on the 
banks of the Murray River in the Victorian study area and is classified as vulnerable in the 
Murray Fans bioregion and is of high regional botanical conservation significance. 
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4.7.2

4.7.1.2 Habitat 
 
An existing wildlife corridor extends along the Murray River and its banks. However, the 
high percentage cover of exotic grasses and weeds and the removal of fallen branches 
over the majority of the study area resulted in this habitat being considered only 
moderate habitat quality for fauna. 
 
Aquatic habitat was considered to be of moderate quality for fauna, while urban and 
cleared areas were considered to be low quality habitat for fauna. All six alignment 
options were considered to have a low to moderate potential impact on native fauna and 
aquatic habitats. 
 

 Key Issues 
 

4.7.2.1 Flora 
 
No threatened flora species listed under national or state legislation were recorded in the 
study area during the spring survey or targeted surveys. No threatened flora species are 
considered likely to occur within the study area encompassing the six alignment options. 
 

4.7.2.2 Fauna 
 
No fauna species listed as rare or threatened under national or state legislation were 
recorded in the study area during the field assessment. No threatened fauna species are 
considered likely to regularly occur in the study area encompassing the six alignment 
options. 

4.7.2.3 Net Gain 
 
Riverine Grassy Woodland (EVC 295) would be impacted by all six alignment options. The 
project would require the removal of between 0.11 and 0.19 hectares of native vegetation 
in Victoria. Offsets may be achieved through the improvement and permanent protection 
of existing Riverine Grassy Woodland (EVC 295).  
 
Off site offsets may be identified on a case-by-case basis by the proponent or through the 
Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE) Bush Broker scheme. Offsets must 
be of a like-for-like nature as outlined in the framework. 
 

4.8 Aquatic Ecology 
 
An Aquatic Ecology Study was undertaken by GHD Pty Ltd for the preferred option, Option 
9a, in accordance with RTA requirements for the preparation of the EI. The results of this 
assessment have been summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical 
Supplement. 
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4.8.1

4.8.2

 Existing Conditions 
 
During the site visit a visual inspection of the project area was completed to assess the 
extent and quality of aquatic habitat within approximately 300 m of the proposed Option 
9a bridge crossing. The aquatic habitat was impacted by flood conditions at the time of 
the field work. River water extended over the banks of the river channel into the riparian 
zone. The visible river bank consisted of muddy clay and contained several large trees and 
a moderate to dense cover of smaller trees. Photographs of previous studies and the Brett 
Lane and Associates Pty Ltd Flora and Fauna Report have been used to form a picture of 
the near bank habitat. 
 
The desktop study identified several species potentially inhabiting the river at the 
proposed bridge site, or passing through it. The Murray Cod listed under national 
legislation is likely to occur within the study area. Three species listed under NSW state 
legislation, the Silver Perch, Southern Pygmy Perch and Freshwater Catfish are likely to 
occur within the study area. 
 

 Key Issues 
 
No national or NSW state listed species were found during the survey. The Murray Cod, 
Silver Perch, Southern Pygmy Perch and Freshwater Catfish identified in the desktop study 
as potentially inhabiting this section of river should be assumed to be present when 
developing mitigation controls for the construction of the bridge.  
 
Potential impacts from the project on the aquatic fauna of the Murray River in the 
proposed crossing location would be minor and short term with proposed mitigation during 
and post construction. The proposed bridge design includes three concrete pier structures 
within the river channel. Long term physical impedances, albeit minor with respect to the 
size of the river channel, would be created. Short term impacts from the installation of the 
piers would include the pile driving and in situ cap pouring. These impacts would be minor 
with proposed mitigation measures.  
 
Other associated risks include bank works within the riparian zone leading to river 
sedimentation through disturbance of soils and vegetation. Sediment washed into the 
river can affect fish species through altered water quality. However, as a rigorous 
Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) would be prepared, impacts 
would be negligible. Other potential sources of impact to aquatic fauna would be 
considered in the CEMP including potential spills of paints, concrete, fuels and lubricants. 
 
Recommended mitigation measures include the use of sealed machinery tracks, bunded 
chemical storage areas off site and avoidance of pile driving works in the wetter months of 
the year. An erosion and sediment control plan and a flood management plan would be 
included in the CEMP to reduce the impacts of flooding.  
 
Given the minimal short and long term impacts on fish species predicted from the bridge 
construction, it is anticipated that the impacts on the identified species would be relatively 
minor. 
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4.9.1

4.9.2

4.9 Indigenous Cultural Heritage 
 
An Indigenous Cultural Heritage Study was undertaken by Heritage Concepts Pty Ltd 
during the planning study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have 
been summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The Victorian side of the Murray has undergone extensive development. The natural 
landscape on this western embankment has been modified in order to create parkland 
extending both northward and southward from the existing Swan Hill Bridge. Along the 
northern portion of the study area, the river’s levee embankment has been built up to 
create a walkway that runs parallel to the watercourse.  
 
The western extent of alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d pass through this section of the 
study area and as they move westward encounter significant commercial and residential 
development, including railways. South of the existing bridge along the riverbank consists 
of modified parkland, including a car park and riverside roadway. Option 9a passes 
through this parkland and travels westward in the vicinity of the swimming pool complex, 
and commercial development, including railways. 
 
No Indigenous Cultural Heritage sites were identified during the site inspection of 
alignment options in Victoria. Seven scarred trees identified during the site inspection in 
NSW are of local significance. 
 

 Key Issues 
 
Two registered Indigenous post contact/historical places are potentially impacted by the 
alignment options. These sites consist of Indigenous historic places known from a variety 
of sources including documentary, archaeological and oral. Locations for these sites are 
not precise and may not be associated with any physical evidence. The Police Purposes 
Reserve is the possible site of depot buildings, log shed and store house and an 
Indigenous meeting place. The Police Purposes Reserve is potentially impacted by all 
alignment options. Federal Square Camp is possibly located in the vicinity of Milloo Street 
and is potentially impacted by 4b alignment options. 
 
A burial site of potential archaeological sensitivity of local significance was identified in 
Victoria. Two areas of potential archaeological sensitivity of local significance were found 
in NSW.  
 
The potential Indigenous burial site holds scientific value as it could answer questions 
relating to Indigenous burial practices in what is now the Swan Hill township region and is 
also a rare example of an archaeological site located within the bounds of Swan Hill 
township. 
 
The areas of archaeological sensitivity in NSW may contain subsurface archaeological 
deposits associated with above ground cultural features such as the scarred trees. The 
area has the potential to provide information on Aboriginal occupation and modification of 
the landscape over an extended period of time. 
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4.10.1

Alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d would impact on a burial area of potential archaeological 
sensitivity in Victoria. Option 9a would not impact on this area of potential sensitivity in 
Victoria.  
 
In NSW, alignment Options 4b would impact on two scarred trees and a large area of 
potential archaeological sensitivity. Alignment Options 4c and 4d would impact on a large 
area of potential archaeological sensitivity in NSW. Option 9a would impact on a relatively 
small area of potential archaeological sensitivity in NSW. 
 

4.10 Post Settlement Cultural Heritage 
 
A  Post Settlement Cultural Heritage Study was undertaken by Heritage Concepts Pty Ltd 
during the planning study. The information in the existing bridge heritage issues section 
has been prepared by VicRoads from discussions with Heritage Victoria and the NSW 
Heritage Council. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The former Melbourne Chilled Butter Company factory, Water Tower, former Swan Hill 
Wharf, former Customs House and Well site and Pumping Station No.1 were identified 
during the site inspection in Victoria. All sites are of local significance. Figure 4.9 shows 
the location of identified Post Settlement Cultural Heritage sites in relation to the 
proposed options. 
 

 
  Figure 4.9 – Location of heritage sites recorded in relation to the options 
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The existing Swan Hill Bridge shown in Figure 4.10 is protected by a ‘Permanent 
Conservation Order’ and a ‘State Significance’ listing on the NSW Heritage Register. The 
bridge is listed under all seven assessment criteria – historical, aesthetic, 
technical/aesthetic, social, scientific/technical, rare and representative. The significance of 
the bridge lies in its form, setting and materials used. The existing bridge was included on 
the Victorian Heritage Register in June 2008, providing heritage protection for the bridge 
abutment on the Victorian bank consistent with the NSW Heritage Register listing.  
 
As a timber truss road bridge, it has many associational links with important historical 
events, trends and people, including the expansion of the road network and economic 
activity throughout NSW, and with Percy Allan, the designer of this type of truss. Allan 
trusses were third in a five-stage design evolution of NSW timber truss bridges, and were 
a major improvement over the McDonald truss which preceded them.  
 
The vertical lift span is a rare feature, and has associational links with the historic river 
trade, and has much to reveal about late 19th century civil engineering and 
manufacturing technology. From an aesthetic perspective, the lift span is framed by the 
truss and timber beam approach spans on either side. 
 

 
Figure 4-10 – Swan Hill Bridge looking south from the Victorian side 
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4.10.2 Existing Bridge Heritage Issues 
 
Formal advice from the Heritage Branch of the NSW Department of Planning stated that 
the Swan Hill Bridge cannot be demolished given its status on the NSW Heritage Register. 
The existing bridge would not be removed from the register unless the structure poses 
significant risk to public safety. However, given the significance and aesthetic context of 
the setting of this bridge on the Murray River, the relocation of the structure would not be 
considered a viable option.  
 
The lift span’s significance is graded exceptional, being a rare and outstanding element. 
The truss span is graded high, as it demonstrates a key element of the bridge’s 
significance and has a high degree of the original fabric, while the deck is graded 
moderate as it has altered or modified elements. 
 
Any modification of the existing bridge requires a Statement of Heritage Impact to be 
prepared which explores all possible alternatives to avoid or minimise impact on the 
heritage values of the bridge. It is unlikely that a permit would be granted to compromise 
the heritage significance of the bridge by adding modern elements using modern 
materials. Replacing the existing bridge with a replica using modern materials is not 
considered appropriate by the RTA’s heritage specialist and Heritage Victoria 
representatives. 
 
The encroachment of a replacement bridge into the curtilage around the existing bridge 
(5m along the sides and 10m at each bridge approach) would require NSW Heritage 
Council approval under Section 60 of the New South Wales Heritage Act 1977. This 
approval does not necessarily preclude options that encroach on the curtilage of the 
existing bridge; however additional controls may be introduced relating to construction 
and ongoing bridge management. Refer to Figure 4.11 for the plan of the existing bridge 
showing the extent of the heritage registered area. 
 
The NSW Heritage Council advised that its preference is for the existing bridge to be 
maintained in a usable condition and have a meaningful role to ensure the long term 
survival of the bridge. The NSW Heritage Council has a preference for options that  
maintain the existing bridge for use by light traffic or as a minimum, for use by 
pedestrians and cyclists.  
 
The NSW Heritage Council advised that the replacement bridge should not impact on 
“valued” views to the existing bridge. Views from important riverside viewpoints should 
not be obscured and significant views from the bridge should also be retained. The NSW 
Heritage Council considers that retaining valued views is of secondary importance to 
maintaining the existing bridge in a usable form.  
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Figure 4-11 – Plan of bridge, showing extent of heritage registered area (and curtilage) 
around the bridge  - Source: NSW Heritage Register 
 
 
Whilst the use and responsibility for the existing bridge have yet to be determined, 
options that could be considered include: 

 Use by pedestrians and cyclists only; 
 Light vehicular traffic restricted to cars for recreational/tourism purposes only, eg 

crossing the river to access Riverside Park, with through traffic directed to the 
replacement bridge; 

 Leave the existing lift span in the raised position. However this would preclude the 
use by pedestrians or light vehicles.  

 
Whatever use of the existing bridge is adopted, ongoing bridge maintenance, including 
operation of the existing lift span, would be required. The ongoing maintenance and 
management of the existing bridge following construction of a replacement bridge would 
require further discussion and resolution between key stakeholders. 
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4.10.3 Key Issues 
 
Alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d would impact on the potential pre-1860 burial area in 
Victoria. Alignment Options 4c and 4d would impact on the now demolished structure of 
the former Federal Hotel in NSW. Option 9a would not impact on identified heritage sites 
or any areas of high archaeological potential.  
 
The pre-1860 burial site of potential archaeological sensitivity identified in Victoria is of 
local significance. The location of the pre-1860 burial site has the potential to yield 
information that could improve our understanding of the exact nature and history of 
burials in Swan Hill prior to the establishment of the Swan Hill Cemetery. It also has the 
potential to contribute to understanding of human internments that relate to early settlers 
in the Swan Hill area. 
 
The former Federal Hotel site is of potential archaeological sensitivity in NSW and is of 
local significance. The original Federal Hotel was constructed in 1889, later to be 
demolished and replaced with the existing modern hotel structure. The area surrounding 
the current structure holds potential for archaeological remains associated with the 
original 1889 structure including outbuildings and wells. 
 

4.11 Air Quality 
 
Air quality assessments undertaken to date for many other projects, while worthwhile, 
have demonstrated that for smaller road projects, there are minimal impacts on the air 
quality and no exceedences of the State Environment Protection Policy (SEPP) 
Intervention Levels. 
 
The forecast traffic volume of the proposed Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill over 
a 24 hour period is expected to increase to approximately 5400 vpd by 2026. Generally 
peak hour volumes are approximately 10% of 24 hour volumes. The forecast traffic 
volume of the proposed Murray River bridge crossing for a peak hour period is expected to 
reach approximately 540 in 2026. The nearest receptor is approximately 100m from the 
edge of the proposed road.  
 
VicRoads’ Technical Guidelines Assessing the Air Quality Impacts of Road Developments - 
Screening Tool (2005) states that an air quality assessment is generally not warranted for 
road projects with less than 20,000 vpd and where the nearest receptor is greater than 20 
metres from the edge of the road.   
 
An assessment of air quality has not been undertaken for this project given the forecast 
daily and peak traffic volumes and the proximity of the crossing to sensitive receptors. It 
is considered that the near road air quality pollutant levels associated with the operation 
of the Replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill would not exceed SEPP Air 
Quality Management intervention levels. 
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4.12.1

4.12 Noise 
 
A noise and vibration assessment was undertaken by Renzo Tonin and Associates (Vic) Pty 
Ltd during the planning study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal 
have been summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
Noise monitoring was undertaken at six residential locations expected to be the most 
affected by traffic noise from the existing road and the six proposed alignments. Figure 
4.12 shows the location of noise monitoring locations. Of the six monitoring sites, two 
were located in Swan Hill, Victoria, while the remaining four sites were located in NSW.  
 

 
Figure 4.12 – Noise monitoring locations 
 
Noise monitoring data was collected over a period of nine consecutive days, from the 19-
27 of June, 2008. However, as two locations (V3 and V4) were deemed to be unsuitable 
for unattended noise monitoring sites, these locations were alternatively measured over 
an interval of six hours on the 27th June, 2008. Table 4.1 provides details of the noise 
monitoring locations. 
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NCA Address 
Dominant 
Noise Source 

Worst 
Affected 
Facade 

Noise Monitor 
Position 

V1 2 Hastings St, VIC Murray 
Valley Hwy 

Southern 1m from window on 
most exposed facade 

V2 24 Milloo St, VIC nil N/A 1m from window on 
Eastern facade 

V3 Most Northern House 
at Wamba Wamba 

nil N/A 1m from window on 
Western facade 

V4 Most Southern House 
at Wamba Wamba 

Swan Hill–
Moulamein 
Road 

Western 1m from window on 
most exposed facade 

V5 Swan Hill Moulamein 
Rd (opposite Federal 
Hotel) 

Swan Hill– 
Moulamein 
Road 

Northern 1m from window on 
most exposed facade 

V6 Swan Hill Moulamein 
Rd (approx 1.1km 
from Bridge) 

Swan Hill– 
Moulamein 
Road 

Northern 1m from window on 
most exposed facade 

Notes Measurements taken at a height of 1.5m above ground level. 
NCA: Noise Catchment Area 

Table 4.1 – Details of the noise monitoring locations 
 
Noise monitors were located at 1 metre away from the most exposed facade containing a 
window of a habitable room on the lowest habitable level of the building. The most 
exposed facade was defined as the facade most susceptible to noise impacts from the 
proposed road alignments. In line with Victorian and NSW road traffic noise guidelines, 
noise data which was adversely affected by weather conditions were excluded from 
further noise analysis. Weather data was acquired from the Bureau of Meteorology and 
was measured at the Swan Hill weather station. 
 

4.12.2 Key Issues 
 

4.12.2.1 VicRoads Traffic Noise Objectives 
 
The noise assessment and design criteria adopted for residential noise receivers is 
outlined in the VicRoads Traffic Noise Reduction Policy, 2005.  
 
Where arterial roads and freeways are built on new alignments, or where existing arterial 
roads or freeways are widened by two or more lanes and buildings previously protected 
from traffic noise are exposed by removal of buildings required for widening, the traffic 
noise level will be limited to the objectives set out below or the level that would have 
prevailed if the road improvements had not occurred, whichever is the greater.  
 

 Category A: For residential dwellings, aged persons homes, hospitals, motels, 
caravan parks and other buildings of a residential nature, the noise level objective 
will be 63dB(A) L10 (18hr) measured between 6am and midnight; 

 Category B: For schools, kindergartens libraries and other noise-sensitive 
community buildings the noise level objective will be 63dB(A) L10 (12hr) measured 
between 6am and 6pm; 
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 Where the noise level adjacent to Category A or B buildings prior to road 
improvements is less than 50dB(A) L10 (18hr), consideration will be given to 
limiting the noise level increase to 12dB(A); and 

 Where existing noise levels are greater than LA10 (18hr) 63dB(A), the objective is 
to limit noise increase by 0dB(A). As this is often very difficult to achieve, the 
accepted practice is to limit the increase in noise levels by no more than 2dB(A). 

 
The above can be simplified to these criteria: 

 If the existing traffic noise level is < 50dB(A), consideration is given to the 
objective to limit the noise increase by 12dB(A); 

 If the existing traffic noise level is between 50 and 63dB(A), then the objective is to 
limit noise increase to 63dB(A); and 

 If the existing noise level is > 63dB(A), the existing level plus up to 2dB(A) will be 
the objective. 

 

4.12.2.2 Noise Monitoring Results 
 
The summary of noise monitoring results which are presented in terms of L10(18hr), 
L10(6hr), Leq(15hr), Leq(9hr), Leq(16hr), Leq(8hr) and Leq(24hr) are provided in Table 
4.2. For consistency with Victorian and NSW noise guidelines, these summary noise 
results were derived using only data from normal working days (Monday-Friday) which 
were not significantly affected by adverse weather conditions. 
 

NCA Address 

LA,10  
(18hr) 
(06:00 
– 
00:00) 

LA10  
(6hr) 
(00:00 
– 
06:00) 

LAeq  
(15hr) 
(07:00 
– 
22:00) 

LAeq 
(9hr) 
(22:0
0 – 
07:00
) 

LAeq 
(16hr) 
(06:00 
– 
22:00) 

LAeq 
(8hr) 
(22:00 
– 
06:00) 

LAeq 
(24hr
) 

V1 
2 Hastings St, 
VIC 

55.6 45.5 56.6 47.0 57 47 52.0 

V2 
24 Milloo St, 
VIC 

46.3 37.9 49 40 49 40 44.3 

V3 

Most Northern 
House at 
Wamba 
Wamba 

43.2 32.9 47.7 39.2 47.7 38.7 42.9 

V4 

Most Southern 
House at 
Wamba 
Wamba 

49.3 39 54.3 45.8 54.3 45.3 49.5 

V5 

Swan Hill 
Moulamein Rd 
(opposite 
Federal Hotel) 

58.3 
 

44.2 57.7 50.9 58 51 53.3 

V6 

Swan Hill 
Moulamein Rd 
(approx 1.1km 
from Bridge) 

49.1 
 

38.8 49.0 40.5 49 40 44.2 

Notes   Locations V3 and V4 results taken from Locations V6 with corrections applied 

Table 4.2 – Summary of the noise monitoring results 
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4.12.2.3 Noise Modelling Results 
 
A 3-D digital model of the proposed bridge alignments and the surrounding area was 
constructed using SoundPLAN with CoRTN88 based on data supplied by VicRoads. The 
traffic noise monitoring data was then used to validate the digital noise model. Good 
correlation was found between monitored and modelled noise levels, thus the noise model 
was considered reliable and suitable for alignment and mitigation assessment. 
 
Table 4.3 compares the monitored traffic noise levels with the noise levels predicted by 
the SoundPLAN model.  
 

Measured Noise Level, dB(A) SoundPLAN Prediction, dB(A) 
Receiver 

LA10,18hr 
dB(A) 

LAeq,15hr 
dB(A) 

LAeq,9hr 
dB(A) 

LA10,18hr 
dB(A) 

LAeq,15hr 
dB(A) 

LAeq,9hr 
dB(A) 

V1 55.6 56.6 47 59.1 53.4 44.8 

V2 46.3 49 39.7 48.3 45.5 36.9 

V3 - - - 47.2 44.9 36.1 

V4 - - - 50.6 48.5 39.8 

V5 58.3 57.7 50.9 59.2 57.3 48.7 

V6 49.1 49 40.5 47 45.2 36.8 

Table 4.3 – Comparison between measured and predicted traffic noise levels 
 
The results of the noise modelling showed that neither of the two Victorian monitoring 
locations (V1 and V2) exceeded the applicable VicRoads’ primary traffic noise level 
objective of LA10,18hr 63dB(A) as set out in VicRoads’ Traffic Noise Reduction Policy 
2005. However, one monitoring location, the residential premises on the Swan Hill-
Moulamein Rd opposite the Federal Hotel in NSW (V5), was shown to exceed both the 
primary day-time and night-time traffic noise level objectives of LAeq,15hr 55dB(A) and 
LAeq,9hr 50dB(A), respectively, as set out in the NSW Environmental Criteria for Road 
Traffic Noise (ECRTN, May 1999). 
 
As the proposed options for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill 
qualify as new alignments in both Victoria and NSW, each State’s new road traffic noise 
level objectives apply to the potentially affected properties in each respective State. In 
Victoria all proposed alignments comply with the VicRoads objective in the year 2026.  
 
Predicted exceedances in NSW include:  

 Option 4b high and 4b intermediate exceeds the objective at 1 property by 1 dB(A) 
during the day only; 

 Option 4c high and 4c intermediate exceeds the objective at 1 property by 5 dB(A) 
at day and 2 dB(A) at night; 

 Option 4d exceeds the objective at 1 property by 5 dB(A) at day and 2 dB(A) at 
night; and  

 Option 9a exceeds the objective at 1 property by 2.5 dB(A) at day and 1.5 dB(A) at 
night. 
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4.13.1

In terms of predicted traffic noise changes attributable to each alignment for the year 
2026, Option 9a obtained the best result by achieving “well” at all but one residential 
property where it obtained “moderate to well”. The remaining five options obtained results 
of an even mix of “well” to “moderate to well” for the majority of residential properties. 
However, there was at least one residential property for each of these options that 
resulted “poorly”.  
 
No noise mitigation measures are proposed for any of the options within Victoria. Low 
noise pavement is proposed in NSW for alignment Options 4b, 4c and 4d to mitigate noise 
impact on the most northern Wamba Wamba residential premises on the Swan Hill-
Moulamein Rd opposite the Federal Hotel. Low noise pavement is proposed in NSW for 
Option 9a to mitigate noise impact on the Cornerstone Community residential premises on 
the Swan Hill-Moulamein Rd opposite the Federal Hotel in NSW.    
    

4.13 Hydrology 
 
A hydrology study was undertaken by Cardno Lawson Treloar Pty Ltd during the planning 
study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have been summarised 
below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The flood study investigated the six potential alignments using the SOBEK flood modelling 
package for the 1 in 20, 50, 100 and 2000 Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) flood 
events. 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the flood extents and depths for the 1 in 100 year ARI flood events 
under existing conditions within the study area. 
 
Flow rates of up to approximately 200m3/sec are contained within the existing river 
channel and the majority of the flood plain flows occur on the NSW side of the river. 
 
The flood modelling within the study area has indicated that there is a relatively small 
difference of around 25cms in flood depth between the 20 and 100 year ARI flood events. 
The difference between the 100 year and the 2000 year ARI flood events is less than 5cm. 
 
The flood modelling was undertaken in liaison with the Victorian North Central Catchment 
Management Authority (NCCMA), the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage and the 
Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA). 
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   Figure 4.13 – 100 year ARI flood extent and depths, existing conditions 
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4.13.2 Key Issues 
 
The flood modelling designs for the six options have sufficient mitigation measures to 
ensure that the bridge and the new sections of approach road would be flood free for the 
1 in 100 year ARI. 
 
All options have been designed to span the main river channel with the bridge abutments 
located outside the main levee banks. Each option would have piers in the river, located 
clear of the main navigation channel. Typically, piers would be in the order of 1.5 m wide 
and piers located each side of a lift structure would be in the order of 1.8m wide. 
 
The flood modelling determined the extent of flood relief structures that would be required 
for each option to limit any changes to the existing flood levels or afflux.  
 
As a guide, each of the options has been designed with sufficient flood relief structures to 
limit any increase in flood level afflux to less than 5 cm, including areas 150m upstream 
and downstream of the options. This is the level of afflux required by the responsible 
catchment management authorities. 
 
Flood modelling undertaken for the options, indicated that during the 1 in 100 year flood 
event, the flood depths would not vary significantly from existing flood depths with the 
inclusion of the bridge and associated works. It is expected that an increase and decrease 
of about 5 cm would be expected to the north and south of the new bridge respectively.  
 
There would be an increase in flood depth of between 2 and 5 cm between Option 4b and 
the existing bridge approach from NSW. There would also be an increase of between 2 
and 5 cm just north of where Option 4b joins Swan Hill-Moulamein Road. Option 4b 
requires the greatest number of culverts to mitigate flood impacts. 
 
There would be an increase in flood depth of up to 10 cm immediately east of the Murray 
River and there would be areas of increase of up to 5 cm south of the alignment for 
Option 4c.  
 
There would be an increase in flood depth of up to 10 cm immediately east of the Murray 
River and there would be areas of increase up to 5 cm to the north of where the new 
alignment joins the existing alignment for Option 4d. 
 
There would be an increase in depth of flood waters by up to 5 cm on the northern side of 
the embankment which would result in impacts to the Federal Hotel and some parts of the 
Wamba Wamba Community for Option 9a. Due to the minor increase in depths, these 
impacts are considered to be minimal and within the level of afflux required by the 
responsible catchment management authorities in Victoria and NSW.  
 
All options can be designed to minimise flood impacts to within acceptable levels which 
are agreed by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage and Victorian NCCMA.  
 
Given all six options have been designed to minimise flood impacts to comparable levels, 
the primary difference between the six options is the amount of mitigation required for 
each option and the associated cost.  
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4.14.1

Alignment Options 4b and 4c have their road surfaces above the 1 in 100 ARI. Therefore, 
for these options, the amount of flood relief structure required would be identical for both 
high and intermediate level structures.  
 
Option 4b requires the greatest width of flood relief structures as this option has the 
greatest length of road in the NSW floodplain. In addition to the main river span, it would 
require 375m of flood relief structures to meet the afflux criteria. By contrast, Option 4c 
would require an additional 48m of flood relief structure, Option 4d an additional 57m and 
Option 9a an additional 36m.  
 
The cost of providing the flood relief structures has been incorporated into the estimated 
cost for each option. 
 
All proposed new road sections of the alignment options are to be flood free in the 1 in 
100 year event. Alignment Options 4b requires the greatest width of culverts for 
mitigation, and is consequently the most expensive. Alignment Options 4c and 4d require 
considerably less mitigation than 4b, and are comparable to each other. Option 9a 
requires the least amount of mitigation which is largely due to it utilising more of the 
existing alignment than the other options and being on the upstream side of the existing 
carriageway.  
 

4.14 Geotechnical 
 
A geotechnical study was undertaken by VicRoads Technical Consulting during the 
planning study. The results of this assessment relevant to the proposal have been 
summarised below. A copy of this report is found in the Technical Supplement. 
 

 Existing Conditions 
 
The study considered the geology and groundwater of the study area and identified any 
significant constraints. Existing information relating to previous investigations nearby and 
related borehole data, groundwater information and geological interpretations have been 
reviewed. A brief site visit was undertaken in 2007. 
 
The geology of the area is the Quaternary Alluvium of the Murray floodplain overlaying 
Pliocene Marine Sediments. The geological formations in the study area are as follows:  

 Qc – Coonambidgal Formation – Clay, sand, and sandy clay, slight soil 
development; also deposits of payas – often grey clay, in the form of terraces with 
scroll patters, or plains with a network of channels; 

 Qw – Woorinen Formation – Sand, reddish, clayey. Includes paleosols with 
prominent caiche horizons. Parallel dunes oriented east/west; and 

 Tpp - Parilla Sand – Sand, sandstone and silt, white to yellow, cross bedded, 
lateritic weathering. 

 
All of the proposed bridge options traverse the Coonambidgal Formation. However, the 
Woorinen Formation may also be present and Parilla Sand may be encountered at depth. 
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4.14.2 Key Issues 
 
The main geotechnical risks identified in the study area are outlined below. Potential 
contaminated land exists within the alignment Options 4b and 4c on the Victoria side of 
the Murray River. These proposed alignments traverse Mobil and Shell storage sites that 
potentially contain hydrocarbons both in the soil and groundwater. The potential for 
volatile contamination to migrate through a significant lateral distance in unconsolidated 
sediments requires consideration. The former Northern Fertilisers site is also in the vicinity 
of these alignments. The surrounding land could potentially be contaminated by excessive 
levels of nitrate, phosphate and sulphate. Contaminated land could have significant time 
implications for a project depending on the extent of contamination and the type of 
remediation required. 
 
On the NSW and Victorian side of the Murray River, all the options traverse through 
laterally and vertically variable alluvial deposits consisting of clay, silt and sand, that may 
be up to 50m in depth. The risk associated with these ground conditions is consolidation 
settlement when this material is subjected to the weight of high fill embankments 
(approximately >3m). This could have significant cost implications if extensive ground 
improvement work is needed to support such an embankment in order that differential 
settlement can be reduced to an acceptable level.  
 
Alignment Option 4b also traverses an existing drainage basin on the Victorian bank of the 
Murray River which potentially contains soft saturated material which is likely to settle 
over time. 
 
The most common groundwater problems likely to be encountered may be chloride and 
sulphate attack on cement, potentially affecting the life of the bridge structure. Perched 
water tables may also be encountered that make the ground untrafficable during wet 
seasonal conditions and also affect the pavement design. In the contract specification it 
should also be ensured that materials used in construction of the bridge are resistant to 
corrosion, stimulated in particular, by acidity, chloride, and sulphate attack. 
 
Another risk is that actual subsurface conditions vary from reasonable interpretation of 
site condition information. 
 
A detailed geotechnical investigation would need to be undertaken on the selected 
alignment for the Swan Hill Bridge to reduce the severity of the identified risks. A 
geotechnical investigation strategy is required to provide the following data: 

 Type, extent and levels of contamination at the various nominated sites; 

 Depth and consistency of the alluvial deposits; 

 Investigation is undertaken at every pier/abutment location, drilling to be as close 
possible to the proposed pier site and to appropriate depths allowing for various 
foundation alternatives; and  

 Groundwater levels and quality. 
 
Overall, the proposed six alignments are likely to traverse similar geological and 
groundwater conditions. Known risks are those which are typical for most major road 
construction works and can be managed and mitigated through standard practices of 
preconstruction site investigations and with appropriate detailed design and construction 
techniques.  
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5 Assessment of Options
 

5.1 Assessment Criteria 
 
The overall objective of the Swan Hill Bridge Planning Study is to obtain statutory approval 
for a feasible route option for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill 
which would best meet the project objectives. Key assessment criteria were developed to 
assess the options. Table 5.1 outlines the assessment criteria used to assess each of the 
project objectives. 
 
 
Project Objectives Assessment Criteria 

Objective 1: To improve safety and 
meet the long term future traffic needs 
of Swan Hill and the wider region 
including suitable provision for freight 

 Ability of existing road network to 
accommodate future traffic 
volumes 

 Increase in travel time compared 
to existing bridge 

 Road safety compared to the 
existing bridge 

Objective 2: To meet current road 
design standards while maintaining 
existing navigation clearances for 
boats, access to properties and 
provision for rail 

 Maintains river navigational 
requirements 

 Impact on rail 

Objective 3: To provide a viable level 
of economic performance for the local 
and regional economy of Swan Hill 

 Impact on Murray Downs 
Businesses 

 Impact on Agriculture Sector 
 Impact on Tourism Sector 
 Impact on Town Centre Services 

Objective 4: To protect existing land 
uses and the character of landscapes, 
open space and recreation values to 
the extent practicable 

 Minimising impacts on residential 
areas and their amenity 

 Minimising impacts on formal open 
spaces 

 Minimising impacts on significant 
views 

Objective 5: To protect residents 
amenity and well-being by minimising 
dislocation and severance of residents 
to the extent practicable 

 To protect residents' amenity by 
minimising dislocation and 
severance 

Objective 6: To minimise impacts on 
Indigenous Cultural Heritage and 
negotiate appropriate mitigation 
measures to the extent practicable 

 Impact on identified heritage sites 
 Impact on areas of high 

archaeological potential 

Table 5.1 - Assessment criteria 
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Project Objectives Assessment Criteria 

Objective 7: To minimise impacts on 
Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and 
provide appropriate mitigation 
measures to the extent practicable 

 Impact on identified heritage sites 
 Impact on areas of high 

archaeological potential 

Objective 8: To minimise impacts on 
biodiversity and provide appropriate 
mitigation measures to the extent 
practicable 

 Occurrence of threatened flora and 
fauna species 

 Potential habitat for threatened 
species 

 Native vegetation losses 
Objective 9: To minimise impacts on 
surface water quality, flood risks and 
groundwater 

 Impacts on surface water quality 
 Impacts on flood risks 
 Impacts on groundwater 

Objective 10: To minimise the Noise 
impacts on residents and provide 
appropriate mitigation measures to the 
extent practicable 

 Exceedances of noise criteria at 
residential properties after 
mitigation measures are applied 

 Increase in noise levels compared 
to 'do nothing' at 2026 of the most 
significantly affected properties 

 Decrease in noise levels compared 
to 'do nothing' at 2026 of the most 
significantly affected properties 

Table 5.1 - Assessment criteria (continued) 
 
The rating scale that the consultants used to assess the options is defined below: 

 Meets objective Very Well 
 Meets objective Well 
 Meets objective Moderately  
 Meets objective Poorly 
 Meets objective Very Poorly 

 
Table 5.2 has been prepared to provide a comparative assessment of the rating of each of 
the options. A detailed evaluation of the options is described in Section 5.2 and outlined in 
Table 5.3. 
 
The evaluation of alignment options is generally based on the consultants’ assessment of 
the options and on further considerations from key stakeholders and the Study Team.  
 
The evaluation matrix was presented at the Public Information Display held on 5 
September 2009. The evaluation of alignment options takes into account impacts in both 
Victoria and NSW. 
 



 
 

 

 
Table 5.2 - Rating of alignment options 
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5.2 Evaluation of Alignment Options 
 

5.2.1 Option 4b (High Level Bridge) 
 
Option 4b High Level Bridge is very similar to the option originally proposed by the then 
Country Roads Board in the 1970’s. A road reserve to suit this option in NSW was declared 
in 1999. VicRoads owns a number of properties fronting Hastings and Pye Streets in the 
Federal Square area. Since the 1970’s, the Wamba Wamba Community has been 
established in NSW adjacent to the road reserve and the residential area around Federal 
Square has further developed. 
 
Option 4b High Level Bridge is an extension of Pye Street, 420m downstream of the 
existing bridge. An assessment of the option against the project objectives is shown in 
Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet the performance objectives with the exception of protecting 
existing land uses and character of landscapes, protecting residents’ amenity, minimising 
impacts on Indigenous Cultural Heritage and minimising noise impacts.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 4 (land use and landscapes). Moderate to low 
impact would occur in Victoria on the views and residential amenity of the residents 
situated to the north of the industrial estate in Swan Hill. Significant impacts would occur 
on the views and residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences situated in NSW. 
The option would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a new urban edge 
to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the landscape.    
 
The option would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve and the Riverside 
Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk in Victoria. The option would 
introduce a new large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly 
change the existing landscape setting and scenic quality.       
 
The fill embankments and bridge structure over the Murray River would intrude on the 
scenic views and overall landscape character of the Murray River. The overall character 
would change significantly, from an open landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge 
and bridge approach elements. 
 
The option performs very poorly for Objective 5 (amenity) due to high impacts on the 
potential future use of Wamba Wamba Community land in NSW (severance, visual 
intrusion, overlooking and increased traffic noise) and significant impact on residential 
amenity in Hastings Street, the southern end of Milloo Street and Naretha Street in 
Victoria. The Mobil Fuel Depot, other commercial properties and some recreational land 
would require acquisition in Victoria and Wamba Wamba Community land would require 
acquisition in NSW. 
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 6 (Indigenous Cultural Heritage) due to potential 
impact on two historical places in Victoria, direct impact on two scarred tree sites in NSW, 
close proximity to one scarred tree in NSW and direct impact on a potential burial area in 
Victoria and large area of potential archaeological sensitivity in NSW.  
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The option performs poorly for Objective 10 (noise) due to likely increases in noise levels 
compared to the ‘Do nothing‘ option in 2026 of the most significantly affected properties. 
Three properties would increase by less than 3 dB, 4 properties would increase by 3 to less 
than 5 dB and 3 properties would increase by 5 to less than 10 dB.  
 
As the result of having two ‘very poor’ ratings and two ‘poor’ ratings offset by three 
‘moderate’ ratings and three ‘well’ ratings, Option 4b High Level Bridge was assessed as 
having an overall rating of ‘poor’. 
 

5.2.2 Option 4b (Intermediate Level Bridge) 
 
Option 4b Intermediate Level Bridge, is very similar to the option originally proposed by the 
then Country Road’s Board in the 1970’s. A road reserve to suit this option in NSW was 
declared in 1999. Option 4b Intermediate Level Bridge is an extension of Pye Street, 420m 
downstream of the existing bridge. An assessment of the option against the project 
objectives is shown in Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet the performance objectives with the exception of protecting 
existing land uses and character of landscape, protecting residents’ amenity, minimising 
impacts on Indigenous Cultural Heritage and minimising noise impacts.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 4 (land use and landscapes). The option would 
have a moderate to low impact in Victoria on the views and residential amenity of the 
residents situated to the north of the industrial estate in Swan Hill. Significant impacts 
would occur on the views and residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences 
situated in NSW. The option would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a 
new urban edge to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the 
landscape. 
 
The option would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve and the Riverside 
Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk. The option would introduce a new 
large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly change the existing 
landscape setting and scenic quality. 
 
The fill embankments and bridge structure over the Murray River would intrude on the 
scenic views and overall landscape character of the Murray River. The overall character 
would change significantly, from an open landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge 
and bridge approach elements. 
 
The option performs very poorly for Objective 5 (amenity) due to high impacts on the 
potential future use of Wamba Wamba Community land (severance, visual intrusion, 
overlooking and increased traffic noise) in NSW and significant impact on residential 
amenity in Hastings Street and the southern end of Milloo Street and Naretha Street in 
Victoria. Some commercial properties and recreational land would require acquisition in 
Victoria and Wamba Wamba Community land would require acquisition in NSW. 
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 6 (Indigenous Cultural Heritage) due to potential 
impact on two historical places in Victoria, direct impact on two scarred tree sites, close 
proximity to one scarred tree in NSW and direct impact on a potential burial area in Victoria 
and large area of potential archaeological sensitivity in NSW.  
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The option performs poorly for Objective 10 (noise) due to likely increases in noise levels 
compared to the ‘Do nothing’ option in 2026 of the most significantly affected properties.  
Three properties would increase by less than 3 dB, 4 properties to increase by 3 to less 
than 5 dB and 2 properties to increase by 5 to less than 10 dB. 
 
As the result of having one ‘very poor’ rating and three ‘poor’ ratings offset by three 
‘moderate’ ratings and three ‘well’ ratings, Option 4b Intermediate Level Bridge  was 
assessed as having an overall rating of ‘poor’. 
 

5.2.3 Option 4c (High Level Bridge) 
 
Option 4c High Level Bridge, is an extension of Pye Street, located 260m downstream of 
the existing bridge, behind the Federal Hotel. An assessment of the option against the 
project objectives is shown in Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet the performance objectives with the exception of protecting 
existing land uses and character of landscapes, protecting residents’ amenity, minimising 
impacts on Indigenous Cultural Heritage and minimising impacts on Post Settlement 
Cultural Heritage.  
 
The option performs very poorly for Objective 4 (land use and landscapes). The option 
would have a moderate to low impact in Victoria on the views and residential amenity of 
the residents situated to the north of the industrial estate in Swan Hill. Significant impacts 
would occur on the views and residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences 
situated in NSW. The option would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a 
new urban edge to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the 
landscape. 
 
The option would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve and the Riverside 
Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk. The option would introduce a new 
large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly change the existing 
landscape setting and scenic quality and require the removal of the skate park. 
 
The option would impact on the scenic quality and setting of the existing bridge to a lesser 
extent, as the option is further away from the existing bridge. The fill embankments and 
bridge structure over the Murray River would intrude on the scenic views and overall 
landscape character of the Murray River. The overall character would change significantly, 
from an open landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge and bridge approach 
elements.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 5 (amenity) due to high impacts on the potential 
future use of Wamba Wamba Community land in NSW (visually intrusive, overlooking and 
increased traffic noise), impact on residential amenity in Hastings Street, the southern end 
of Milloo Street and Naretha Street in Victoria, noise and visual impact on the Cornerstone 
Community and changed amenity in the vicinity of the Federal Hotel in NSW. Some 
commercial properties and recreational land would require acquisition in Victoria and 
Wamba Wamba Community land and part of the Federal Hotel car park would require 
acquisition in NSW.  
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The option performs poorly for Objective 6 (Indigenous Cultural Heritage) due to potential 
impact on one historical place in Victoria, close proximity to four scarred trees in NSW, 
direct impact on a potential burial area in Victoria and large area of potential archaeological 
sensitivity in NSW.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 7 (Post Settlement Cultural Heritage) due to 
direct impact on a potential pre-1860 burial area in Victoria and potential impact on the 
now demolished structure of the former Federal Hotel in NSW. 
 
As the result of having one ‘very poor’ rating and three ‘poor’ ratings offset by two 
‘moderate’ ratings and four ‘well’ ratings, Option 4c High Level Bridge was assessed as 
having an overall rating of ‘poor’. 
 

5.2.4 Option 4c (Intermediate Level Bridge) 
 
Option 4c Intermediate Level Bridge, is an extension of Pye Street and is located 260m 
downstream of the existing bridge, behind Federal Hotel. An assessment of the option 
against the project objectives is shown in Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet the performance objectives with the exception of protecting land 
uses and character of landscapes, protecting residents’ amenity, minimising impacts on 
Indigenous Cultural Heritage and minimising impacts on Post Settlement Cultural Heritage.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 4 (land use and landscapes). The option would 
have a moderate to low impact in Victoria on the views and residential amenity of the 
residents situated to the north of the industrial estate in Swan Hill. Significant impacts 
would occur on the views and residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences 
situated in NSW. The option would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a 
new urban edge to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the 
landscape.   
 
The option would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve and the Riverside 
Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk. The option would introduce a new 
large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly change the existing 
landscape setting and scenic quality and require the removal of the skate park. 
 
The option would impact on the scenic quality and setting of the existing bridge to a lesser 
extent, as the option is further away from the existing bridge. The fill embankments and 
bridge structure over the Murray River would intrude on the scenic views and overall 
landscape character of the Murray River. The overall character would change significantly, 
from an open landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge and bridge approach 
elements.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 5 (amenity) due to high impacts on the potential 
future use of Wamba Wamba Community land in NSW (visually intrusive, overlooking and 
increased traffic noise), impact on residential amenity in Hastings Street and southern end 
of Milloo Street and Naretha Street in Victoria, noise and visual impact on the Cornerstone 
Community and changed amenity in the vicinity of the Federal Hotel in NSW. Some 
commercial properties and recreational land would require acquisition in Victoria and 
Wamba Wamba Community land and part of the Federal Hotel car park would require 
acquisition in NSW.  
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The option performs poorly for Objective 6 (Indigenous Cultural Heritage) due to potential 
impact on one historical place in Victoria, close proximity to four scarred trees in NSW, 
direct impact on a potential burial area in Victoria and large area of potential archaeological 
sensitivity in NSW.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 7 (Post Settlement Cultural Heritage) due to 
direct impact on a potential pre-1860 burial area in Victoria and potential impact on the 
now demolished structure of the former Federal Hotel. 
 
As the result of having four ‘poor’ ratings offset by two ‘moderate’ ratings and four ‘well’ 
ratings, Option 4c Intermediate Level Bridge was assessed as having an overall rating of 
‘moderate’. 
 

5.2.5 Option 4d (Intermediate Level Bridge) 
 
Option 4d Intermediate Level Bridge, intersects Curlewis Street mid block between 
Pritchard Street and Pye Street at a T intersection or roundabout, located 230m 
downstream of the existing bridge. An assessment of the option against the project 
objectives is shown in Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet the performance objectives with the exception of protecting land 
uses and character of landscapes, protecting residents’ amenity, minimising impacts on 
Indigenous Cultural Heritage and minimising impacts on Post Settlement Cultural Heritage.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 4 (land use and landscapes). The option would 
have a moderate to low impact in Victoria on the views and residential amenity of the 
residents situated to the north of the industrial estate in Swan Hill. Significant impacts 
would occur on the views and residential amenity of the Wamba Wamba residences 
situated in NSW. The option would be highly visible throughout this landscape and create a 
new urban edge to the landscape and a significant change in the overall character of the 
landscape.    
 
The option would impact on the values of the James Belsar Reserve and the Riverside 
Walk, particularly the skate park and the Riverside Walk. The option would introduce a new 
large scale urban element into the reserve, which would significantly change the existing 
landscape setting and scenic quality and require the removal of the skate park. 
 
The option would impact on the scenic quality and setting of the existing bridge to a lesser 
extent, as the option is further away from the existing bridge. The fill embankments and 
bridge structure over the Murray River would intrude on the scenic views and overall 
landscape character of the Murray River. The overall character would change significantly, 
from an open landscape to one with direct visibility of bridge and bridge approach 
elements.  
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 5 (amenity) due to high impacts on the potential 
future use of Wamba Wamba Community land (visually intrusive, overlooking and 
increased traffic noise), noise and visual impact on the Cornerstone Community and 
changed amenity in the vicinity of the Federal Hotel in NSW. Some commercial properties 
and recreational land would require acquisition in Victoria and Wamba Wamba Community 
land and part of the Federal Hotel car park would require acquisition in NSW.  
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The option performs poorly for Objective 6 (Indigenous Cultural Heritage) due to potential 
impact on one historical place in Victoria, close proximity to four scarred trees in NSW, 
direct impact on a potential burial area in Victoria and large area of potential archaeological 
sensitivity in NSW. 
 
The option performs poorly for Objective 7 (Post Settlement Cultural Heritage) due to 
direct impact on a potential pre-1860’s burial area in Victoria and potential impact on the 
now demolished structure of the former Federal Hotel in NSW. 
 
As the result of having four ‘poor’ ratings offset by two ‘moderate’ ratings and four ‘well’ 
ratings, Option 4d Intermediate Level Bridge was assessed as having an overall rating of 
‘moderate’. 
 

5.2.6 Option 9a (Intermediate Level Bridge) 
 
Option 9a Intermediate Level Bridge, intersects Curlewis Street mid block between 
McCallum Street and McCrae Street at a T intersection, located 110m upstream of the 
existing bridge. An assessment of the option against the project objectives is shown in 
Table 5.3.  
 
This option would meet all performance objectives well or very well with the exception of 
Objective 4 (land use and landscapes) which is met poorly. 
 
The option would introduce a new large scale urban element into Riverside Park which 
would divide the park into two separate spaces edged by roads and reduce the size of the 
park. This would significantly change the scenic quality and recreational values of the open 
space. 
 
The option would have a significant impact on the scenic quality and setting of the existing 
bridge due to its close proximity and potential to limit or impact on views to the historic 
bridge, from the south. The fill embankments and bridge structure over the Murray River 
would intrude on the scenic views and overall landscape character of the Murray River. The 
overall character would change significantly, from an open landscape to one with direct 
visibility of bridge and bridge approach elements.  
 
Mitigation measures are proposed to be implemented through the design of the bridge to 
provide slender forms and incorporate architectural input to create a structure of visual 
interest. The design of the new bridge is to complement the nearby heritage bridge and to 
blend with the wider local landscape and setting of the existing bridge within the river 
corridor and Riverside Park. The loss of public open space in Riverside Park should be offset 
by opportunities to develop the Riverside Park to the north of the existing bridge. 
 
The Swan Hill swimming pool, Correctional Services building, Court House building and part 
of the Riverside Park would require acquisition in Victoria. Part of the properties leased by 
the Cornerstone Community and the Build Pro business would require acquisition in NSW. 
The Cornerstone Community would be affected by increased noise and visual intrusion and 
the amenity in the vicinity of Federal Hotel would be impacted in NSW.  
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Swan Hill Rural City Council has indicated that it is currently reviewing whether to 
rehabilitate the pool at its current site or relocate the pool to another site. Construction of a 
new Police Station on the former technical school site in the south of Swan Hill has been 
completed and it has been proposed that the courthouse would be relocated to the same 
site in the future. 
 
Whilst it will be important to ensure that the Swan Hill swimming pool and buildings in the 
justice precinct have been relocated prior to construction of the bridge, it is considered that 
the removal of these facilities will not be an impediment to the consideration of Option 9a. 
 
There is potential impact on one historical place in Victoria and a small area of potential 
archaeological sensitivity in NSW. There is no direct impact on Post Settlement Cultural 
Heritage sites.  
 
No threatened flora and fauna species were recorded or would regularly occur. The total 
vegetation losses in Victoria are 0.12 hectares of high conservation significance Riverine 
Grassy Woodland (including 3 large trees). In NSW the total vegetation losses are 0.3 
hectares of River Red Gum Forest (including 10 Scattered Trees and 0.41 hectares of 
treeless regrowth). 
 
Minimal impacts would occur on surface water quality, flood risks and groundwater.  
 
No exceedances of noise criteria would occur after mitigation measures have been applied. 
Low noise pavement is proposed in NSW to mitigate noise impacts on the residential 
premises on the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road opposite the Federal Hotel. Decreases in noise 
levels compared to the ‘Do nothing’ option in 2026 of the most significantly affected 
properties are likely to occur at the majority of properties (3 properties to decrease by less 
than 3 dB and 2 properties to decrease by 5 to less than 10 dB). 
 
As the result of having only one ‘poor’ rating which is offset by eight ‘well’ ratings and one 
‘very well’ rating, Option 9a was assessed as having an overall rating of ‘well’. 
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           Table 5.3 - Assessment of Options 
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       Table 5.3 - Assessment of Options (continued) 
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6 Consultation 

6.1 Community Consultation 
 

6.1.1 General 
 
Consultation has been undertaken with the community to: 

 Identify all issues and constraints of options on individuals and the community; 
 Access community knowledge and disseminate information; 
 Keep the community informed of the investigation works planned, progress made 

and decisions reached; and 
 Seek community feedback on the route selection process. 

 

Details of the community involvement to date are provided below. Consultation was also 
undertaken by individual specialist consultants during the preparation of their reports. 
These consultations are described in the respective reports which are included in the 
technical supplement.  
 

6.1.2 Steering Committee 
 
A Steering Committee was established for the planning study comprising representatives 
from the Swan Hill Rural City Council, Shire of Wakool, RTA and VicRoads. The Steering 
Committee provided guidance from the key stakeholders on important issues to be 
considered by the planning investigations, and served as a forum to plan for community 
engagement and to consider community issues as these arose throughout the planning 
phases of the project. The Steering Committee met on eight occasions.  
 

6.1.3 Community Consultation Group 
 
A CCG was established through an expression of interest process to seek community and 
business input from the Swan Hill and Murray Downs Communities. During the course of 
the planning investigations the CCG agreed to the inclusion of two nominated Wamba 
Wamba Community members. The group met on six occasions.  
 
These meetings provided a forum for the community members to advise of community 
issues and outline potential community concerns. They also provided opportunities to 
disseminate information to the community through the nominated members.  
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6.1.4 Public Information Displays 
 
During the course of the planning investigations there were four public information displays 
to inform the community of the findings of the planning investigations and to seek 
community feedback on the planning study.   
 

6.1.4.1 Public Information Display Number One  
 

This display was held on Saturday 3 February 2007 at the Swan Hill Information Centre 
and was attended by approximately 90 members of the Swan Hill Community. The display 
announced the study and outlined the five broad corridors that would be investigated as 
part of the preliminary investigations. The display also sought expressions of interest for 
local community and business members to be part of the CCG.  
 
Approximately 42 responses were received and are summarised as follows:  

 The central Pye Street and McCallum Street corridors were the most preferred 
corridors as these were close to the existing corridor and provided good access to 
the CBD; 

 There is less support for the Karinie Street, Wood Street and Pental Island Road 
Corridors mainly due to the additional distance from the central corridor, impacts on 
floodplain, Caravan Park and the Murray Downs Homestead; and  

 Most preferred that the existing bridge whilst narrow and requiring maintenance 
should be preserved.  

 

6.1.4.2 Public Information Display Number Two  
 

This display was held on Saturday 5 May 2007 at the Swan Hill Information Centre. As the 
attendance at the display was low, the information from the display was then exhibited in a 
static display at the Swan Hill Library until the 25 May 2007. The display sought community 
feedback on the twelve preliminary alignment options.   
 
In total, 177 responses were received from both the Information Display and the static 
display and are summarised as follows: 

 Central options were generally considered to be preferred, however this largely 
depended on whether preference was given to easy access to Swan Hill town centre 
(for example options 1, 2, 2a, 3a, 3b and 9) or to removing heavy vehicles from the 
roads within Swan Hill (for example Option 6);  

 High level bridges were marginally preferred; 
 Concern about impacts on business on both sides of the river; 
 Congestion in the city centre and at intersections was a concern; 
 Concerns about truck access to industrial areas and having trucks in the city centre; 
 Impact on Riverside Park and tourism potential was an issue; 
 Strong support for retaining the existing bridge for use by pedestrians and cyclists 

and possibly light vehicles; and  
 Some concern over the maintenance costs on the current bridge. 
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The results of this consultation were taken into consideration in modifying and further 
developing options and in assessing which options would be taken forward for further 
assessment. 
 

6.1.4.3 Public Information Display Number Three  
 
This display was held over two sessions on 14 December 2007 and 15 December 2007. The 
two sessions attracted approximately 12 members of the Swan Hill Community. The display 
was held to provide information on the findings of the preliminary planning investigations.  
 
The display sought community feedback on the six options for further consideration in the 
detailed planning studies. There were only nine feedback sheets returned and no clear key 
issues could be established from the responses received. 
 

6.1.4.4 Public Information Display Number Four  
 
This display was held on Saturday 5 September 2009. It was estimated that around 200 
residents attended the display. The display outlined the findings of detailed planning 
investigations for the six options.  
 
The display sought community feedback on the six options. Eighty-five feedback sheets 
were returned and are summarised as follows: 

 The most preferred option was Option 9a which was nominated by 53 per cent of the 
respondents due to it having the least impact to residential areas and better traffic 
flow between Swan Hill and Murray Downs; 

 Option 4b high level was preferred by many respondents who felt that it would keep 
traffic out of the CBD; and 

 Overall there was strong support for building a replacement bridge.  
 

6.1.5 Information Bulletins  
 
There has been one Information Bulletin and one Project Update published during the 
course of the planning investigations. 
 
The Information Bulletin published in January 2007 announced the planning study, outlined 
the planning process and the five broad corridors for the preliminary planning investigation.  
The Information Bulletin also informed the community about the Public Information Display 
held on 3 February 2007.  
 
A Project Update sheet was produced in May 2007 to provide the community with the 
findings of planning investigations into 12 preliminary options considered in Phase 1 of the 
Planning Study. The update sheet informed the community of the Public Information 
display at the Swan Hill Library, which was on display until 25 May 2007.  
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6.2 Stakeholder Consultation 
 

6.2.1 Council Presentations 
 

6.2.1.1 Swan Hill Rural City Council and Wakool Shire Council 
 
During the course of the planning study, VicRoads provided several briefings to the Swan 
Hill Rural City Council and the Wakool Shire Council including joint coordination meetings 
between the two Councils.  
 
VicRoads presented the key findings of the specialist studies to the Swan Hill Rural City 
Council on 14 July 2009 at a normal Council meeting.  
 
VicRoads presented the key findings of the specialist studies to the Wakool Shire Council on 
16 September 2009 at a normal Council meeting. Following VicRoads presentation, Council 
formally resolved that Option 9a be endorsed as its preferred route for a future Murray 
River bridge crossing. 
 
A joint site meeting between the two councils, community members and representatives 
from RTA and VicRoads was held on 18 February 2010 to inspect the options examined by 
the detailed planning investigations. The location and the height of the various options 
were identified at key areas of concern by using helium balloons raised to the 
corresponding height of each of the options.  
 
A meeting between Federal Square residents with Swan Hill Rural City Councillors and 
VicRoads officers was held on 6 April 2010 to discuss community concerns about the 
potential noise and amenity impacts associated with Options 4b and 4c. 
 
At its meeting of 20 April 2010, the Swan Hill Rural City Council passed a motion 
supporting Option 9a as the most suitable option for the bridge. 
  
In a letter dated 21 April 2010, Swan Hill Rural City Council advised VicRoads that Council 
accepts and supports Option 9a as the most suitable option as per the findings of the 
detailed studies undertaken. 
 

6.2.2 Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council 
 
Within Victoria there is no Registered Aboriginal Party. VicRoads was directed by AAV to 
liaise with the WWLALC for the purposes of planning investigations for the replacement 
Murray River bridge at Swan Hill.   
 
VicRoads met with the WWLALC on several occasions during the course of the planning 
study in liaison with RTA officers. Two members of the WWLALC were appointed to the 
CCG.  
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Representatives for the two Councils, RTA and VicRoads met with representative of the 
WWLALC following the site meeting on 18 February 2010 to inspect the options examined 
by the detailed planning investigations.  
 
The Chairperson and Chief Executive of the WWLALC have advised that they are opposed 
to all options north of the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road and would support Option 9a. This 
view has been conveyed through the meeting on 18 February 2010 and in the local media. 
 
The WWLALC owns the residential and administrative property immediately south of the 
unused road reserve in NSW.  
 
WWLALC representatives have expressed strong opposition to options immediately north 
and south of their property, due to; 

 The presence of the four residential houses used for the infirmed or disadvantaged 
members of the Wamba Wamba Community; 

 Security issues with some options overlooking these residences; 
 Plans to use the property for development of eco-tourism north of the existing Swan 

Hill-Moulamein Road; 
 Amenity impacts due to noise and visual intrusion; and 
 Potential reuse of hot house facilities located on unused road reserve as an income 

source for the Wamba Wamba Community. 
 

6.2.3 Government Agencies and Utilities 
 
Consultation has been undertaken with government agencies and utility services providers 
which may have an interest in the proposal. Government agencies and utility services 
providers consulted within Victoria include: 

 Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE). 
 Graincorp 
 Heritage Victoria 
 VicTrack / Vline 
 Public Transport Safety, Victoria 
 Department of Transport (DOT) 
 North Central Catchment Management Authority (NCCMA) 
 Department of Planning and Community Development (DPCD) 
 Aboriginal Affairs Victoria (AAV) 
 Victoria Police 
 State Emergency Services (SES) 
 Swan Hill Fire Brigade 
 Lower Murray Water 
 Goulburn Murray Water 
 Telstra 
 PowerCor 
 Murray Skippers Association 
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6.2.4 Landowners 
 
Landowners that would be directly impacted by the six options considered in the detailed 
planning studies were individually contacted through the process.  
 
There is no privately owned freehold land in Victoria that would be impacted by Option 9a. 
It would impact on one privately owned property in NSW, which is owned by J.R, and W.E. 
and G.S. Pickering. 
 
The key issues raised in discussion with the above agencies and service providers have 
been considered by VicRoads and the RTA in the development of preliminary options and 
revision of concept designs for the six detailed options. 
 

6.3 Ongoing Consultation 
 
The PSA in Victoria and a EI in NSW will be placed on public exhibition and community 
comments invited.  
 
The PSA, PAR and EI will be on display at Swan Hill Rural City Council Office, Shire of 
Wakool, Office, RTA office in Wagga Wagga and the VicRoads office in Bendigo. The closing 
date for submissions is Wednesday 27 July 2011.  
 
All comments received would be considered in finalising the project design. If there are any 
further changes to the design the community would be informed. VicRoads and the RTA 
would continue to inform the community throughout the project. An information day would 
be held during the exhibition period.  
 
In addition, the following ongoing consultation would be undertaken: 

 Consultation with community stakeholders to assist in managing impacts during 
construction; 

 Follow-up meetings to discuss access arrangements with those landholders whose 
access is shown on the concept design to be directly affected; 

 On-going meetings with local councils, government agencies, utility providers and 
community stakeholders; and 

 Ongoing updates throughout the planning phase and construction period to the 
immediately affected community. 
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7 Preferred Option  
 

7.1 Description of Option 9a 
 
Following consideration of the study findings, VicRoads and the RTA have nominated Option 
9a as the preferred alignment for a replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill. 
 

7.1.1 Introduction 
 
The length of Option 9a is approximately 850 metres. The overall length of the works, 
taking into consideration the proposed reconstruction works on the intersecting roads is 
around 1300 metres. The Victorian approach to the bridge for Option 9a is approximately 
150 metres long and the NSW approach is approximately 500 metres long. The following 
discusses a range of detailed issues regarding the preferred option. 
 

7.1.2 Victorian component 
 

7.1.2.1 Curlewis Street T-Intersection 
 
In Victoria, Option 9a commences at a proposed new T intersection with Curlewis Street 
(Murray Valley Highway), mid-block between McCallum Street and McCrae Street, Swan 
Hill. Option 9a includes reconstruction and minor realignment of approximately 230 metres 
of Curlewis Street from south of McCrae Street to south of McCallum Street to provide 
separate turn lanes and divided carriageways at the new T intersection.  
 
The layout of the intersection includes access into the car park located on the east side of 
the intersection. The operation of the intersection will include traffic signals to manage 
traffic movement through the intersection. 
 
Turning movement counts were undertaken at the nearby intersection of McCallum Street 
and Curlewis Street. The turning movement counts indicate that only approximately 28% 
of all vehicles travelling west from the existing bridge go straight through the intersection 
and continue along McCallum Street. The remaining 72% of traffic turn either north or 
south along Curlewis Street. Based on existing traffic movements, the introduction of a 
signalised T intersection at Curlewis Street for Option 9a would not be an impediment or 
major change to the existing traffic movement. Refer to Figure 7.1 for turning movement 
counts. 
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Figure 7.1 – Turning movement counts undertaken at the intersection of McCallum and 
Curlewis Streets  

 

7.1.2.2 Court House and Correctional Services Buildings  
 
The Option 9a alignment heads east from Curlewis Street across land occupied by the 
Court House and Correctional Services buildings. Both these buildings would be directly 
impacted and require acquisition. 
 
Victoria Police has recently completed the construction of a new police station on the 
former technical school site in the south of Swan Hill. It is understood that there is 
preliminary planning for the courthouse to be relocated to the same site as the police 
station in the future. The relocation of the Court House and the Correctional Services 
buildings are not expected to be an impediment to the preferred option. 
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7.1.2.3 Rail Level Crossing 
 
The existing McCallum Street rail crossing on the approach to the existing bridge is used by 
around 3700 vpd and this is predicted to increase to around 5400 vpd by 2026.  
 
The railway line runs north south through Swan Hill, generally parallel with and between 
the Murray Valley Highway (Curlewis Street) and the Murray River. Passenger rail services 
terminate at the Swan Hill Rail Station. The rail line to the north of Swan Hill terminates at 
Piangil approximately 40 km north of Swan Hill and is used primarily for the seasonal 
movement of grain. 
 
The existing rail level crossing in McCallum Street has a ‘road component’ which is 
controlled by flashing lights and warning bells, and a ‘pedestrian component’ which has 
pedestrian fences and locked gates as additional controls. 
 
Option 9a crosses the railway reserve approximately 220m north of the Swan Hill Rail 
Station where a railway level crossing is proposed. The provision of a road underpass or 
overpass (grade separation) of the rail is not feasible given the close proximity of the rail 
crossing to the Murray Valley Highway. 
 
Option 9a would require the closure of the existing ‘road component’ of the existing 
McCallum Street crossing and its relocation to the Option 9a rail crossing. The existing 
‘pedestrian component’ of the existing McCallum Street rail crossing would be retained at 
its existing site to maintain direct access from McCallum Street to the existing bridge for 
pedestrians and cyclists. A new pedestrian rail crossing would be provided alongside the 
relocated ‘road component’ of the railway line on the Option 9a alignment.  
 
The Option 9a rail crossing would include train-activated boom barriers for motorists, gates 
or barriers for pedestrians, audible warnings, line markings and safety signs, as part of the 
project. The proposed relocation of the ‘road component’ of the existing McCallum Street 
rail crossing and the provision of a new pedestrian rail crossing for the Option 9a alignment 
has been approved by the Minister for Public Transport. This satisfies a requirement under 
the Victorian Planning Provisions (Clause 18.02-4) that the Minister for Transport’s 
approval would be required for a new rail level crossing. 
 
The existing McCallum Street pedestrian rail crossing would be upgraded as part of the 
project to provide improved gates or barriers, audible warnings, line markings and safety 
signs.  
 
Option 9a will also require the extension of a railway siding by approximately 140 metres 
to the south of the Swan Hill Station to permit the storage of a full sized freight train clear 
of the main line and clear of the proposed rail crossing for Option 9a. The proposed rail 
crossing for Option 9a would not impact on the operation of the rail passenger service at 
the Swan Hill Railway Station. 
 

7.1.2.4 Swimming Pool 
 
To the east of the rail crossing, Option 9a directly impacts the site of the Swan Hill 
swimming pool, with the alignment crossing through the current location of the 
intermediate sized pool and kiosk building. 
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The swimming pool is nearing the end of its operational life and the Swan Hill Rural City 
Council is considering options for its refurbishment or relocation to a more suitable site 
nearer to residential areas. The Swan Hill Rural City Council has indicated that it is 
considering a new swimming pool site at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre in Alan Garden 
Reserve pending further investigation.  
 
As Council is considering the potential relocation of the pool to another site, it is 
considered that the removal of these facilities will not be an impediment to Option 9a. 
 

7.1.2.5 Monash Drive 
 
The alignment continues eastwards across Monash Drive where an at-grade intersection 
and realignment of approximately 200 metres of Monash Drive is proposed, including 
provision of a westbound left-turn lane. Facilities that have existing access to Monash 
Drive, such as the Caravan Park, grain handling facilities and the Pioneer Settlement, would 
have access to the Option 9a alignment. 
 

7.1.2.6 Riverside Park 
 
East of Monash Drive, the alignment traverses the Riverside Park. The option will impact on 
some significant views on the approach to the Murray River bridge crossing, particularly 
from the Riverside Walk. Riverside Park is a significant regional and local open space that 
enables views and connections to the Murray River for the broader community. 
 
The Swan Hill Rural City Council is developing a master plan that includes the extension of 
the Riverside Park into disused industrial land to the north of McCallum Street and 
westwards to Curlewis Street. 
 
Option 9a would introduce an additional urban element into the existing park, which would 
divide the park into two separate spaces edged by roads. This would change the scenic 
quality and recreational values of the open space. 
 
The option footprint has been minimised to reduce the loss of open space and the 
embankments designed to integrate and contribute to the park setting and the Riverside 
Walk. The loss of public open space in Riverside Park should be offset by opportunities to 
develop the Riverside Park to the north of the existing bridge. 
 
A landscape concept plan incorporating mitigation measures has been prepared to ensure 
that the views from significant viewpoints to the river corridor are maintained as much as 
possible.  
 
The existing Riverside walking and cycling path would continue uninterrupted under the 
proposed bridge structure for Option 9a. Option 9a would provide an improved vehicular 
access and additional pedestrian access to Riverside Park from Curlewis Street.  
 
A photomontage of the preferred option through Riverside Park is shown in Figure 7.2 
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Figure 7.2 – Preferred Option 9a Intermediate Level Bridge 
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7.1.2.7 Land Acquisition in Victoria 
 
Within Victoria the land required for the Option 9a road reserve is Crown land. 
 

7.1.3 New South Wales Component 
 
The following discussion regarding detailed aspects of the preferred alignment in NSW, 
while not directly required for the purpose of a PSA in Victoria, is nevertheless included, as 
it has indirect implications for the PSA in Victoria. Gradeline and location of the proposed 
road in NSW can affect land requirements in Victoria. 
 

7.1.3.1 River Navigation 
 
The NSW Maritime Authority has verbally advised of its preference for the construction of a 
high level bridge at a location which avoids bends in the river and for piers to be placed 
clear of navigation channels. The authority also advised that its position would be 
dependent on the views of the Murray River Skippers’ Association in relation to the position 
and operation of a replacement bridge. 
 
The Murray River Skippers’ Association verbally advised that its preference is for a high 
level bridge structure that has a reasonable offset to the existing bridge structure which 
maintains current clearances of the existing bridge and avoids river bends.   
 
In view of the limited distance between Curlewis Street, the rail line and the Murray River, 
it is not possible to provide a high level bridge on the Option 9a alignment that would meet 
the necessary design and safety standards for 60 km/hr on the bridge approaches. 
 
Option 9a is approximately 110 m upstream of the existing bridge structure. The Murray 
River Skippers’ Association has advised that this will be sufficient room for a paddle boat to 
negotiate the bridge structure for Option 9a and then safely align and navigate through the 
existing structure. This separation would also allow the opening of the two bridge 
structures to be staged so that only one bridge needs to be opened at any one time. In 
discussions with the emergency service agencies, this is an important consideration for the 
movement of emergency vehicles across the river. 
 

7.1.3.2 Bridge Structure 
 
The Option 9a alignment provides for an intermediate level bridge to be constructed 
approximately 192 metres long at a location approximately 110 metres upstream of, and 
aligned parallel to, the existing bridge.  
 
During periods of high river flows, the existing bridge structure may require opening up to 
12 times per year. In recent years the span has not been opened due to low river flows 
associated with drought conditions and maintenance activities on the existing bridge and 
other existing lift structures, upstream and downstream of the existing bridge. It is 
estimated that around 80% of the openings of the existing bridge would be for double deck 
house boats. 
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Figure 7.3 - Clearances for the intermediate level bridge 
 
An Intermediate level bridge would provide sufficient clearance (including allowance for a 
potential low level weir) to allow passage of a double deck houseboats at normal summer 
flow levels. A lift span would still be required to allow the passage of paddle boats. 
However, there would be a much reduced frequency of opening, expected to be around 4 
times per year during times of high river flows. Refer to Figure 7.3 for clearances for the 
intermediate level bridge. 
 
An intermediate level bridge would provide for the majority of watercraft to travel 
underneath without the need to raise the lift span. The lift span design for Option 9a would 
provide for the bridge structure to open and close in much less time when compared with 
the existing bridge. 
 

7.1.3.3 Cornerstone Community and Build Pro Business 
 
On the NSW side of the Murray River, the alignment continues in a north easterly direction 
across river frontage, and land occupied by the Cornerstone Community and the Build Pro 
business, prior to connecting to and continuing eastwards along the Swan Hill–Moulamein 
Road for approximately 300 metres. 
 
The Cornerstone Community is a ‘non-profit’ school which leases the land it occupies east 
of the Murray River. The Cornerstone Community could be affected by increased noise and 
visual intrusion as the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road would be relocated 20 metres closer to 
its buildings. However, the noise levels resulting from the relocation are within prescribed 
policy and guideline levels and no attenuation measures, other than road surface 
treatment, are necessary.  
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The Cornerstone Community school has indicated that it intends to relocate its operations 
and buildings to a more suitable and convenient site to the north of Swan Hill. It is 
understood that the major impediment to the relocation of these buildings into Victoria has 
been the clearance restrictions on the existing bridge. The provision of a replacement 
bridge with improved clearance would provide opportunity for the relocation of 
Cornerstone’s operations.  
 
The proposal would require acquisition of a portion of the property that the Build Pro 
business leases, which is currently used as a display area and would modify the existing 
access to the business. 
 

7.1.3.4 Federal Hotel 
 
The Federal Hotel is located on the north side of the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road to the east 
of the existing bridge and has direct access to the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road. 
 
The owner of the Federal Hotel has indicated a preference for Option 9a as it retains good 
access to the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road. The increased separation to the Swan Hill–
Moulamein Road and the entrance to the Federal Hotel would also provide increased safety 
for patrons accessing the hotel. 
 

7.1.3.5 Land Acquisition in New South Wales 
 
In NSW, freehold land owned by J.R, and W.E. and G.S. Pickering would require 
acquisition. Part of this land is leased by the Cornerstone Community and the Build Pro 
business. 
 

7.1.3.6 Swan Hill-Moulamein Road 
 
Access to the proposed bridge from the east would be provided via the Swan Hill–
Moulamein Road. Due to the new bridge being located around 110 metres to the south of 
the existing bridge, the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road would be required to be realigned to 
meet the replacement bridge location. The works along the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road 
would involve both the upgrade of the existing roadway and the realignment of the 
approach to the new bridge. 
 
Between the eastern end of Option 9a and the Wamba Wamba Community access road, 
works along the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road would predominantly be an upgrade of the 
existing roadway including widening to provide a centre lane for right turning access to the 
adjacent properties and intersecting roads. The works would also include reconstruction of 
three road intersections and five driveways to adjacent properties. 
 
Between the Wamba Wamba Community access road and the new bridge, the proposed 
realigned road would be formed on an earthen embankment to raise the road above the 
flood plain and to provide the required height to access the new bridge. The width of the 
proposed embankment varies along the alignment with a maximum width of 43 metres. 
The height of the embankment generally increases towards the west, to a maximum 
height of approximately 3.5 metres at the Murray River bridge abutment. 
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7.2

The access arrangements to the Federal Hotel, Pickering’s Transport, Cornerstone 
Community, Build Pro and Wamba Wamba Community land would be modified. However, 
direct access to the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road would be retained.  
 
 

 Road Design Standards 
 
The design standards used for the proposed Option 9a alignment are: 

 Road Design Guidelines, VicRoads; 
 Guides to Traffic Engineering Practice, AustRoads; and 
 Bridge Design Code, AustRoads. 
 

7.2.1 Road Alignment 
 
Figure 7.4 shows the proposed Option 9a alignment. Within Victoria the length of Option 9a 
is around 150 metres and the overall length of works within Victoria is around 570 metres. 
 

7.2.2 Road Category and Speeds 
 
The Option 9a crossing would be an arterial road meeting the requirements for a posted 
speed of 60 km/hr within an urban environment in Victoria and semi-urban environment in 
NSW. 
 

7.2.3 Cross Section 
 
A typical cross-section for the proposal is shown in Figure 7.5. 
 
The design for Option 9a would be based on provision of: 

 A 2-lane divided C-class (undivided on the bridge) facility signed at 60km/hr; 
 A single combined footpath/bike path 2.6m wide with provision to connect to off 

carriageway facilities near both abutments; 
 An intermediate level bridge with a lift span to allow paddle boats to navigate under 

the bridge.    
 
The designs of all major intersections and the rail level crossing, including access to 
Pickering Transport and Monash Drive south are to accommodate turning movements for 
26m B-Doubles and 19m semi-trailers.  
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       Figure 7.4 - Option 9a alignment 
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 Figure 7.5 - Typical cross sections for Option 9a 
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7.3 Road Elements 
 

7.3.1 General 
 

7.3.1.1 Carriageway 
 
The proposed new road between Curlewis Street and Monash Drive would comprise of a 
single carriageway in each direction and a central median. The intersection approaches in 
Curlewis Street would be reconstructed as part of the project. A section of Monash Drive 
which is proposed to be realigned would also include a central median at the intersection 
approaches. The remaining lengths including across the bridge and the alignment within 
NSW would comprise a single undivided carriageway. 
 
The minimum sealed width of the road carriageway (excluding the bridge) would be 11.0 
metres. The minimum width across the bridge would be 9.0 metres between the fixed 
bridge barriers. 
 

7.3.1.2 Traffic Lanes 
 
The proposed new road and the reconstructed sections of Curlewis Street and Monash 
Drive would consist of two 3.5 metres wide through traffic lanes plus turn lanes where 
warranted at intersections.  
 

7.3.1.3 Road Shoulder 
 
A 2.0 metre wide sealed shoulder would be provided on each side of the road carriageway, 
on the bridge approaches, and a 1.0 metre wide shoulder would be provided on each side 
of the carriageway across the bridge structure. 
 

7.3.1.4 Road Surfacing 
 
Most of the project length would require asphalt surfacing, either for longevity of the 
surfacing on the approaches to and across bridges and intersections, or for noise 
mitigation.  
 

7.3.1.5 Road Verges 
 
Roadside verges 2.0 metres wide would be constructed beyond the shoulder seal to 
accommodate road signs and safety barriers. 
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7.3.1.6 Roadside Batter Slopes 
 
The cross slopes on fill embankments would generally be 4:1 (horizontal:vertical) where 
fills are less than 3 metres high and 3:1 to 2:1 (horizontal:vertical) where fills are greater 
than 3 metres high. Relatively steep batter slopes are proposed to minimise the footprint of 
earth embankments and minimise the impact on vegetation. Flatter embankments slopes 
would be provided where embankments are constructed within parkland areas. 
 

7.3.2 Flood Water Considerations 
 
Option 9a alignment would be designed to be flood free in the 1 in 100 year flood event 
level of 68.0 metres AHD and it would have a low impact on flood risk. The underside of 
the bridge structure would be a minimum of 1 metre above the 1 in 100 year flood level 
increasing to approximately 3 metres above the 1 in 100 flood level over the navigation 
channel.  
 
The bridge abutments and construction fill are located outside the Murray River levees on 
both the Victorian and NSW banks. There would be three sets of piers located within the 
Murray River channel between the levee banks, comprising a central lift span and single 
spans on each approach to the lift span. 
 
On the NSW side, flood relief structures would be provided to avoid any increase in flood 
levels. Refer to the discussion on flood mitigation in section 4.13. 
 

7.3.3 Treatment of Stormwater 
 
Stormwater from the road surfaces including the bridge structure and construction areas 
would be treated in swale drains located clear of the bridge structure, before discharge to 
the receiving waterways. The detailed design for these would be subject to the agreement 
of the relevant Catchment Management Authorities within Victoria and NSW. 
 
The swale drain would incorporate enough retention capacity to contain emergency spills 
that potentially occur on the bridge structure. Option 9a is expected to have a low impact 
on surface water quality and groundwater. 
 

7.3.4 Road Grades 
 
The steepest road gradients along the route are relatively short sections of 3.5 % on the 
approaches to the replacement Murray River bridge crossing which is well within the 
maximum desirable gradient of 5.0%. This is not expected to cause any operational 
problems for truck traffic. 
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7.3.5 Bicycle and Pedestrian Paths 
 

7.3.5.1 Off-Road Pedestrian / Cyclist Pathways 

A 3.0 metre wide shared pedestrian / cyclist off-road pathway would be provided 
throughout the entire project length with connections to existing pathway networks. This 
pathway would be paved with crushed rock and sealed, except in the vicinity of major 
intersections in Swan Hill where concrete or asphalt paving would be provided. 
 
At the new bridge, the shared pathway is proposed to be located on the structure, outside 
the traffic safety barrier railings, on the side closest to the existing bridge. The shared 
pathway across the bridge would be 2.6 metres wide. 
 

7.3.5.2 On-Road Cyclists 

Commuter cyclists would be permitted to ride on the 2.0 metres wide sealed road 
shoulders. Across the bridge, the on-road shoulders would be 1.0 metre width. 
 

7.3.6 Provision for Buses 
Buses currently using the existing bridge would divert to the new bridge crossing. There 
are no existing bus stops on the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road and no requirements for  
additional bus facilities have been identified as part of the planning investigations. 
 

7.3.7 Local Road Closures 
The project would include the truncation of the Sea Lake–Swan Hill Road (McCallum Street) 
on the west side of the railway line to restrict vehicular access to the existing bridge. The 
existing section of the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road on the NSW approach to the existing 
bridge would also be connected to the realigned section of the Swan Hill–Moulamien Road 
and be shared with the revised access into the Federal Hotel.  
 

7.3.8 Access to Properties 
Access between properties and public roads would be maintained. Alterations to Monash 
Drive are proposed as part of the project to maintain access to properties and facilities in 
Monash Drive.  
 
Details of access provision to individual properties would be shown on the detailed 
construction plans. Arrangements to maintain access to individual properties abutting the 
project during the proposed road construction works would be determined in consultation 
with landowners. 
 

7.3.9 Noise Barriers 
It is not proposed to install noise barriers as part of this project to mitigate noise impacts. 
Refer to section 4.12 for further discussion on noise mitigation. Within Victoria and New 
South Wales, there are no sensitive land uses (eg. residential properties) in the vicinity of 
the road for noise barriers to be considered. 
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7.4

7.3.10 Public Lighting 
 
No provision of public lighting is to be made throughout the entire project length. However, 
where public lighting exists along the existing route, this would be replaced. Public lighting 
would be provided at all major intersections to the relevant Street Lighting Code standards. 
Public lighting for pedestrians would be provided on the bridge structure.  
 

7.3.11 Provision for Services 
 
Conduits would be installed for future provision for services where practical, and in 
consultation with utility services providers. 
 

 Replacement Murray River Bridge 
 
The proposed replacement Murray River bridge crossing would be around 192 metres long 
and located approximately 110 metres south of the existing bridge. The height of the 
bridge would be about 73.2 metre AHD at its highest point which is about 9.5 metres above 
the normal summer flows in the Murray River. This would allow for the movement of double 
deck houseboats along the river. 
 
The height of the bridge would provide a minimum of one metre clearance between the 1 in 
100 year flood event (68 metres AHD) and the underside of the bridge, while in the 
navigation channel, the clearance would be three metres above the 1 in 100 year flood 
event. 
 
The bridge would consist of four spans (subject to detailed design), with three sets of piers 
to be constructed within the river channel. Individual spans between piers and between 
piers and abutments would be approximately 35 metres long. The exception to this 
arrangement would be the piers either side of the lift span which would be have a minimum 
horizontal clearance of 15.85 metres. The lift span would be positioned over the navigation 
channel to allow for the passage of large paddle boats under the bridge. The indicative 
positioning of the bridge piers is shown in Figure 7.6. 
 
It is likely that the lift span would comprise steel components and the remainder of the 
bridge would be in the form of a 12 metre wide precast beam structure as shown in the 
cross section in Figure 7.5 and would consist of: 

 Two 3.5 metre wide traffic lanes (one in each direction); 
 A 2.5 metre wide shared path (for pedestrians and cyclists) and associated handrail 

on the northern side of the bridge; 
 Two 1.0 metre wide shoulders; 
 A 0.5 metre wide separation between the roadway and shared path for location of 

safety barrier railing; and  
 A medium level containment barrier on the southern side of the bridge. 
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 Figure 7.6 - Indicative locations of bridge piers 
 

 Rationale for Selection of Preferred Option 7.5
 
The rationale for the selection of Option 9a as the preferred option for the Replacement 
Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill is described below. 
 

7.5.1 Beneficial Traffic Solution  
 
The Swan Hill Bridge is accessed via the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road in NSW and serves 
regional movements through and between Swan Hill and Moulamein, and local movements, 
particularly between Swan Hill and Murray Downs and between Swan Hill and the 
surrounding rural area to the east of the Murray River. 
 
Consequently, maintaining the security and viability of the Murray River bridge crossing at 
Swan Hill is critical, as the crossing is strategically located for freight movement and 
general travel between Victoria and NSW. The Swan Hill Township acts as a centre for the 
sale and distribution of produce from the surrounding area. 
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The Swan Hill Township is also the main administrative and commercial centre for the 
region, including residents in Murray Downs in Wakool Shire NSW. Moulamein is the 
administrative centre for Wakool Shire, some 70 km north east of Murray Downs. The 
existing bridge is also important for tourism in Swan Hill and the wider region.  
 
Traffic across the bridge is predicted to increase from 3,700 vpd in 2006 to approximately 
5,300 vpd in 20 years time. Heavy vehicles comprise approximately 13% of the traffic or 
480 trucks per day (October 2006 survey). Assuming the percentage of truck traffic 
remains constant, there would be an increase to approximately 690 trucks per day by 
2026. All roads in the vicinity of the study area are predicted to have a volume/capacity 
ratio below 0.8 in 2026, indicating good flow conditions. 
 

7.5.2 Existing Bridge Limitations 
 
The existing bridge has the following operational and safety limitations: 

 It is narrow and reduced to one lane width on the lift span; 
 It has insufficient bridge width for some over-dimensional loads such as grain silos 

and limits movement of wider agricultural equipment; 
 The lift span takes approximately 25 minutes to open and close and this is 

inconvenient for motorists; 
 It has insufficient strength for use by higher mass limit vehicles and is not capable of 

this upgrade without compromising the heritage integrity of the bridge; 
 All pedestrians are required to share a narrow single lane lift bridge section with 

vehicular traffic without any physical protection; and 
 It requires extensive annual maintenance and repairs, often requiring periods of 

bridge closure, which is inconvenient for users and unsuitable for access by 
emergency services. 

 
The existing bridge has currently undergone major rehabilitation which will allow the bridge 
to continue to operate without load restrictions for general mass limits in the short to 
medium term. In the longer term, the components of the bridge structure would have to be 
replaced by modern materials or heavily modified to enable higher mass limit vehicles to 
access the bridge, to the extent that the heritage value of the bridge would be 
compromised.  
 
With continued use of the existing bridge, it may be necessary from time to time to impose 
temporary load limits. A load limit lower than current limits would have unacceptable 
economic impacts for agricultural and other commercial enterprises.  
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7.5.3 Alternative Murray River Bridge Crossings 
 
There are significant detours required for wide over-dimensional vehicles that require 
bridge crossings wider than a single lane carriage way.   
 

7.5.3.1 Nearest Single Lane Bridges 
 
The closest single lane bridge to Swan Hill is at Nyah which is around 30 km (via the 
Victorian road network) and 40 km (downstream via the NSW road network). The Nyah 
Bridge is rated for semi-trailers to 42.5 tonnes but is not on a designated B-Double route. 
The nearest single lane bridge to the north west that is on an approved B-Double route is 
located downstream at Tooleybuc. The detour for B-Doubles around Swan Hill via the 
Tooleybuc Bridge is 102 km. The nearest Murray River crossing to the south east 
(upstream) of Swan Hill is at Barham (4.26m lift span width) some 141 km (via Moulamein 
on the NSW road network) and around 85km (via Kerang on the Victorian road network). 
Both these bridges are rated at National general mass limits of 42.5 tonne for semi-trailers 
and 62.5 tonnes for B-doubles and are not rated for higher mass limit loadings.  
 

7.5.3.2 Nearest Two Lane Bridges Rated For Over-dimensional Loads 
 
To accommodate wider or over-dimensional loads including agricultural machinery to and 
from Swan Hill it is necessary to travel downstream or north west via the Robinvale Bridge 
(12.5m wide) which is around 134 km (via the Victorian road network) and around 174 km 
(via the NSW road network). The alternative is to travel upstream to the south east via 
Tocumwal Bridge (9.2m wide) some 253 km (via the NSW road network) or 284 km (via 
the Victorian Road Network).  
  

7.5.4 Avoids Key Constraints 
 

7.5.4.1 Minimal Impact on Residences  
 
Option 9a would not directly impact on any residential buildings. The option is located 
remotely from the residential areas of Federal Square and the Wamba Wamba Community.  
 

7.5.4.2 Community Facilities 
 
The swimming pool and part of the Riverside Park would require acquisition in Victoria. Part 
of the property used by the Cornerstone Community would require acquisition in NSW.  
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7.5.4.2.1 Swan Hill Swimming Pool 
 
The swimming pool is nearing the end of its operational life. As the Swan Hill Rural City 
Council is considering a potential new location, it is considered that the removal of the pool 
would not be an impediment to Option 9a. 
 

7.5.4.2.2 Riverside Park 
 
All six options considered in detail by the planning study would have a severance impact on 
the Swan Hill Rural City Council’s overall development of Riverside Park and introduce a 
new large scale urban element into the existing park which would significantly change the 
scenic quality and recreational values of the open space. Confirmation of a replacement 
bridge site will facilitate the Swan Hill Rural City Council to complete its master planning for 
the Riverside Park. The loss of public open space in Riverside Park should be offset by 
opportunities to develop the Riverside Park to the north of the existing bridge. 
 
The existing Riverside walking and cycling path would continue uninterrupted under the 
proposed bridge structure. 
 

7.5.4.3 Cornerstone Community and Build Pro  

 
The Cornerstone Community House is affected by moderate increases in noise and visual 
intrusion as the Swan Hill-Moulamein Road is relocated approximately 20m closer. The 
school has indicated that it intends to relocate its operations and buildings to a more 
suitable and convenient site to the north of Swan Hill.  
 
The proposal would require acquisition of a portion of the property that the Build Pro 
business leases, which is currently used as a display area and would modify the existing 
access to the business. 
 

7.5.4.4 Federal Hotel 

 
There is minor improvement to the amenity in the vicinity of the Federal Hotel as the 
existing Swan Hill-Moulamien Road would be marginally further away. Option 9a would 
alleviate safety concerns due to the proximity of the Federal Hotel entrance to the existing 
road. 
 

7.5.4.5 Government Buildings  
 
The Court House and Correctional Services buildings would be directly impacted and 
require acquisition in Victoria. 
 
Victoria Police has recently completed the construction of a new police station in Swan Hill. 
There is preliminary planning for the courthouse to be relocated to a more convenient site 
adjacent to the police station in the future. The relocation of the Court House and the 
Correctional Services buildings are not expected to be an impediment to the preferred 
option. 
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7.5.4.6 Property Access 
 
Existing property accesses would be maintained, however there would be changes to direct 
property access for Pickering’s Transport, Cornerstone Community, Build Pro, Federal Hotel 
and Wamba Wamba Community property and the car park along the east side of McCallum 
Street.  
 
There would be minor changes to access to Monash Drive and Curlewis Street; the full 
extent of the works would be assessed at the detailed design stage in consultation with the 
Swan Hill Rural City Council and consideration of its master plan for Riverside Park when 
this is completed.  
 

7.5.4.7 Minimises Impact on Cultural Heritage 
 
The option would impact on a small area of potential Indigenous archaeological sensitivity 
in NSW. Option 9a provides the lowest impact on Indigenous Cultural Heritage of all 
options considered in detail by the planning study. 
  
Option 9a has no direct impact on identified Post Settlement Cultural Heritage sites and no 
impact on areas of high archaeological potential. 
 

7.5.4.8 Minimises Impact on Vegetation 
 
No threatened flora or fauna species have been recorded, and there is no threatened flora 
or fauna species that are considered likely to regularly occur within the footprint of Option 
9a. Aquatic habitat and woodland habitat affected by the project is considered to be of 
moderate quality for fauna, while urban and cleared areas are considered to be of low 
quality fauna habitat. 
 
The total vegetation losses in Victoria are 0.04 habitat hectares (0.12 hectares) of high 
conservation significance Riverine Grassy Woodland (EVC295) (including 3 large trees). 
There are no hollow bearing or habitat trees within the footprint of Option 9a in Victoria. 
Offsets will be required for the removal of native vegetation in Victoria under the 
‘Framework’. Offsets may be achieved in Victoria through the improvement and permanent 
protection of existing Riverine Grassy Woodland.  
   
In NSW the total vegetation losses are 0.3 hectares of River Red Gum Forest (including 10 
Scattered Trees and 0.41 hectares of treeless regrowth). 
 

7.5.5 Beneficial Benefit/Cost Analysis 
 
AustRoads parameter values were used in the calculation of costs associated with vehicle 
travel and operation costs. Crash costs were determined using the appropriate road 
stereotype crash rates in accordance with the VicRoads project evaluation procedures.   
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A day to year factor of 330, a default for VicRoads projects, was adopted to convert 
average weekday traffic volumes to annual traffic volumes. Travel time savings were based 
on average vehicle occupancy and freight costs for rural areas. Crash cost savings were 
estimated from an average crash rate and cost per crash that was based on speed limit. 
The default crash rate and crash costs were used for the estimation. 
 
The economic evaluation was carried out for a period of 30 years. Benefits and costs were 
expressed in dollar terms using discounted cash flow techniques in accordance with 
VicRoads project evaluation procedures. A discount rate of 7% was used in this study.  
 
Options within the central corridor would result in positive road user benefits, mostly due to 
the shorter time taken to cross the two lane replacement bridge when compared to 
crossing the existing one lane bridge.  
 
Option 9a is considered to have the lowest traffic impact, the best result for road users and 
one of the lowest construction costs. Preliminary bridge cost estimates for the preferred 
replacement bridge option based on 2009 estimates is in the order of $42.4 million. The 
BCR for Option 9a is 0.07.  
 

7.5.6 Support of Key Stakeholders 
 
Option 9a has the support of the following key stakeholders: 

 NSW RTA advised that its preferred replacement bridge option is Option 9a; 
 Wakool Shire Council formally resolved that Option 9a be endorsed as its preferred 

route for a future Murray River Crossing; 
 Swan Hill Rural City Council formally resolved that Option 9a be endorsed as its 

preferred route for a future Murray River Crossing; and 
 The WWLALC have verbally stated their preference for Option 9a. 
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7.6 Summary of Benefits and Impacts 
 
Option 9a is considered to be the preferred alignment because it would: 

 Closely match the existing bridge traffic patterns due to its close proximity to the 
existing bridge and existing arterial roads; 

 Cater for the predicted growth areas of Swan Hill and Wakool; 
 Cater for the cross border traffic needs at Swan Hill-Wakool in the long term; 
 Provide better traffic flow to Swan Hill from NSW than other options; 
 Retain direct access to NSW businesses; 
 Maintain uninterrupted access to the Riverside path under the proposed bridge 

structure; 
 Have least impact on residential areas; 
 Allow impact on community facilities to be mitigated; 
 Minimise impact on flood risk; 
 Involve minimal length in NSW floodplain; 
 Have minimal impact on biodiversity; 
 Require minimal noise mitigation measures; 
 Not directly impact on Wamba Wamba Aboriginal Land; 
 Minimal impact on identified Indigenous Cultural Heritage sites and places; 
 Provide positive travel time savings;  
 Have a lower project cost; and  
 Have least overall impact of any option. 

 

For all options, all roads in the vicinity of the study area are predicted to have a 
volume/capacity ratio below 0.8 in 2026, indicating good flow conditions.  

The preliminary bridge cost estimate for the preferred replacement bridge option based on 
2009 estimates is in the order of $42.4 million. The BCR for Option 9a is 0.07. Given the 
projected low traffic volumes over the bridge (5,300 vpd in 2026) and therefore relatively 
low travel cost savings, the construction of the bridge would only just provide a positive net 
economic return on investment.  
 
Therefore, the need for a replacement bridge would be justified on the basis of the 
existing bridge deficiencies including its structural condition, potential imposition of a 
load limit in the long term, potential reduction in economic benefits for the region as a 
result of not being able to cater for over-dimensional vehicles and heavy vehicles 
operating at higher mass limits. 
 
Based upon the above assessment, Option 9a is judged to be an economically worthwhile 
project in order to ensure a secure and viable Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill to 
provide for freight movement, general travel between Victoria and NSW, to allow Swan Hill 
to continue to function as a centre for the sale and distribution of produce from the 
surrounding area and to provide ongoing access for emergency vehicles.  
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8        Environmental Management  
 
This chapter outlines the VicRoads’ environmental management processes for managing 
the potential impacts of the proposed Option 9a alignment which is described in Chapter 7 
and shown in Figure 7.4. 
 

8.1 VicRoads’ Policy and Guidelines 
 
VicRoads Sustainability and Climate Change Policy 2010 and the subsequent Sustainability 
and Climate Change Strategy (2010-2015) provide the framework under which VicRoads 
plans, manages and operates the road network in order to actively contribute to 
environmental sustainability.  
 
The Sustainability and Climate Change Strategy outlines three key directions: 

 Direction 1:  Reducing environmental and climate change impacts from the built 
environment; 

 Direction 2: Protecting and enhancing the natural and cultural environment;  
 Direction 3: Fostering a culture of leadership and best practice on sustainability and 

climate change. 
 
VicRoads Environmental Management Guidelines (VicRoads 2006) outline the processes for 
protecting the environment during the planning, development and construction of road 
projects. These guidelines are a management tool used to: 

 Demonstrate and explain the process used by VicRoads to protect the environment 
on road improvement projects; 

 Assist VicRoads’ staff in developing a systematic approach for managing 
environmental issues such as dust generation and site runoff and protection of 
biodiversity and cultural heritage values to ensure VicRoads responds to its 
environmental obligations in a logical, practical and responsible manner; 

 Ensure environmental impacts and risks are proactively identified, addressed and 
managed to achieve a successful outcome; and 

 Monitor the compliance of Contractors engaged by VicRoads to undertake the 
physical works, with their contractual and statutory environmental obligations. 

 

8.2 Statutory Requirements 
 
In addition to the commitments made in this PAR document, VicRoads and its Contractors 
must conduct their activities at all times in accordance with the relevant legislation. 
 
During all phases of the project, VicRoads would be responsible for ensuring that the 
requirements of government authorities are satisfied. This includes the granting of permits 
and approvals and the setting of requirements for the various phases of the design, 
development and operation. The process for achieving this would be through regular liaison 
between officers of the relevant authorities. 
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Specific approvals required for the project include: 
 

 Endorsement of the CHMP in Victoria for the project, by AAV under the provisions of 
the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006; 

 
 Endorsement by the NCCMA of the proposed flood mitigation measures for the 

project and licences for works on waterways in Victoria under the Water Act 1989 
and endorsement by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage for works on 
waterways in NSW; 

 
 Amendment of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme: To reserve land by application of a 

PAO in the Planning Scheme, to enable VicRoads to acquire land for the construction 
of the Option 9a Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill; 

 
 Permits to take or move protected flora and fauna in Victoria under the Flora and 

Fauna Guarantee Act 1988;  
 
 Permits to relocate wildlife in Victoria under the Wildlife Act 1975; 
 
 Permits to relocate wildlife in NSW under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974; 
 
 Prior to the completion of the environmental assessment obtain an Aboriginal 

heritage impact permit under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 with respect 
to potentially harming or disturbing Aboriginal objects or places within NSW; 

 
 A determination to proceed with the proposed works within NSW by the RTA based 

on an environmental assessment under Part 5 of the Environment and Planning and 
Assessment Act 1979; 

 
 An exemption from the requirement to obtain a permit for native vegetation removal 

under clause 52.17 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme within Victoria. This will be 
included within the proposed PSA; and 

 
 Endorsement of the State Governments and potentially the Australia Government to 

enable funding of the project. 
 

8.3 Environmental Management Framework 
 
VicRoads aims to consistently achieve sound environmental performance through a strong 
organisational commitment to an open, transparent, accountable and systematic 
environmental management framework. In this regard, VicRoads has developed its 
Environmental Management Toolkit, as a component of a series of Business Toolkits for its 
critical corporate functions. 
 
The Environmental Management Toolkit contains all critical environmental policies, 
procedures, guidelines, templates and tools which VicRoads needs to consider during the 
planning, development and delivery of its projects. 
 
The Environmental Management Toolkit is supported by a register of key environmental 
legislation relevant to VicRoads. 
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8.4 Environmental Performance Standards 
 
Environmental performance standards to be adopted for the project during construction are 
outlined in Table 8.1. 
 
Aspect 
 

Objective 
 

Key Performance Indicator  
 

Permits Compliance with 
permit conditions 

All relevant permits obtained prior to activities. 
100% compliance with conditions or permits. 

Noise 
 

Minimise noise 
disturbance in 
residential areas 
 

Construction plant noise is not to cause nuisance to 
residents. 
Noise levels from equipment are not to exceed the 
manufacturer’s specifications.  
Noise is not to exceed background levels inside any 
adjacent residence between 10pm and 7am.  

Ground 
vibration 

Minimise vibration to 
adjacent buildings 

Ground vibration at specified building locations is not to 
exceed levels specified in AS 2187.2 

Minimise exhaust 
smoke 

No visible smoke from construction plant for more than 
10 seconds. 

Air quality 

Minimise dust 
creation 

Insoluble solids from any air quality monitoring station 
not to exceed the greater of 4g/m2/month or 
2g/m2/month above the background. 

Water 
quality 

Maintain water 
quality in existing 
drainage 
infrastructure 

No measureable deterioration between upstream and 
downstream work limits. 

Groundwater No impact to the 
beneficial reuses of 
groundwater 

Management plan in place to protect groundwater 
beneficial uses. 
No measureable impact on the beneficial uses of 
groundwater. 

Non-potable 
water  

Reduce use of higher 
quality water 

Minimum requirement to use 85% non-potable water 
during project construction. 

Greenhouse Reduce greenhouse 
gas footprint of road 
construction 

Reduce embodied energy of road construction through 
use of recycled materials and other sustainable 
alternative materials and technologies 

Table 8.1 - Environmental performance standards 
 

8.5 Consultation 
 
VicRoads is committed to community consultation. During the pre-construction and 
construction phases of the project VicRoads would continue consultation with the key 
stakeholders (including community, service authorities and government authorities) in 
relation to the project and inform of progress with construction activities. 
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8.5.1 Key Stakeholders 
 
Key stakeholders include:  
 
Property Owners – Consultation would be continued with all property owners along the 
proposed route with regard to access, proposals affecting their properties and land 
acquisition where required. Within Victoria the route crosses Crown Land at the Swan Hill 
Correctional Services building and Court House, road and rail reserves, the swimming pool 
and Riverside Park. No freehold land is directly affected by the proposal within Victoria. 
Within NSW, the route crosses Crown Land at the Murray River and beside the Swan Hill– 
Moulamein Road, and freehold land owned by J.R. & W.E. & G.S. Pickering. 
 
Cornerstone Community House – The Cornerstone Community House is a special ‘not for 
profit’ school that occupies leased land to the south east of the existing bridge. The 
operators of the school have indicated that their longer term plans are to relocate the 
school buildings to Victoria, to a more suitable site to the north of Swan Hill. This has not 
been possible due to the width restrictions of the existing Swan Hill Bridge and other 
Murray River Bridges at Nyah, Tooleybuc and Barham. 
 
Build Pro – The proposal would require acquisition of a portion of the property that the 
Build Pro business leases, which is currently used as a display area and would modify the 
existing access to the business. 
 
Indigenous Communities – Representatives of the WWLALC would be consulted throughout 
the pre-construction, construction and post-construction phases in relation to the CHMP for 
the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill and the area of cultural 
sensitivity which forms part of a travelling stock route in NSW to the south of the area 
occupied by the Cornerstone Community. Ongoing communication and consultation would 
be necessary in relation to the monitoring of worksites by Indigenous Community 
representatives to avoid disturbance to Indigenous Cultural Heritage.  
 
Riverboat Representatives – In response to consultation, the concept design has been 
developed to allow clear passage of double deck house boats and other smaller watercraft 
under the proposed Murray River bridge at relatively high flow level. The concept design 
includes a lift span to allow the passage of paddle boats within the navigation channel. 
 
Emergency Services Representatives – Communications would be maintained with 
representatives from emergency services organisations including Ambulance Victoria, 
Victoria Police, State Emergency Services, Swan Hill Fire Brigade and Country Fire 
Authority in relation to any temporary access restrictions during construction activities.  
  
Council Representatives – Ongoing consultation and liaison with the Swan Hill Rural City 
Council and Wakool Shire representatives would be maintained in relation to general day to 
day pre-construction and construction activities as well as for specific activities for which 
the municipalities would be directly involved.  
 
Utility Companies – Consultation with Utility Companies about affected services and 
requirements and timing for relocation of services would be undertaken. 
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Government Departments and Authorities – Regular liaison meetings would be established 
with the following key authorities, in relation to the project works within Victoria: 
 

 DSE – Authority responsible for issues relating to flora and fauna including the 
granting of permits required under the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988. 

 
 NCCMA – Authority responsible for natural waterways and catchments including 

approvals relating to stormwater drainage into streams and overland hydrology. 
During preliminary and detailed design, a further detailed hydrology study would be 
undertaken to provide assurance that the designed bridges and flood relief 
structures meet the Catchment Management Authorities’ requirements. 

 
 EPA – Regulatory Authority responsible for ensuring that the State Environmental 

Protection Policies are met. 
 
 AAV – Victorian Government’s key agency for advice on Indigenous affairs. It 

promotes knowledge and understanding about Victoria’s Indigenous people within 
the wider community. It also administers legislation that protects Indigenous 
Cultural Heritage, including the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 and provides for the 
protection and management of Victoria’s Indigenous Cultural Heritage with 
streamlined processes linked to the Victorian planning system. 

 
 Swan Hill Rural City Council – Responsible authority for all issues involving local 

government including the issue of permits required under the relevant planning 
scheme. 

 
 Ongoing consultation and liaison would be held with officers from other Government 

departments and agencies including DOT, DSE, DPCD, Heritage Victoria, Public 
Transport Safety Victoria, VicTrack and VLine regarding their requirements in 
relation to the proposal. 

 

8.6 Communication 
 
During the preconstruction and construction phases, a project specific Communications 
Plan would be developed and implemented to ensure ongoing and responsive two way 
communication with the local community and key stakeholders. This plan would include 
ongoing opportunities for community input to enable the environmental safeguards and 
monitoring outlined in this PAR to be reviewed and refined. 
 
Consultation and communication would also occur through ongoing correspondence, 
telephone calls, media releases and via the VicRoads’ website. 
 

8.7 Environmental Management System 
 
Risk management is a fundamental principle that is integrated into VicRoads’ everyday 
work practices and corporate procedures. Risk management is an ongoing process 
consisting of well defined steps which, when taken in sequence, support better, more 
informed decision making by contributing to a greater insight and understanding of a wider 
range of events, their likelihood of occurrence and their consequence for VicRoads, its 
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customers and the environment. It is about identifying opportunities for improvement as 
well as avoiding losses. 
 
A key requirement of VicRoads Environmental Management Guidelines (2006) is to ensure 
any potential environmental impacts and risks are proactively identified, addressed and 
managed to achieve a successful outcome. Risk management is therefore an important 
component of this PAR document. 
 
To further ensure that relevant environmental issues, risks and opportunities are identified 
and that appropriate strategies and actions would be implemented to manage and minimise 
the environmental impacts of the Swan Hill Murray River bridge crossing proposal, an 
environmental risk identification and assessment would be conducted. 
 
Issue Identification – A list of construction activities to be undertaken by VicRoads and/or 
VicRoads’ Contractors would be detailed. For each activity, the potential impacts on the 
environment would be identified using the findings of the specialist investigations, relevant 
legislation, VicRoads’ past experience and input from stakeholders. 
 
Risk Identification and Assessment – A detailed risk assessment would be conducted prior 
to finalisation of the specification and tender advertising. This is required to ensure planned 
actions to treat previously identified risks at the planning stage have been addressed within 
the specification and that any new risks are identified and appropriate treatments are 
incorporated into the specification. 
 
Preparation of Specification – Risk treatment or mitigation actions (including monitoring 
measures) to be applied during the planning and preconstruction phases and incorporated 
into the Contract specification, would then be developed for the identified risks.  
 
Contract Specific Risk Assessment – Following contract award, VicRoads would prepare a 
detailed operational level risk assessment based on the Contractor’s proposed program of 
works and construction techniques. This risk assessment, built on the preceding risk 
assessments, would be used in the development of the Surveillance and Audit Plan. The 
Surveillance and Audit Plan would detail frequency, responsibilities and level of intensity of 
surveillance appropriate for the construction activity leading to the identified risk. 
 
Surveillance Audit – The risk identification would also allow prioritisation of identified risks 
to ensure the appropriate level of construction surveillance and audit is applied during 
construction. Surveillance activities undertaken in accordance with the Surveillance and 
Audit Plan would be recorded in the VicRoads Surveillance and Management System 
database to provide verifiable evidence of Contractor compliance. 
 
Combined with strict specification requirements for Contractor management and periodic 
independent audits of the implemented plans and environmental controls, these systems 
and processes would clearly define and document an audit trail that demonstrates due 
diligence in the management and monitoring of environmental responsibilities and 
requirements. 
 
Table 8.1 details the environmental objectives and performance criteria to be implemented 
to minimise potential and identified environmental impacts of the Swan Hill Murray River 
bridge crossing proposal.  
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8.7.1 Planning Phase 
 
The planning issues and potential environmental impacts associated with the proposal are 
identified and the necessary environmental clearances and statutory approvals are sought 
in the planning phase. Concept design plans are developed in the planning phase. 
 

8.7.2 Preconstruction Phase 
 
The following processes will ensure that potential environmental impacts and mitigation 
measures identified in the PAR are incorporated into the Project Environment Protection 
Strategy (PEPS). The PEPS is used to develop contract specifications which in turn guide 
the Contractor in the need for effective environmental management controls and 
procedures to address these potential impacts and obligations. 
 
Preliminary and final design plans are developed by the Contractor during the 
preconstruction phase of the project. Key components of this phase are outlined under the 
following headings. 
 

8.7.2.1 Project Environment Protection Strategy 
 
VicRoads would prepare a PEPS, which identifies among other things, the management 
processes to be utilised for the project, the environmental risks, and the objectives and 
commitments associated with obtaining permits and approvals. The PEPS is used to ensure 
that the development of the Contract Specification suitably addresses all identified risks. 
 
The PEPS serves as the overall environmental strategy to provide advice to the Contractor 
in the preparation of the Contractors’ Environmental Management Strategy (EMS) and 
Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) for construction. 
 

8.7.2.2 Contract Documentation 
 
VicRoads’ contract specification places stringent requirements on Contractors undertaking 
the works. The Contractors would be required to demonstrate that a thorough risk 
appraisal is conducted for aspects of the project including safety, quality and environment 
management strategies. Special contract clauses would also be included in the contract 
specification to address site specific issues and implementation of mitigation measures 
outlined in this PAR and included in the PEPS.  
 

8.7.3 Construction Phase 
 
It is proposed that the entire Swan Hill Murray River bridge crossing would be constructed 
in one stage.  
 
It is anticipated that the construction works would be completed over approximately a 
three year period. The Contractor would largely determine the order of construction works 
over the contract period.  
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The implementation of VicRoads’ management systems ensures that Contractors engaged 
for construction works are monitored and their performance is reported to management 
regularly, at frequencies to be specified in VicRoads’ Surveillance and Audit Plans. This 
ensures that the work is being conducted in an environmentally sensitive manner and that 
specified performance requirements are being achieved. Key components of this phase are 
outlined below. 
 

8.7.3.1 Contractor’s Environmental Management Strategy 
 
The Contractor would be largely responsible for determining the program of works and the 
specific construction techniques to be used. Contractors are therefore required to submit to 
VicRoads, an EMS, which is a high level document outlining their plans for managing the 
identified risks. 
 
The EMS is the Contractor’s overview for the management of the environment during all 
phases of the works. The EMS is the Contractor’s overarching parent document. More 
detailed EMPs are prepared by the Contractor based on construction and site staging. The 
EMS becomes the reference document that ensures the commitments for environment 
protection and management as identified in this PAR and the contract specification are 
appropriately implemented on the ground.  
 
Specifically, the EMS would be expected to include: 

 The purpose and objectives of the EMS for the contract works; 
 A schedule of environmental elements that are potentially affected by the works 

including an outline of proposed mitigation treatments and proposed timeframes; 
 Processes and responsibilities for: 

  Reviewing and updating the EMS; 
  The development, implementation and maintenance of EMPs; 
  Independent verification and auditing of EMPs; 
  Reporting and investigation of environmental incidents or complaints relating to 
  any environmental issue; 
  Contingency plans, response measures and other relevant details such as 

Occupational Health and Safety considerations for environmental incidents, 
including after hours response, and 

  An adaptive approach for the review and update of the EMPs as works progress 
and/or following non-conformances, complaints or issues arising which were not 
previously identified; 

 Requirements of all relevant statutory authorities including necessary approvals, 
permits and licences; 

 Arrangements for site induction and training to ensure that all relevant personnel are 
aware of the requirements of the EMS and requirements of specific EMPs; 

 Arrangements to ensure that all subcontractors comply with the requirements of the 
EMS and requirements of specific EMPs; 

 Arrangements for surveillance and auditing of the works; 
 A supervision protocol involving areas of responsibility for the Contractor’s 

personnel, personnel from public authorities and stakeholders; and 
 Any project specific requirements that may be required including those resulting 

from the PSA process. 
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8.7.3.2 Contractor’s Environmental Management Plans  
 
Prior to commencement of construction on site, EMPs containing specific details on 
proposals for the environmental management of individual stages of construction for 
particular areas of the site, would be prepared by the Contractor. 
 
The Contractor prepares EMPs for the management of construction activities that impact on 
the environment in accordance with the Contractor’s EMS for the project. 
 
The EMPs would address the impacts on elements of the environment including, as 
appropriate: 

 Water quality and soil erosion management; 
 Noise and vibration; 
 Flora and fauna (including weed management); 
 Cultural heritage; 
 Groundwater quality; 
 Air quality (in particular, dust management); 
 Traffic (including for pedestrians and boating); 
 Construction materials; 
 Contaminated soils and materials; 
 Waste management; and 
 Fuels and chemicals. 

 
Each EMP is to be a complete document and incorporate the following: 

 An introduction describing the EMP, its purpose and justification for the proposed 
treatment; 

 An overall risk identification and risk management plan for all work on the site, 
including when the Contractor is not on site; 

 Details of control measures to address the identified environmental risks; 
 Scaled drawings that clearly show the proposed and actual locations of 

environmental controls (including restricted access areas), together with the 
measures to adequately control and monitor the environment; 

 The timing for implementing and assessing environmental controls and also for 
proactive review (e.g. prior to rain events, change in construction program); 

 Duration of activity/risk and associated environmental controls;  
 Records detailing the timing for and implementation of the environmental controls; 
 Procedures, measures, processes and checklists to demonstrate how performance 

requirements are managed (i.e. design, implementation, monitoring for effectiveness 
and corrective action); 

 Frequency of inspection and maintenance of controls; 
 Modifications proposed to existing environmental control devices, and effects on 

permanent works; 
 Provision for access to environmental controls in all weather conditions; 
 Approvals and/or agreements and/or licences to meet requirements of relevant 

authorities; 
 Procedures to ensure the works are designed to avoid identified environmentally 

sensitive areas and unnecessary vegetation removal; 
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 Verification, including supporting information, that each specification clause/impact 
has been addressed within the EMP; 

 Emergency response plans and immediate measures to be adopted/implemented in 
the event of an environmental incident. (i.e. breach of performance requirements, or 
failure of environmental control measures to protect both the construction site and 
other areas from damage and reporting to authorities); 

 Timeframes of when temporary control measures no longer required are to be 
removed or when vegetation has established on formerly exposed areas; 

 Details of how control measures shall be removed from the site and disposed of 
without damaging the established environment; and  

 Any project specific requirements that may be required, including those resulting 
from the PSA process. 

 

8.7.3.3 Review of Contractor’s Environmental Management Strategy and 
Environmental Management Plans 

 
VicRoads’ Contract Specifications include requirements for Contractors to be responsible for 
the preparation, implementation and monitoring of the effectiveness of the EMP, and to 
submit to VicRoads’ Superintendent the Contract for review, an EMP not less than two 
weeks prior to the commencement of works.  
 
To enforce the requirement for Contractors to produce an EMS and EMPs, Contract 
Specifications include  “hold points” stipulating that the work shall not commence until the 
Superintendent is satisfied that the EMPs meet the requirements of the specification and 
that the EMPs identify adequate controls/processes to avoid and/or mitigate environmental 
impacts associated with construction activities. A “hold point” is a contractual requirement 
that prevents a contractor from commencing a stated activity without the Superintendent’s 
approval. 
 
The Contractor is required to organise an independent review of the final drafts of the EMS 
and EMPs against the PEPS and VicRoads contract specifications prior to submission to 
VicRoads. 
 

8.7.3.4 VicRoads’ Surveillance and Audit Plan 
 
Following contract award, VicRoads would prepare a Surveillance and Audit Plan based on 
the Contractor’s proposed program of works and construction techniques and the initial 
construction risk identification outlined in Table 8.2. The Surveillance and Audit Plan would 
detail frequency, responsibilities and level of intensity of surveillance appropriate for the 
construction activity relating to the identified risk. 
 
Surveillance and Audit Plans are reviewed on a regular basis and revised as necessary, to 
ensure that the actual activities occurring on site are being appropriately managed by the 
Contractor in accordance with the contract specifications and the Contractor’s EMPs. 
 
The stages of review (and revision as necessary) of the Surveillance and Audit Plan would 
occur as follows: 

 Subsequent to the Contractor’s submission of a detailed construction program and 
EMS and plans to VicRoads; 
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 In all cases where the construction techniques proposed are beyond the scope of the 
current risk assessment; 

 During construction, where changing activities and events occurring on site require 
an identified risk to be reviewed; and  

 As required by VicRoads’ procedures. 
 

8.7.3.5 Construction Monitoring 
 
Construction monitoring consists of surveillance and auditing of the works and associated 
records, as well as the collection and review of environmental data, if appropriate. 
Construction monitoring ensures that the Contractor has implemented effective 
environmental protection measures and is conducting works in accordance with the 
approved EMPs and the contract specification, as well as a review of the Contractors 
monitoring records. 
 
Both VicRoads and its Contractors would conduct regular surveillance and auditing of the 
works. Details of Contractor surveillance and auditing procedures and schedules would be 
contained in the Contractor’s EMS and EMPs. VicRoads would undertake construction 
monitoring in accordance with the VicRoads’ Surveillance and Audit Plan for the project. 
 
Surveillance and audit is conducted by VicRoads’ Engineers, VicRoads’ Surveillance Officers 
and Contractor staff including dedicated Environmental Officer(s). Site inspections utilising 
VicRoads and Contractor checklists would be jointly undertaken by VicRoads and the 
Contractor at a frequency to be specified in the contract documentation. Surveillance 
activities would be recorded in VicRoads’ Surveillance and Management System database to 
provide verifiable evidence of Contractor compliance with specification requirements. 
 
In addition to the regular monitoring and maintenance of environment protection measures 
identified in the EMPs, the Contractor would be required to ensure that independent audits 
of the EMS and EMPs are undertaken at specified regular intervals by an independent 
environmental auditor. 
 

8.7.3.6 Performance Reporting 
 
Contractor performance would be assessed and reported on a regular basis in the form of 
written reports and site meetings. Non-conformances and corrective actions would be 
managed in accordance with VicRoads’ Contract Management System and the contract 
specification to ensure remedial measures are implemented within appropriate timeframes. 
 
Contractor Prequalification Performance Reports would be prepared by VicRoads on a 
regular basis. These reports require assessment of the Contractor’s overall environmental 
performance and may be used in the review of the Contractor’s prequalification level, which 
directly influences future work opportunities with VicRoads. 
 

8.7.3.7 Induction and Training 
 
All VicRoads’ staff and Contractors working on the Swan Hill Murray River bridge crossing 
project would be fully informed of the objectives and requirements of the PEPS and their 
specific environmental protection obligations. 
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VicRoads and its Contractors would: 
 Conduct a joint VicRoads – Contractor environmental management training 

workshop following contract award, to inform staff of the environmental issues and 
specific risks associated with the project and the required management and 
mitigation measures to address the risks; and 

 Ensure inductions covering safety and environment are undertaken for all 
Contractors’ staff and VicRoads’ personnel prior to commencement onsite, including 
subcontractors. The inductions would include potential issues and management 
responsibilities and practices. 

 
Key topics to be covered in the Contractors induction and training program would be the 
potential risks and control measures associated with: 

 Water; 
 Groundwater; 
 Non-potable water 
 Air quality 
 Erosion and sediment control; 
 Contaminated soils and materials; 
 Waste and resource use; 
 Fuels and chemicals 
 Noise; 
 Flora and fauna; 
 Weeds, pests and diseases; and  
 Cultural heritage 

 
All VicRoads Project Delivery Managers are required to attend Green Card Training.  
 

8.7.3.8 Environmental Incident Management 
 
All environmental incidents would be logged in the VicRoads’ EnviroTracker database. This 
provides a record of all incidents, identifies root causes and subsequent actions taken to 
prevent re-occurrence. 
 
An environmental incident is defined as any incident occurring that has caused or has 
potential to cause pollution or damage to the natural or cultural environment. Any major 
emergencies on site would be addressed in accordance with VicRoads’ Emergency 
Response Plan. 
 
In the event that an unforeseen discovery or issue such as the identification of threatened 
or endangered flora and fauna, discovery of human remains or excavation of contaminated 
materials is experienced during the construction of the Swan Hill Murray River bridge 
crossing, the following process would be adopted: 

 All works in the immediate vicinity of the site will cease. 
 The Contractor will advise VicRoads of the issue. 
 Relevant authorities will be advised immediately upon the unforeseen event being 

discovered: 
  Flora and Fauna – DSE Flora and Fauna Department. 
  Indigenous Cultural Heritage – AAV and WWLALC. 
  Post Settlement Cultural Heritage – Heritage Victoria 
  Soil and/or water contamination - EPA 
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 Investigations into the nature, cause and effect of the issue will be undertaken as 
necessary. 

 Consultation with Councils, DSE and any other relevant authority will occur with 
regard to the need for any further permits or requirements. 

 Mitigation measures will be implemented if required. 
 The EMPs will be updated as necessary. 
 

8.7.3.9 Monitoring and Reporting 
 
The Contractor would be required to undertake routine monitoring as well as engage 
independent auditors to assess the effectiveness of the EMPs. 
 
Monitoring of water quality upstream and downstream during construction would be 
undertaken by the Contractor for waterways that may be impacted by the works. Likewise, 
air quality (in respect to dust deposition) would be monitored at key sensitive receptors 
along the project route.  
 
The Contractor would be required to provide monthly reports on performance and 
effectiveness of the EMPs, along with copies of audit reports and checklists where 
appropriate. 
 

8.7.4 Post Construction Phase 
 
Initial maintenance of the Swan Hill Murray River bridge crossing infrastructure post – 
construction would be undertaken by the Construction Contractor until the end of the 
specified maintenance period for the construction contract. VicRoads’ construction contract 
specification would require that the Construction Contractor’s EMP’s include requirements 
with respect to the maintenance activities. 
 
During the contract maintenance period a further noise impact assessment study would be 
undertaken to provide assurance that the implemented noise attenuation measures 
mitigate traffic noise to meet VicRoads’ and the RTA’s noise policies and guidelines.  
 
Subsequent maintenance would be undertaken by pre-qualified Maintenance Contractors. 
VicRoads and the RTA’s maintenance contract specifications would require maintenance 
contractors to prepare and implement EMPs to address the impacts on environmental 
elements in a like manner to the Construction Contractor’s EMPs as outlined herein. 
 
Surveillance and audit of the Maintenance Contractor’s activities would be undertaken in a 
like manner to that as outlined for the construction phase. 
 

8.8 Risk Management Measures 
 
Table 8.2 details typical management measures to be implemented by VicRoads and/or its 
Contractors during the design, preconstruction, construction and post-construction phases 
of the project to ensure that the potential environmental impacts of the proposed project 
are minimised. 
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Table 8.2 - VicRoads’ Risk and Mitigation Measures Summary 
 
Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 

Design Liaise with Catchment Management Authorities, Councils and private 
landowners to confirm agreed flood levels. 

Design the replacement bridge to be above the 1 in 100 year ARI and 
design the underside of the bridge to be a minimum of 1 m above the 1 in 
100 year flood level. 

Include in the design adequate bridge and flood relief structures to ensure 
the existing flood levels in the residential areas are unaltered. As part of 
detailed design, estimate likely scour depth to determine scour mitigation 
requirements. 

Finalise the design of the bridge, culverts and embankments to minimise 
adverse impacts on flood behaviour, local scour and removal of riparian 
vegetation. 

Pre-
Construction 

Check that the road design will maintain drainage of overland flows and 
allow for them to pass below the road to be dispersed back across natural 
flow paths. 

Construction Establish work compounds outside the designated floodplains and overland 
flood paths. 

Ensure earthworks are consistent with design so as not to alter the existing 
floodplain and surface hydrology. 

Include a flood evacuation procedure in the emergency plans in the EMP 
and provide emergency access. Ensure plant equipment is not left in 
watercourses. 

Flooding 

Post-
Construction 

Undertake regular monitoring and maintenance of structures. 

Design Design to minimise the width of the road footprint where the road impinges 
on areas of native vegetation, as far as feasible and minimise vegetation 
clearance beside structures. 

Design to minimise loss of riparian vegetation and to accommodate erosion 
control methods and minimise the removal of large old trees and hollow 
bearing trees. 

Incorporate in the design, elements to provide for the movement of fauna 
under or above the road formation. 

Design offset plantings to provide linkages across existing gaps remaining 
in vegetation in the Swan Hill–Moulamein Road reserve and Murray River 
banks. 

Preserve vegetation along steep areas and buffer areas along drainage lines 
and waterways where possible. 

Flora and 
Fauna  

Pre-
Construction 

Adhere to principles of Victoria’s Native Vegetation Management – A 
Framework for Action, and conduct a detailed Net Gain Assessment. 

Develop offset measures and sites in consultation with DSE and other 
relevant authorities and use indigenous plants for revegetation, in 
accordance with the benchmarks of the relevant Ecological Vegetation 
Class. Selection of offset sites is to consider opportunities for integration 
with Council and community areas. 

The proposal is to include treatments to provide similar or better managed 
habitat to replace the vegetation cleared as part of the construction 
process, within the framework provided by an overall approach to habitat 
management. 

Develop a weed management strategy in consultation with DSE. 

Identify and define significant fauna habitat sites, investigate where fauna 
travels and plan treatments to retain corridors for fauna movement. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 
Construction Contractors will prepare an EMS and EMPs prior to works commencing. 

These will be reviewed by VicRoads and will include requirements such as: 

  Minimise disturbance or impact to any nominated flora and fauna sites, 
habitats, communities, or species; 

  Training of personnel working onsite in identification of significant flora 
and fauna species or habitat; 

  No plant, equipment, materials or debris is to be located in areas within 
the tree canopies; 

  No vegetation other than that required to construct the necessary works, 
is to be removed;  

  Disturbance to areas outside the footprint for the option 9a alignment is 
to be avoided as far as possible; 

  No introduction of weed and fungal infestation to flora and fauna. 

  No injury to fauna; 

  Vehicles are to be maintained clean of weed matter. Plant is to be 
regularly washed down in designated wash down areas, to avoid spread 
of weeds; 

  Procedures are to be established regarding habitat removal, seed 
collection, fauna and nests; 

  Induction protocols for construction workers are to be established with 
respect to required practices to protect flora and fauna; 

  Protocols are to be in place in the event of fauna sites being discovered 
during construction. Generally this will involve cessation of the works in 
that area and immediate contact with the responsible authority. Fauna is 
to be captured and relocated by appropriately trained personnel; 

  Access arrangements are to be determined, such as defining designated 
routes. 

Prior to commencing works, Contractors will: 

  Clearly mark all vegetation to be removed and define vegetation areas 
to be retained with fencing/markers; 

  Arrange for a qualified zoologist/botanist to inspect hollow bearing trees, 
mature trees, frog habitat and other vegetation for wildlife, prior to 
vegetation removal; 

  Arrange for a qualified wildlife handler to relocate fauna from vegetation 
to be cleared, to similar nearby habitat; 

  Arrange for a joint inspection with VicRoads to demonstrate that areas 
and trees to be retained are adequately protected to prevent accidental 
damage; 

  Obtain VicRoads’ approval to commence works subject to the above 
being satisfied; 

  Undertake monitoring of the condition of flora and fauna habitat sites 
and protective measures at the sites. 

For vegetation cleared of habitat restrictions and identified for removal, 
VicRoads will require the following: 

  Mulching of indigenous vegetation removal and harvesting of the 
remaining indigenous tree material to be maximised; 

  Trees that require removal will be grubbed only where necessary for the 
execution of the works. Otherwise, trees will be cut down close to 
existing ground level with roots left in-situ to maintain ground stability 
and minimize ground disturbance in areas of  potential cultural heritage 
sensitivity; 

  The use of construction vehicles is to be restricted to defined access 
routes and turning areas, as detailed on scaled construction EMPs; 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 
  The width of the area to be cleared or otherwise disturbed is to be 

minimised, and construction earthworks, machinery traffic and other 
disturbances kept within the final formation wherever possible, 
particularly in areas of potential cultural heritage sensitivity. 

VicRoads will also require the Contractor to: 

  Retain and protect existing native vegetation beside the river crossing 
where possible; 

  Implement practices to prevent the spread of declared weeds, including 
treatment of declared weeds onsite and management of the potential 
spread of weeds from imported materials or due to the operation of 
plant and equipment; 

  Make substrates beneath the bridge as natural as possible; 

  Provide dry flat areas beneath the bridge and culverts to encourage 
fauna movements; 

  Create suitable habitat near culverts to facilitate movements for ground 
fauna; 

  Provide nest boxes to offset loss of hollow trees.  

Post-
Construction 

Replant as soon as possible to replace removed vegetation and maintain 
landscaping works in accordance with the Landscape Plans, particularly in 
relation to weed control, for at least 2 years after construction. 

Design Finalise the design of bridges to ensure that any barrier effects to the 
movement of invertebrates, fish and aquatic mammals are minimised 
through the appropriate placement of piers, and restriction of the 
construction footprint.  

Design and implement best practice water sensitive design treatments for 
stormwater runoff including erosion, sediment and run-off control 
measures. 

Restrict disturbance to terrestrial vegetation to a minimum to reduce the 
likely effects on aquatic fauna. 

Pre-
Construction 

Ensure stormwater run-off control measures are in place to prevent pre-
construction activities from affecting water quality. 

Construction Develop an EMP covering the vicinity of rivers and including appropriate 
erosion and sediment controls to prevent loss of sediment and pollutants 
from the construction zone. The EMP will also include procedures relating to 
bituminous works involving priming, sealing and painting activities. 

Minimise sedimentation by installing sediment and soil erosion control 
measures prior to commencement of works. 

Do not undertake any works within watercourses except for that necessary 
to construct bridge piers, and then, only with the consent of the relevant 
Catchment Management Authority. 

Undertake water quality monitoring to determine if erosion and sediment 
controls are effective. Any deficiencies are to be rectified immediately to 
ensure that the water quality objectives of the relevant legislation are 
achieved. 

Implement control and treatment of roadside drainage to minimise litter, 
sediment, weed seeds and chemical pollutants from reaching existing 
watercourses. 

Provide evidence to demonstrate that all sedimentation catchment 
structures/basins have been properly designed and constructed to ensure 
failures do not occur. 

Clean out sedimentation catchment structures/basins when accumulated 
sediment reduces the capacity by over 30%. 

Carefully manage and supervise use of herbicides to avoid damage to non-
target organisms. Select herbicides that have minimal effects on aquatic 
fauna. 

Aquatic Fauna 
and Habitat 

Post-
Construction 

Only remove sediment and erosion controls once landscaping has 
established. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 
Design Use local indigenous species in landscaping and revegetation works as 

recommended in the Detailed Flora and Fauna Assessment for the proposal, 
to maximise likelihood of establishment. 

Use indigenous species in landscaping design and plantings, and design the 
planting in Riverside Park to complement the existing vegetation. 

Pre-
Construction 

Collect native plant species seeds from the vicinity of the corridor for 
propagation and use in landscaping. 

Construction Undertake revegetation/landscaping in accordance with the landscape plans 
and agreed offset requirements previously identified and apply best practice 
landscaping for planting and maintenance. 

Use wash down sites to minimise spread of noxious weeds. 

New 
Landscaped 
Flora  

Post-
Construction 

Control weeds growth within revegetation areas with an appropriate 
herbicide where necessary over a three year period, taking care to avoid 
damage to native species. 

Monitor weed management measures for at least 3 years after construction 
to allow initial and follow-up control of weeds that establish following 
construction. 

Design Ensure engineering design limits the extent of impact on sites or areas of 
high archaeological potential. 

Pre-
Construction 

Prepare and seek approval to a CHMP. The CHMP is to include a detailed 
protocol on the discovery and treatment of human remains. 

In conjunction with the WWLALC, implement protocols set out in the 
approved CHMP for managing and monitoring Indigenous Cultural Heritage 
during construction and where it may be necessary to disturb sites. 

Prepare maps detailing the locations of identified sites of Indigenous 
Cultural Heritage significance and determine any requirements for any 
further archaeological investigations.  

Construction Implement relevant components of the approved CHMP. Arrange for an 
onsite presence as agreed with the WWLALC when works in the vicinity of 
sensitive sites are to be undertaken. 

Develop and implement for relevant VicRoads’ staff and Contractors, 
appropriate procedures for managing cultural heritage during construction, 
in accordance with the VicRoads Cultural Heritage Guidelines 2007. 

Develop and implement EMPs including: 

Protection of all identified heritage sites and areas of significance that are 
not to be disturbed, by temporary fencing or other agreed methods; 

Induction training to ensure that all onsite staff are aware of their 
obligations; 

Protocols for undertaking daily monitoring of the protective measures and 
the condition of the cultural heritage sites when construction activities are 
occurring in the vicinity of the sensitive sites; 

Observing all surface disturbances in sensitive areas as per the CHMP; 

Protocols in accordance with the approved CHMP in the event of uncovering 
an unknown cultural heritage site or artefacts during construction. 

Undertake construction works in a manner that will not damage, disturb or 
otherwise adversely impact cultural heritage sites. 

Avoid removal of tree stumps and roots along river banks and elsewhere if 
appropriate. Wherever practical, avoid excavation. 

Indigenous 
Cultural 
Heritage 

Post-
Construction 

Confer with the WWLALC regarding any maintenance requirements that 
might be required for any of the works undertaken that relate to Indigenous 
Cultural Heritage. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 

Design Ensure engineering design limits the extent of impact on sites or areas of 
potential Post Settlement Cultural Heritage and complements the heritage 
values of the existing bridge structure.  

Pre-
Construction 

Obtain necessary requirements from Heritage Victoria and Swan Hill Rural 
City Council, if it is necessary to undertake works within the vicinity of sites 
of Post Settlement Cultural Heritage significance. 

Construction Develop and implement for relevant VicRoads’ staff and Contractors, 
appropriate procedures for managing cultural heritage issues during 
construction, in accordance with the VicRoads Cultural Heritage Guidelines 
2007. 

Develop and implement EMPs including: 

  Protection of all identified heritage sites and areas of significance that 
are not to be disturbed; 

  Induction training to ensure that all onsite staff are aware of their 
obligations. 

Post 
Settlement  
Cultural 
Heritage 

Post-
Construction 

Confer with Heritage Victoria regarding the maintenance requirements for 
the Victorian approach to the existing historic bridge. 

Design Ensure the design minimises soil disturbances and vegetation clearance and 
incorporate in the design, sediment and erosion control measures in 
drainage lines. 

Design grassed swales to help reduce any increase in pollutants in the run 
off from the road alignment. 

Water Quality 
and Dust 

Pre-
Construction 

Ensure stormwater run-off control measures are in place to prevent pre-
construction activities from affecting water quality. 

Define access routes, turning points and parking locations through a 
detailed vehicle movement plan. 

Identify where stockpiles might be located where they are sufficiently clear 
of watercourses and main floodplain zones and will be least susceptible to 
wind erosion. Vegetated areas should serve as buffer zones between 
stockpile sites and waterways. 

 Construction Develop and implement EMPs including appropriate erosion and sediment 
controls to prevent loss of sediment and pollutants from the construction 
zone. These plans will include requirements for: 

  Implementing an ongoing water quality monitoring program for the 
duration of the construction phase of the project including visual 
monitoring of local water quality (i.e turbidity, hydrocarbon spills/slicks) 
during rainfall events and responding to and rectifying any issues; 

  Implementing an ongoing air quality monitoring program for the 
duration of the construction phase of the project and responding to and 
rectifying any dust issues; 

  Location of material stockpiles, access roads and sediment catchment 
areas within cleared land where possible; 

  Management of stockpiles to ensure that they do not interfere with 
drainage paths and do not create dust; 

  Appropriate treatment of stockpiles, with seeding or alternative coating, 
to prevent erosion if stockpiles are to be in place for more than 4 weeks; 

  Materials imported to site are to be free from contamination; 

  Mitigating the effect on the environment from fuels and chemicals. 
Onsite storage of fuel, oils and chemicals would be minimised, and if 
required would occur within an impervious bunded area at least 40 
metres away from watercourses or slopes of more than 10 percent; 

  Vehicle washing and cement truck washout would occur in a designated 
bunded area; 

  Staged stripping and prompt revegetation or construction of the 
roadway on the cleared areas to minimise exposure periods; 
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  Installation of sediment and erosion controls such as interception and 
settling basins, and sediment filters such as geotextile fences and rock 
beaching. Sediment control and litter traps are to be provided 
downstream of works in waterways; 

  Planting and mulching of unstable batters to reduce the risk of erosion; 

  Provision of silt curtains on the banks of the Murray River surrounding 
the bridge works sites; 

  Implementing measures to guard against materials falling into the river 
during bridge construction; 

  Minimising disturbance to river banks and placement of geofabric on 
river banks with exposed soils in the vicinity of the bridge works sites to 
prevent erosion; 

  Implementing appropriate measures identified in: 

- EPA Publication 275 – Construction Techniques for Sediment Pollution 
Control; 

- EPA Publication 480 – Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction 
Sites; 

  The Contractor would be required to inspect and maintain the site 
controls at a frequency of: 

- Not more than 7 days; 

- Within one hour of the commencement of any significant runoff 
resulting from rain events during working hours; 

- Every four hours during periods of sustained rain events during   
working hours; and 

- Within 12 hours of a rain event outside working hours. 

  Immediate rectification of any defects revealed by inspections; 

  Inducting construction workers with respect to required practices to 
protect surface water quality; 

  Installing litter fences and large bins with lids where necessary; 

  Development of an incident emergency spill plan and provision of spill 
containment kits at strategic locations; 

  Constructing bunds to contain water around areas where runoff could 
transport sediment or chemicals into the waterways; 

  Mixing any concrete used in construction, away from waterways and 
drainage lines; 

  Using locally sourced, aged or exposed mulch for mulching; 

  Providing facilities to prevent egress of sediment from site, such as at 
truck washdown or rumble grid sites; 

  Implementing dust suppression measures such as watering; 

  Testing any water, including groundwater, produced during dewatering 
operations and determination of disposal method; 

  Collecting and reusing site stormwater runoff for dust suppression and 
earthworks fill placement works, where practicable; 

  Restricting vehicle movements to designated access roads and wetting 
these appropriately to suppress dust. Vehicles transporting fine dry 
materials to be covered to prevent dust emission; 

  Ensuring bituminous surfacing and painting works are carried out when 
there is low probability of rain; 

  Revegetation of disturbed earth surfaces as soon as possible for 
stabilisation of the soil. Sterilised grasses are to be planted to stabilise 
all areas of soil exposed by construction activity and once these grasses 
have established, the areas are to be planted with native vegetation 
species in accordance with the landscaping plans. No fertilisers are to be 
used. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 

 Post-
Construction 

Preparation and implementation of a maintenance system which would 
include: 

  Post construction water quality testing; 

  A system for maintaining the integrity of runoff control measures to 
protect waterways. 

Design Where appropriate, the drainage system would be designed to cater for 
potential additional inundation. 

Embankments and culverts are to be designed to facilitate water dispersion 
and the bridge span and pier arrangements are to take into account 
potential saline groundwater impact. 

Design is to provide for construction techniques which minimise dewatering. 

Pre-
Construction 

Undertake groundwater monitoring to determine appropriate actions if 
necessary. 

Where necessary, seek agreement from the EPA to all offsite discharge of 
groundwater. 

Groundwater 

Construction Develop and implement EMPs. These may include: 

  An assessment of likely groundwater interceptions including potential 
quantities and quality, and management of groundwater in accordance 
with legislative requirements; 

  Monitoring to ensure the beneficial uses of the groundwater are not 
compromised; 

  Procedures for review, rectification and removal of implemented 
groundwater management measures as appropriate; 

  Procedures for monitoring, management and rectification of any 
subsidence associated with the works. 

If road construction results in groundwater seepage, implement a drainage 
system to capture and channel groundwater from beneath the road. 

Where possible, select construction methods to avoid the need for 
groundwater dewatering (e.g. driven piles, sheet piling). Any water from 
dewatering bored piles is to be disposed in accordance with State 
Environmental Planning Policy. 

Adopt appropriate construction procedures for the protection of structural 
concrete and steel reinforcement in order to manage the corrosion potential 
of groundwater. 

Establish high density planting in areas where additional groundwater 
recharge is expected. 

Design Finalise noise modelling and incorporate in the final design, noise 
attenuation measures in accordance with VicRoads policies and RTA’s 
practices.  

Pre-
Construction 

Undertake detailed survey of ambient noise levels beside the proposed 
alignment. 

Noise 

Construction Provide noise attenuation for residential buildings and other noise sensitive 
development in accordance with VicRoads’ Traffic Noise Reduction Policy.  

Ensure a construction noise and vibration management plan is implemented 
to avoid adverse noise or vibration disturbance to nearby residences and 
developments. 

Earthmoving plant, equipment and vehicles on site will be appropriately 
fitted and maintained with mufflers and noise abatement measures in 
accordance with Australian Standards (AS 2436 -1981 Guide to noise 
control on Construction, Maintenance and Demolition Sites). Ensure 
machinery is operated so as to avoid causing unnecessary noise and is 
switched off when not in use. 

Work hours will be restricted to Monday to Saturday and daylight hours 
near all dwellings. Noisy operations are to be scheduled to minimise the 
likelihood of community annoyance. 
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Construction noise emanating from the site is to be monitored to ensure 
compliance with requirements. Where noise level exceedances cannot be 
avoided, consideration is to be given to implementing time restrictions and 
providing periods of respite for residents. 

Ensure vibration testing of machinery on-site is undertaken to determine 
site specific buffer distances to nearby sensitive occupancies and monitor 
vibration and noise levels when machinery is operating near those sites. 

Where vibration or noise is found to be excessive, implement measures 
such as changed construction methods to ensure vibration/noise compliance 
is achieved. 

Undertake a building condition inspection where construction activities may 
cause damage through vibration to nearby public utilities, structures, 
buildings and their contents. 

Post-
Construction 

Undertake noise monitoring to verify compliance with VicRoads’ Traffic 
Noise Reduction Policy. 

Design Design of the bridge is to be in accordance with the Landscape Concept 
Plan. 

Design of the bridge is to provide for slender forms and incorporate 
architectural input to create a structure of visual interest. The design of the 
new bridge is to complement the nearby heritage bridge. It should blend 
with the wider local landscape and setting of the existing bridge within the 
river corridor and Riverside Park. 

Unobstructed views are to be provided from the bridge crossing to the 
extent possible. Low planting in the form of grasses and understorey 
planting is to be provided across all embankments. 

The footprint of the bridge crossing is to minimise the loss of open space 
and the embankment is to integrate with, and contribute to, the park 
setting and Riverside Walk. 

Engage qualified landscaping architects to undertake detailed design of 
landscaping along the route to strengthen the landscape character and 
visual aspects, particularly within the vicinity of Riverside Park. 

Minimise vegetation removal and plant indigenous floodplain vegetation 
within the road reservation to screen the bridge and roadway from adjacent 
areas. 

Landscape and 
Visual Impacts 

Construction Undertake construction works in a manner that maintains a neat and tidy 
worksite environment. 

Establish landscaping and plantings as early as practicable in the 
construction program. 

Access and 
Travel 

Design The detailed design will provide for the following to address or mitigate 
community concerns or respond to the planning study recommendations: 

  Adequate roadway and intersection capacity for forecast current and 
future traffic volumes as predicted in completed detailed traffic 
modelling for the Option 9a crossing; 

  Shared bicycle/pedestrian pathways along the entire route with 
connections to existing pathway networks; 

  Clear passage for double deck houseboats under the Murray River bridge 
up to high river flow; 

  A lift span to allow passage of paddle boats at high river flow; 

  A bridge lift mechanism that minimizes road closure times and requires 
minimal personnel to operate; 

  Pedestrian access connection to pathways to Swan Hill township; 

  Pedestrian access to Riverside Park and the river bank environs; 

  Access connection to Monash Drive. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 

Construction The Contractor would be required to: 

  Maintain access to adjacent residential and other properties and 
intersecting roads, at all times during construction; 

  Maintain emergency services access at all times; 

  Maintain watercraft access along the river at the bridge site; 

  Maintain access to pathways for pedestrians and cyclists. 

 

Post 
Construction 

Maintain route signage. 

Pre-
Construction 

Remove any wastes at the proposed site prior to construction if they are 
likely to pose a potential hazard to staff on site. 

Construction Management of any contaminated materials discovered on the site during 
the works is to be undertaken in accordance with VicRoads and EPA 
Guidelines, and the transport and disposal of contaminated materials offsite 
in accordance with relevant legislation and State Environment Protection 
Policies, or by a method agreed by the EPA. 

Management of any waste produced in performing the contract works is to 
be carried out in accordance with legislative and VicRoads’ approved 
methods. 

Wastes would not be stored for long periods. Empty drums of fuels, oils 
chemicals and fluids would not be kept stored onsite. 

All noxious weeds and exotic plant species removed would be disposed at a 
licensed landfill facility. 

Garbage and recycling bins would be provided at strategic locations, such 
as near lunch rooms, portable offices and toilets. 

Waste Removal 

Post 
Construction 

Site clean-up post construction would entail re-use of recyclable materials 
as possible. 

Design and 
Pre- 
Construction 

Undertake geotechnical investigations to determine ground conditions at 
bridge foundation locations and within the earthworks footprint. 

Geotechnical investigations are to include investigation for perched water 
tables, high salinity of soils and groundwater, presence of acid sulphate 
soils and contaminated soils, compressible ground, potential for scour and 
erosion and instability of riverside slopes. 

Geotechnical 

Construction Undertake major earthworks in summer and autumn.  

Design The design is to provide for access under the bridge to be highly visible 
from both directions and to enable safe pedestrian access on both sides of 
the river. 

Pre-
Construction 

Regular dialogue with impacted landowners and residents is to be 
maintained in accordance with an agreed communication plan. 

Commence negotiations with directly impacted landowners on land 
acquisition provisions and program of works. 

Establish whether adjacent landowners have particular needs regarding 
access during construction activities (e.g times access required, vehicle 
types to provide for). 

Social Impacts 

Construction Maintain regular dialogue with impacted landowners and residents. Finalise 
land acquisition and any land consolidation as early as practicable. 

Undertake noise mitigation and dust control measures to minimise nuisance 
to impacted landowners and residents. 

Implement a management procedure to deal with noise, vibration, dust, 
access and other complaints and implement remedial actions. 

Provide information to the wider community on the progress of the works, 
issues that might affect community members, and the programme to 
complete the works. 

Plant vegetation screening to reduce visual impacts as early as practicable. 
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Impact Phase Risk Management / Mitigation 

Design Any special arrangements for emergency services are to be determined in 
consultation with the appropriate agencies and incorporated into the design. 

Pre-
Construction 

In consultation with local emergency services agencies, an emergency 
response plan is to be developed for a major site emergency during 
construction. 

Emergency 
Services 

Construction Construct and maintain emergency services access connections. 
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Glossary 
 
1 in 100 year flood a flood which results from a storm which has a 

statistical probability of occurring once in every 100 
years. 

 
access road a road constructed to provide or reinstate property 

access which has been affected by property 
acquisition or changes made to the road network. 

 
afflux a rise in the upstream water level caused by 

introducing a constriction such as a bridge, into a 
stream, channel or floodplain. 

 
alignment the horizontal and vertical position of a road. 
 
alluvium fine grained sediment deposits consisting of mud, silt 

and sand deposited by flowing water. 
 
arterial road a roadway with the primary purpose of carrying 

medium to long distance traffic, usually with at-
grade intersections and access to adjoining property. 

 
articulated truck a truck with a rotating connection between the cab 

and the trailer which has more than four tyres on the 
road, often called a semi-trailer. 

 
asphalt  a dense, continuously graded mixture of coarse and 

fine aggregates, mineral filler and bitumen usually 
produced hot in a mixing plant. 

 
at-grade intersection an intersection where all roads cross at the same 

level. Usually controlled by traffic signals or Stop or 
Give Way signs. 

 
Australian Height Datum (AHD)  the Australian standard height datum for calculating 

levels. 
  

AustRoads National Association of Road Transport and Traffic 
Authorities in Australasia. 

 
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) the total traffic passing a given point in both 

directions in a year, divided by the number of days 
in a year. 

 
Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) measured in years, this is a term used to describe 

flood size. It is a means of describing how likely a 
flood is to occur in a given year. For example, a 100 
year ARI flood is a flood that occurs or is exceeded 
on average once every 100 years. 

 
base case the road configuration against which other 

alternative options are compared. 
 
batter an artificial uniform slope created on the sides of fills 

or cuts in road construction. The slope is expressed 
as so many metres horizontally to 1 metre vertically. 



B-Double an articulated truck with a second trailer which has a 
rotating connection. 

 
Benefit/Cost Ratio (BCR) the total discounted road user benefits of a project 

divided by the total discounted project costs. The 
higher the ratio, the more economically beneficial is 
the project. 

 
biodiversity a scientific term to describe the variety of living 

things. 
 
bioregion a scientific term to describe an area covering similar 

environmental features and ecological 
characteristics. 

 
bored pile a long, heavy steel or reinforced concrete post that 

is inserted vertically into the ground by drilling, to 
support a load. 

 
capacity the maximum number of vehicles able to travel to 

travel on a section of road in a given time (usually 
expressed in vehicles per hour). 

 
capital cost initial one-off outlays required to establish, construct 

or equip an investment project. 
 
carriageway the portion of a road or bridge used by vehicles 

(inclusive of shoulders or auxiliary lanes). 
 
clearance the clear distance between the road surface and the 

underside of an overhead bridge (i.e. vertical 
clearance) or between the road and an object (i.e. 
horizontal clearance). 

 
commercial vehicles trucks, both rigid and articulated. 
 
congestion poor traffic flow conditions when the traffic volume 

on a road approaches or exceeds the capacity of the 
road. 

 
concept design initial functional layout of a concept, such as a road 

or road system, to provide a level of understanding 
to later establish detailed design parameters. 

 
Cost benefit analysis an economic assessment designed to identify and 

quantify the benefits and costs associated with a 
project. 

 
curtilage area bounded by 5m beyond the sides and 10m 

beyond each end of the existing bridge, within which 
encroachment would require NSW Heritage Council 
approval.  

 
dB(A)  the human ear is not equally sensitive to all parts of 

the sound frequency range and the scale most 
commonly used is the A-weighted decibel or dB(A). 
This unit most accurately reflects human perception 
over the frequency range normally associated with 
road traffic noise. 



design speed the speed adopted for the design of a road to ensure 
vehicles can use the road safely. 

 
development the construction of buildings or facilities on land. 
 
discount rate the rate per annum used to discount project costs 

and benefits for economic evaluation. 
  
drainage/waterway structure a bridge or culvert. 
 
Environment  Under the Environment Effects Act 1978, the 

meaning of ‘environment’ is taken to include relevant 
physical, biological, cultural, economic, social and 
health factors. 

 
Environment Effects statement (EES) a statement prepared at the request of the Victorian 

Minister for Planning, pursuant to the Victorian 
Environmental Effects Act 1978, on the potential 
environment impact of a proposed development. 

 
Environmental Investigation (EI) the Environmental Investigation informs decision 

making around the determination of road boundaries 
for the NSW component of the project. It considers 
the potential impacts of the preferred proposal 
located within NSW. 

 
erosion a natural process where wind or rain detaches a soil 

particle and provides energy to move the soil 
particle. 

 
exotic vegetation a term for vegetation comprised of plant species, 

which originated in other countries and have been 
introduced into Australia. 

 
fill earth or rock material placed above ground level. 
 
Floodway an area adjacent to a creek or river, which takes 

flood flows. 
 
genetic diversity genetic variation within a population or species. 
 
grade the rate of ascent or descent of a road. 
 
grade separation where roads cross at different levels (ie an overpass, 

underpass or interchange). 
 
gradient the degree of ascending or descending within a 

uniform slope. 
 
habitat hectare a site based measure of quality and quantity of 

native vegetation that is assessed in the context of 
the relevant native vegetation type. 

 
hydrology the study of rainfall and surface water run-off 

processes. 
 
intergenerational equity the principle that a current society should not take 

actions or incur obligations which unfairly impact on 
future generations. 



 
L10 the sound level in dB(A), which is exceeded for 10% 

of the time over a specified measuring period. 
 
L90 the sound level in dB(A) which is exceeded for 90% 

of the time. L90 is often referred to as the ambient or 
background noise level. 

 
L10 (18 hour) dB(A) the arithmetic average of the hour L10 (1hr) levels 

for the 18 hour period between 6:00 am and 
midnight on a normal working day. 

 
Leq the equivalent continuous sound pressure level, or 

mean energy level, over a specified measuring 
period. 

 
Leq (9 hour) dB(A) average Leq noise level for a 9 hour period from 10 

pm to 7 am. 
 
Leq (15 hour) dB(A) average Leq noise level for a 15 hour period from 

7am to 10pm. 
 
Leq (24hour) dB(A) the equivalent continuous noise level during a 24 

hour period, usually midnight to midnight. 
 
Lmax the maximum sound level measured over a specified 

measuring period. 
 
land acquisition purchase of land where the whole or part of a 

property is affected by the road proposal. 
 
land use type of development permitted in an area whether it 

be industrial, commercial, residential, recreational or 
a combination of some or all of these different uses. 

 
low planting shrubs less than one metre in height. 
 
median a strip of land separating traffic flows in opposite 

directions. 
 
mitigation measures measures which are implemented to reduce an 

adverse impacts. 
 
native vegetation a broad term for vegetation comprised of plant 

species which occur naturally in Australia (but which 
are not necessarily indigenous). 

 
net gain the outcome for native vegetation and habitat where 

overall gains are greater than overall losses. Losses 
and gains are determined by a combined quality-
quantity measure and over a specified area and 
period of time. 

 
noise undesirable or unwanted sound. 
 
noise attenuation reduction of traffic noise intrusion into the nearby 

environment. 
 



noise barrier barriers (e.g. timber or concrete) earth or mounds to 
protect nearby properties from road noise. 

 
operational the period of time after construction when a road is 

open for traffic operation. 
 
origin–destination study traffic studies which measure where traffic is coming 

from and going to. 
 
over-dimensional vehicle a vehicle exceeding the legal requirements for length 

or width, for which a permit for travel is required. 
 
pavement the layers of concrete, asphalt or crushed rock that 
 underlay the hard road surface on which vehicles 
 travel. 
 
peak hour the hours of the day with maximum traffic flow. 
 
planning scheme a Statutory Instrument consisting of plans and text 

for the regulation and control of the development 
and use of land in a specified area (usually a 
municipality). 

 
Planning Scheme Amendment (PSA) a change made to a planning scheme through formal 

processes. 
 
precautionary principle  lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as 

a reason for postponing a measure to prevent 
degradation of the environment where there are 
threats of serious or irreversible environmental 
damage. 

 
pre-construction a preparation phase during which design, co-

ordination, land acquisition and services relocation 
etc. occur prior to the actual construction works. 

 
project costs implementation cost plus the costs for planning, 

design and maintenance. 
 
property acquisition the purchase of land where the whole or part of a 

property is affected by the road proposal. 
 
proponent the individual or organisation putting forward a 

proposal for a development. VicRoads is the 
proponent for the Victorian section of the project. 

 
public acquisition overlay an overlay in a planning scheme defining land which 

may be compulsorily acquired for public purposes. 
 
rehabilitation major repair to a road or bridge usually including 

renewal or strengthening of components.  
 
remediation the clean-up or mitigation of pollution or of 

contamination of soil by various methods. 
 
reservation land designated in a planning scheme as being 

required for specific public purposes (e.g. the 
building of a future road project). 

 



road user benefits savings in vehicle operating costs, travel time and 
reduced accident costs due to road improvements. 

 
sheet piling closely spaced piles of steel or concrete driven 

vertically into the ground to contain lateral 
movement of earth or water and often used to form 
an integral part of the permanent structure. 

 
shoulder additional road space provided for emergency stops, 

separation of drains from pavement and structural 
support for the pavement on each side of a road. 
Shoulders may be sealed or unsealed. 

 
stockpile temporarily stored spoil/waste material. 
 
stormwater rainwater which runs off urban and agricultural 

catchments, following rain events. This untreated 
water is carried in stormwater channels and 
discharges into creeks and rivers. 

 
superelevation tilted cross slope or cant provided on curves to 

counter centrifugal forces acting on traffic when 
travelling through curves. 

 
swale drain an open, shallow drain to manage water run-off.  
 
through traffic traffic that passes through an area to reach its 

destination, rather than having its origin or 
destination within that area. 

 
traffic lane a strip along a road used for the passage of a single 

stream of vehicles. 
 
traffic modelling using computer simulations to predict traffic flows 

under different conditions on a road network. 
 
traffic prediction estimate of future traffic volumes, usually produced 

using traffic modelling. 
 
traffic volumes counts of vehicles passing through a specified 

location, usually expressed in vehicles per day or 
vehicles per hour. 

 
triple bottom line  the assessment which takes account of all the 

economic, social and environmental costs and 
benefits including externalities and value for money. 

 
truncation closure of a road to traffic. 
 
two-lane two-way road a road consisting of a single carriageway with one 

lane in each direction for opposing traffic flows. 
 
vehicles per day (vpd) total number of vehicles passing a given point in a 

24 hour period in both directions. 
 
wildlife corridor/habitat link a corridor within which fauna transfer between areas 

of habitat. 
 



Abbreviations 
 
AADT  Average Annual Daily Traffic 

AAV  Aboriginal Affairs Victoria 

ABS  Australian Bureau of Statistics 

AHD  Australian Height Datum 

ARI  Average Recurrence Interval 

BCR  Benefit Cost Ratio 

CBA  Central Business Area 

CBD  Central Business District 

CCG  Community Consultation Group 

CEMP  Construction Environmental Management Plan 

CFA  Country Fire Authority 

CHMP  Cultural Heritage Management Plan 

dB(A)  Decibels (A weighted scale) 

dB  Used to measure sound level  

DDO  Design Development Overlay 

DoT  Department of Transport (Victoria) 

DPCD  Department of Planning and Community Development (Victoria) 

DSE  Department of Sustainability and Environment (Victoria) 

DSEWPAC Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and       
Communities (Commonwealth) 

ECRTN Environmental Criteria for Road Traffic Noise (NSW) 

EE Act  Environment Effects Act 1978 (Victoria) 

EES  Environment Effects Statement 

EI  Environmental Investigation 

EIS  Environmental Impact Statement 

EMP  Environmental Management Plan 

EMS  Environmental Management Strategy 

EPA   Environment Protection Authority (Victoria) 

EPBC Act Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(Commonwealth) 

ESO  Environmental Significance Overlay 

EVC  Ecological Vegetation Class  

HO  Heritage Overlay 

IWMP  Industrial Waste Management Plan 



LALC   Local Aboriginal Land Council 

LEP  Local Environmental Plan 

LPPF  Local Planning Policy Framework 

MDBA   Murray Darling Basin Authority 

MSS  Municipal Strategic Statement 

NCCMA North Central Catchment Management Authority 

NEPM  National Environment Protection measures 

NES  National Environmental Significance 

NPV  Net Present Value 

P&E Act Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Victoria) 

PAR  Planning Assessment Report 

PAO  Public Acquisition Overlay 

PEPS  Project Environment Protection Strategy 

PPRZ  Public Park and Recreation Zone 

PSA  Planning Scheme Amendment 

PUZ  Public Use Zone 

RDZ  Road Zone 

RTA (NSW) Roads and Traffic Authority, New South Wales  

SEPP   State Environment Protection Policy (Victoria) 

SES  State Emergency Services 

SPPF   State Planning Policy Framework  

TAFE     Technical and Further Education  

VPP  Victorian Planning Provisions 

vpd  Vehicles per day 

WWLALC Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council 
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Appendix A – Statutory and Planning 
Framework 

 

A.1 Commonwealth Legislation 
 

A.1.1 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation 
Act 1999 

 
This is the primary legislation of the Australian Government for the protection of the 
Environment. It applies in all states and territories. The Act establishes a framework for 
protecting biodiversity and regulating activities that may affect nationally significant flora, 
fauna, ecological communities and heritage places. 
 
The Act enables the Australian Government to protect the environment in partnership with 
the States and state legislation. It does this by establishing a system of environmental 
impact assessment for actions which may affect matters of ‘national environmental 
significance’ (NES). It also establishes control over actions that have significant impacts on 
Commonwealth land and over the actions of Commonwealth agencies. 
 
The matters of ‘national environmental significance’ defined by the Act are:  

 world heritage sites; 
 national heritage places; 
 wetlands of international importance (often called 'Ramsar' wetlands after the 

international treaty under which such wetlands are listed); 
 nationally threatened species and ecological communities; 
 migratory species; 
 Commonwealth marine areas; 
 the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park; 
 nuclear actions. 

 
Where an action of a project may have an impact on a matter of NES, it must be referred 
to the relevant government department, the Department of Sustainability, Environment, 
Water, Population and Communities (DSEWPAC). The relevant Minister will then consider 
whether to undertake a formal assessment process under the Act by determining if the 
proposal is a “controlled action”. If so, an assessment process at one of five different levels 
will be mandated on the proponent following the completion of which, the Minister will then 
determine whether to approve the project. 
 
The key issue with the Act is that it is up to the proponent to decide whether a proposal 
action might have significant impact on any of the matters of NES. In this case VicRoads 
decided that the potential for the replacement Murray River bridge crossing at Swan Hill to 
have a significant impact on any matters of NES was low based on environmental studies 
undertaken. The project has not been referred to the Commonwealth under the EPBC Act.   
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A.2 State Legislation and Policy  
 

A.2.1 Transport Integration Act 2010 
 
The Act sets out the vision, objectives and principles for the delivery of transport in 
Victoria. It requires that the transport system is integrated and sustainable in economic, in 
environmental and social terms and thereby establishing transport in Victoria on a triple 
bottom line basis. All relevant Victorian Ministers, including the Minister for Roads and 
Public Transport and Victorian transport agencies including VicRoads, the Director of Public 
Transport, VicTrack, V/Line and the Linking Melbourne Authority are required to work 
together towards the common goal of an integrated and sustainable transport system.  
 
It also means that the Minister for Planning and land use planning and management 
agencies including DPCD, municipal councils, the Growth Areas Authority and Parks Victoria 
are required to take account of the new Act when making decisions that impact on the 
transport system. For the purposes of the Act the ‘transport system’ extends not only to 
roads, railways and airports, but also cycling paths, footpaths and tram stops, as well as 
the management and operational components such as timetabling and ticketing.  
 
The project addresses the relevant requirements of the Transport Integration Act 2010. A 
summary against the relevant objectives and principles is outlined below. 
 
Transport system objectives  
 
Social and economic inclusion  
The project has been designed to minimise barriers to access for those who may wish to 
use the upgraded road system. 
 
Economic prosperity 
Upon completion the proposed river crossing will provide efficient access to employment, 
markets and services, reduce overall transport costs in the region and assist in fostering 
competition and investment in the region. 
 
Environmental sustainability  
Comprehensive environmental investigation and assessment of the project options and 
refinement of the adopted design has produced a project which will minimise impact on the 
natural environment and will promote efficiency in the overall transport task of the region. 
 
Integration of transport and land use  
Transport and land use integration will be facilitated through the provision of greater 
access and mobility through and within the local community, avoidance of major land use 
conflict while providing high levels of access and conformity with local land use plans and 
policy. 
 
Efficiency, coordination and reliability  
The completed river crossing will facilitate a network wide efficient and reliable private and 
commercial traffic movement. It will maximise efficient use of resources and in particular 
will provide predictable and reliable services and journey times and minimise interruptions 
caused by disruptions. 
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Safety and health and wellbeing 
Design and planning of the proposed river crossing and its approaches is aimed to promote 
safety, to support safe driver behaviour and to avoid risk to road users and adjoining 
areas. The replacement crossing will provide improved access for Swan Hill based 
emergency services that provide service to the Murray Downs area.  
 
Decision making principles  
 
Principle of integrated decision making  
There is an ongoing extensive consultation process including the carrying out of a 
coordinated environment assessment process for this project with the NSW government.  
This process includes interaction with the community, interest groups and government and 
local government agencies.  
 
Principle of triple bottom line assessment  
The process of investigation and assessment for this project will satisfy the principles of 
triple bottom-line assessment which takes account of all the economic, social and 
environmental costs and benefits including externalities and value for money. 
 
Principle of equity  
A new river crossing as proposed will assist and support the achievement of equity across 
the existing community through promotion of access, between regional and urban locations 
by assisting regional development and across generations through a sensitive design and 
selection process. 
 
Principle of the transport system user perspective  
The needs of the transport system user have been clearly and methodically incorporated 
into the design of the proposed crossing and its approaches. 
 
Precautionary principle  
The precautionary principle has been followed in the development of the project plans 
through careful evaluation to avoid serious or irreversible damage to the environment 
wherever practicable; and a risk based assessment of various options.  
 
Principle of stakeholder engagement and community participation  
There has been an extensive process of community and stakeholder consultation for the 
project to date and this will continue as part of the PSA and project assessment process in 
Victoria and NSW.  
 
Principle of transparency  
The process of consultation and assessment being applied to this project ensures that 
members of the public have access to reliable and relevant information in appropriate 
forms to facilitate a good understanding of transport issues and the process by which 
decisions in relation to the transport system are being made. 
 
VicRoads is bound to observe the principles and requirements of the Act and has done so in 
the development and assessment of the proposal. 
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A.2.2 Planning and Environment Act 1987 
 
The Planning and Environment Act 1987 establishes the legal framework for the planning 
system in Victoria. The Act embodies and declares the basic objectives for planning in 
Victoria which are: 

 to provide for the fair, orderly, economic and sustainable use, and development of 
land; 

 to provide for the protection of natural and man-made resources and the 
maintenance of ecological processes and genetic diversity; 

 to secure a pleasant, efficient and safe working, living and recreational environment 
for all Victorians and visitors to Victoria; 

 to conserve and enhance those buildings, areas or other places which are of 
scientific, aesthetic, architectural or historical interest, or otherwise of special 
cultural value; 

 to protect public utilities and other assets and enable the orderly provision and co-
ordination of public utilities and other facilities for the benefit of the community; 

 to facilitate development in accordance with the objectives set out in paragraphs (a), 
(b), (c), (d) and (e); 

 to balance the present and future interests of all Victorians. 
 
In aiding the implementation of these objectives, the Act sets up the planning framework 
around the default process of planning where local government is authorised to introduce 
planning schemes at a municipal level provided they follow the common set of planning 
provisions established by Government. These Victorian Planning Provisions (VPPs) set out 
the guiding format for planning schemes under a hierarchy of State planning policy, Local 
planning policy and local controlling provisions including zoning, overlays and specific 
requirements. Under this hierarchy, all planning actions and decision making is required to 
give effect to stated policy. All parties including State Government agencies, Councils 
acting as planning and responsible authorities for planning schemes in their municipal 
areas and proponents are bound by the policy framework and local regulatory provisions 
established under the VPPs.   
 
The Act also establishes the processes for creating and amending planning schemes, for 
making planning permit applications, for assessing and determining the outcomes of 
planning permits, community involvement and procedural fairness including the right to 
review planning decisions and the review and assessment of submissions in respect to 
PSAs. 
 
In Victoria, the replacement Murray River bridge crossing project will be implemented by 
amendment to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme and VicRoads has complied with the 
processes required under the Act including the policies, procedures and regulatory 
requirements of the Scheme. 
 

A.2.3 Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988  
 
The Act is the main legislation in Victoria for the management and conservation of 
threatened species and communities of plants and animals. The stated objectives of the Act 
include the conservation of Victorian communities of flora and fauna, management of 
processes that potentially threaten these communities, maintaining the genetic diversity of 
flora and fauna, provision of educational programs and the encouragement of conservation 
through co-operative community endeavours.  
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The actions of public and private landowners, including government and other public and 
local authorities (including councils) are bound by the Act. In the exercise of the duties, all 
public authorities must have due regard to the objectives of the Act. 
 
The Act is administered by the DSE which is required to prepare and maintain a Flora and 
Fauna Guarantee Strategy setting out how the objectives under the Act are to be achieved. 
The Act also establishes lists of threatened taxa or communities of flora and fauna and a 
list of potentially threatening processes. Processes for the protection of these species and 
communities are established under the Act. 
 
As part of its management role under the Act, the DSE is empowered to take a range of 
specific actions to manage listed species or processes, including the preparation of Action 
Statements, Critical Habitat Determinations and Management Plans, as well as preparing 
and entering into Public Authority Agreements with public authorities. The DSE can make 
Interim Conservation  Orders to conserve critical habitats of species listed or nominated to 
be listed, and can require permits in relation to these Orders.  
 
VicRoads has surveyed the project area and no species of conservation significance or any 
other protected matter under the Act have been identified. 
 

A.2.4 Victoria’s Native Vegetation Management – A 
Framework for Action, 2002 

 
Native Vegetation Management: A Framework for Action (the Framework) was developed 
to implement the objectives of Victoria’s Biodiversity Strategy and the Australia’s 
Biodiversity Conservation Strategy 2010-2030. ‘The framework’ is the Victorian State 
Government’s strategy to protect, enhance and revegetate Victoria’s native vegetation.   
 
Its main goal is to achieve a reversal, across the entire landscape, of the long-term decline 
in the extent and quality of native vegetation, leading to a net gain. Net gain is where 
overall gains in native vegetation are greater than overall losses and where individual 
losses are avoided where possible. This recognises that although it is better to retain 
existing native vegetation, it is possible to partially recover both amount and quality by 
active work and therefore improve the result as a whole. Net gain will be achieved as a 
result of landholder and government-assisted efforts to protect and improve native 
vegetation. In addition, permitted clearing must be offset in a way that adequately 
addresses the future impacts of such clearing.  
 
The framework has four guiding principles: 
1. Retention and management of remnant native vegetation is the best way to conserve 

biodiversity.  
2. Conservation of native vegetation and habitat depends on the maintenance of 

catchment processes.  
3. Costs should be equitably shared according to benefits to the landholder, community 

and region.  
4. A landscape approach to planning native vegetation management is required and 

priorities should be based on bioregions within Catchment Management Authority 
regions.  

http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/DSE/nrence.nsf/LinkView/4213B45B97648010CA25771700830F4EA3A8B110E8EF0FA2CA257717008331D2
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/strategy-2010-30/index.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/strategy-2010-30/index.html
http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/biodiversity_bioregions_vic
http://chln11/DSE/nrenlwm.nsf/LinkView/C35E39DE033300D24A25679E00010C1F0ECF43D8CE412B9ACA25770600157C20
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In applying the policy, there are three key steps for land managers and owners to address 
when considering vegetation clearing: 
1. Avoid adverse impacts, particularly through vegetation clearance; 
2. If impacts cannot be avoided, minimise impacts by careful planning, design and 

management; and 
3. If clearing must occur, the clearing must be offset. 
 
Most concern for native vegetation is focused on clearing, but maintaining good quality 
native vegetation is also important for conserving biodiversity and for maintaining land in 
good condition. DSE has developed a standard approach for estimating the quality of an 
area of vegetation. Known as habitat hectares, it measures site condition and landscape 
context. Site condition measures how much the site has changed from a benchmark that 
describes the average characteristics of the vegetation if it were mature and undisturbed 
for some time. Landscape context considers how well the patch of vegetation can cope with 
natural fluctuations and disturbances events, such as old trees dying, bushfires and floods.  
 
The Framework is referenced in the VPPs and therefore every planning scheme in Victoria. 
As such, it is State policy and must be followed in land use decisions. Under all planning 
schemes, a planning permit is required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation. In 
making a decision on a planning permit the responsible authority must take into account 
the requirements and processes of the Framework including the three-step approach of 
avoid minimise and offset. Under the Framework, a system for calculation and provision of 
suitable native vegetation offsets has been established under the administration of DSE. 
 
VicRoads has conducted thorough native vegetation assessments of the project area and 
will continue to cooperate with DSE in the identification and mitigation of native vegetation 
losses through provision of appropriate offsets. 
 

A.2.5 Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 
 
Designed to protect Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in Victoria, the protection afforded by the 
Act covers Aboriginal places, objects and human remains. The principal features of the Act 
are: 

 the establishment of a Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Council to provide a state-wide 
voice for Aboriginal people and to advise the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs on issues 
relating to the management of cultural heritage; 

 introduction and management of a system of Registered Aboriginal Parties that 
allows for  groups with connection to country and others - such as Aboriginal groups 
with contemporary or historical interests - to be involved in decision making 
processes around cultural heritage; 

 establishment of Cultural Heritage Management Plan (CHMP) and Cultural Heritage 
Permit processes to manage activities that may harm Aboriginal Cultural Heritage; 

 a system of cultural heritage agreements to support the development of partnerships 
around the protection and management of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage; 

 strengthened provisions relating to enforcement of the Act - including Aboriginal 
Heritage Protection Declarations and stop orders; and 

 clearer powers for Inspectors and increased fees and charges for breaches of the 
Act. 

http://www.deh.gov.au/biodiversity/toolbox/templates/pubs/habitat-hectares.pdf
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/aboriginal-heritage-council
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/aboriginal-heritage-council/registered-aboriginal-parties
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/aboriginal-cultural-heritage/cultural-heritage-management-plans
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/cultural-heritage-permits
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/cultural-heritage-permits
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/cultural-heritage-agreements
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/aboriginal-heritage-protection-declarations
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/aboriginal-heritage-protection-declarations
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/aboriginal-heritage-act-2006/inspectors
http://www.dpcd.vic.gov.au/indigenous/heritage-tools/fees-and-charges
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The Act also aims to promote public awareness and understanding of Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage. The first part of the Act deals with the ownership and custody of Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage, which includes reporting requirements where Aboriginal objects, places 
or remains are found and allows the Minister to compulsorily acquire land which is of 
cultural importance. 
 
The Act protects Aboriginal heritage by making it an offence to knowingly damage 
Aboriginal heritage, and via other mechanisms such as requiring and regulating permits, 
CHMPs and cultural heritage agreements. The Minister can also issue protection 
declarations, cultural heritage audits and stop orders.   
 
The Act establishes the Victorian Aboriginal Heritage Register, which lists all the known 
Aboriginal objects, places and remains, as well as details of protection mechanisms carried 
out under the Act, such as cultural heritage permits, approved CHMPs and agreements, 
stop orders and interim and ongoing protection declarations.  
 
A primary protection mechanism under the Act is the requirement to prepare a CHMP. A 
CHMP is required where a high impact activity (defined) is proposed in an area of cultural 
heritage sensitivity (also defined). The CHMP must be prepared by a qualified cultural 
heritage advisor and approved by the Registered Aboriginal Party where one exists or the 
Secretary of the Department of Planning and Community Development.  
 
VicRoads has developed the preferred route on the basis of extensive cultural heritage 
investigation and consultation. A CHMP is being prepared for this project for approval by 
AAV.   
 

A.2.6 Heritage Act 1995 
 
The key purpose of this Act is to protect and conserve places and objects of cultural 
heritage significance in Victoria, and to provide for the registration of such places, 
including: 

 historic archaeological sites and artefacts; 
 historic buildings, structures and precincts; 
 gardens, trees and cemeteries; 
 cultural landscapes; 
 shipwrecks and relics; 
 significant objects. 

 
To achieve this aim, the Act establishes the Heritage Council of Victoria, the Heritage 
Inventory and the Victorian Heritage Register. Heritage Victoria, which is a part of the 
DPCD, supports the work of the Heritage Council which is an independent statutory 
authority. The Heritage Council’s principal roles are to maintain the Victorian Heritage 
Register by adding or removing places or objects of significance, by developing the 
assessment criteria for inclusion, and to advise the Minister of the steps which should be 
taken to conserve and protect Victoria’s cultural heritage resources. The Heritage Council is 
also empowered to issue interim protection orders, which can protect certain objects and 
places awaiting inclusion in the Register. 
 
The Register lists places or objects of cultural heritage significance. Certain places in the 
Register can be further declared to be World Heritage Environs Areas, for which special 
requirements apply. Any person may apply to have a place or object listed under the 
Register. The Act sets out the procedures for nominating places or objects, and for making 
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submissions on nominations. The Act also protects places or objects listed in the Register 
by making it an offence to damage or alter any part of such places or objects, and 
requiring that a permit be issued by the Heritage Council for works or activities carried out 
in relation to registered places or objects. Other matters established under the Act include 
the creation of advisory committees, permits systems and offences to support the primary 
aims.   
 
The development of Victoria’s road transport system is a matter of heritage interest.  
Individual items of road infrastructure such as bridges have been included on the Heritage 
Register and new road projects have the potential to impact matters of heritage 
significance and those protected under the Act. 
 
In this project, VicRoads has surveyed the project area and has concluded that the project 
will not impact any features that are protected under the Act. 
 

A.2.7 Water Act 1989 
 
The Water Act 1989 outlines the law relating to water in Victoria. Other objectives of the 
act include:  

 the integrated management of all elements of the terrestrial phase of the water 
cycle; 

 promotion of the orderly, equitable and efficient use of water resources, and to 
ensure that water resources are conserved and properly managed for sustainable 
use; 

 maximisation of community involvement in the making and implementation of 
arrangements relating to the use, conservation or management of water resources; 

 elimination of inconsistencies in the treatment of surface and groundwater resources 
and waterways; 

 provision of formal means for the protection and enhancement of the environmental 
qualities of waterways and their in-stream uses; and 

 to provide for the protection of catchments. 
 
Ways in which the Act achieves these objectives include:  

 clarifying public and private rights and liabilities with respect to using and storing 
water in Victoria; 

 regulates water-use licenses, water use registrations and water shares and creates 
offences to use water for certain purposes on land without a licence; 

 allowing for the declaration of an Environmental Water Reserve, to preserve the 
environmental values and health of water ecosystems; 

 ensuring that a continuous program of assessment of water resources is undertaken, 
which provides for the collection, collation, analysis and publication of information 
relating to water use; 

 Minister may cause a Sustainable Water Strategy to be prepared for a region, and 
allocate water under an environmental entitlement, a bulk entitlement granted to an 
“Authority” (listed in the Act), and a water share or a licence to take and use water 
(issued under s.51); 

 Minister may determine objectives that are to apply to licences, which provide for 
minimising salinity, managing groundwater infiltration, managing disposal of 
drainage, protecting biodiversity and minimising cumulative effects of water use; 

 authorities manage water within their district. 

http://www.envirolaw.org.au/articles/natural_resource_management/water/sustainability
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In respect to proposed road infrastructure projects, the Act is relevant in ensuring that 
construction or use does not impact on aspects of water use and management in Victoria.  
More particularly as part of the environmental protection objectives of the Act, works on 
waterways require a permit from the relevant catchment management authority where 
they are proposed within the bed and banks of a designated waterway.   
 
In the case of the Swan Hill Bridge project, a works on waterways permit will be required 
as there are works on the Victorian bank of the Murray River.  
 

A.2.8 Environment Effects Act 1978 
 
High level environmental assessment in Victoria is established under the Act for projects or 
other actions which have potentially significant environmental effects. The Act is 
administered by the DPCD with the ultimate authority exercised by the Minister for 
Planning. The Act creates a structure for the decision by the Minister that a project requires 
an Environment Effects Statement (EES). If requested by any party, the Minister for 
Planning may decide that an EES is or is not required or it is not required subject to 
conditions being met. 
 
If the Minister decides at any time that an EES is required, the Act requires that any other 
decision making body under the jurisdiction of the State cannot make a decision to approve 
the project until the completion of the EES process.  
 
The EES process involves: 

 Scoping of the matters to be investigated in an EES and publication of the scoping 
requirements for comment; 

 Preparation of an EES by the project proponent, usually with input from a technical 
reference group appointed by the Minister for Planning; 

 Release of the EES for public comment including a public inquiry to hear submissions 
if the Minister for Planning deems it necessary; 

 Assessment of the project by the Minister for Planning. All decision makers must 
take account of the Minister for Planning’s assessment in making decisions on the 
project. 

 
A range of road projects of significance have been subject to EES processes. Following 
consultation with officers of the Department of Planning and Community Development, 
VicRoads considered that the Swan Hill Bridge Project did not raise any matters of 
environmental significance that warranted referral of the project to the Minister for 
Planning under the Environment Effects Act 1978.  
 

A.2.9 Wildlife Act 1975 
 
The Wildlife Act 1975 is administered by the DSE and its primary objectives are to: 

 establish procedures for the protection and conservation of wildlife, the prevention of 
taxa of wildlife from becoming extinct, and the sustainable use of and access to 
wildlife; 

 prohibit and regulate the conduct of persons engaged in activities concerning or 
related to wildlife. 

 
This Act needs to be read in conjunction with the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 as 
there are some common protections for fauna under these statutes. 
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Some of the ways the Act achieves its objectives include: 
 establishing State Wildlife Reserves, Nature Reserves, Wildlife Management Co-

operative Areas, and wildlife sanctuaries; 
 creation of a licensing system for taking, destroying etc. wildlife and game and a 

permit system for importing and exporting wildlife; 
 making it an offence among other things to: 

  take, destroy or wilfully disturb wildlife in State Wildlife Reserves (excluding 
State Game Reserves), or native flora in Nature Reserves, unless with authority 
of the Minister; 

  hunt take or destroy threatened or protected wildlife without a licence or 
authorisation; 

 remove soil etc. or dump debris without authority, or interfere with any structure 
that delivers water to a reserve. 

 
Transport infrastructure projects including roads could have implications for the Act if the 
proposed works would involve the taking or destruction of threatened wildlife.  
 
VicRoads has conducted extensive surveys of the study area in determining the preferred 
project option and has concluded that it will not impact threatened species of fauna 
protected by the Act. 
 

A.2.10 Environment Protection Act 1970 
 
As the primary legislation in Victoria for the protection of the environment from pollution, 
the Act takes a holistic approach to the environment while establishing administrative 
mechanisms for regulating all potential sources of pollution and environmental degradation. 
 
The Act is based on a series of Principles for Environmental Protection which include: 

 integration of economic, social and environmental considerations; 
 precautionary principle; 
 intergenerational equity; 
 conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity; 
 improved valuation, pricing and incentive mechanisms; 
 shared responsibility; 
 product stewardship; 
 wastes hierarchy; 
 integrated environmental management; 
 enforcement; and 
 accountability. 

 
The Act is administered by the EPA. The principal duties of the EPA under the Act are to: 

 prepare and recommend and enforce State environmental protection policies (SEPPs) 
and industrial waste management policies (IWMPs); 

 review assessment and issue and enforcement of works approvals, licences, permits, 
pollution abatement notices; and  

 implementing National environment protection measures (NEPMs). 
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A principal approval process is the works approval which is required for activities which are 
listed in a schedule to the Act. These “scheduled premises” cover a wide range of industrial 
and infrastructure projects such as various forms of manufacturing process, waste 
management, sewage treatment plants, extractive industry and other activities which have 
the potential to give rise to significant off-site impacts by way of noise, odour, noxious 
emissions and other forms of pollutants. Certain of the activities when approved are then 
licenced and must operate in accordance with the approved conditions. 
 
Other provisions of relevance to major infrastructure projects include the SEPPs which are 
in place for protection of various environmental elements including surface waters, 
groundwater and the air environment. EPA also produces policies and guidelines on a range 
of issues including noise, the operation of landfills, contaminated land, hazardous waste 
(including transport of), wastewater management and control of construction impacts. 
 
The EPA makes no distinction between public and private sector activities and has in the 
past brought actions against public agencies. The most relevant matters for VicRoads are 
usually matters that need to be addressed to minimise pollution during construction. 
 
VicRoads will comply with all relevant State requirements including policies and guidelines 
made under the Act where they are applicable to VicRoads.  
 

A.2.11 Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 
 
The Act is the primary legislation which provides for the sustainable use and management 
of land and water resources at a catchment level across Victoria. It establishes the 
Victorian Catchment Management Council and ten Catchment Management Authorities 
responsible for ten catchment regions.  
 
This catchment based structure it administers a system of protection and management 
which has as its principal features: 

 an obligation on land owners to conserve soil, protect water resources and avoid 
causing or contributing to land degradation which causes or may cause damage to 
land of another land owner (eg. deforestation); 

 a system of controls on noxious weeds and pest animals; 
 community participation in the management of land and water resources. 

 
In the planning of major transport infrastructure projects, the proponent is required to 
consider and apply the principles of sustainable development and catchment protection.   
VicRoads will be more specifically responsible to control noxious weeds and pest animals 
and to prevent erosion or degradation of catchments. During construction the protection of 
the environment against these hazards is particularly important. 
 
VicRoads Environmental Management Guidelines (VicRoads 2006) outline the processes for 
protecting the environment during the planning, development and construction of road 
projects. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.vcmc.vic.gov.au/Web/vcmc-home.html
http://www.dpi.vic.gov.au/dpi/vro/vrosite.nsf/pages/catchment
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A.3  Swan Hill Planning Scheme 
 
The study area is located within the municipalities of Swan Hill (Victoria) and Wakool 
(NSW) and is therefore affected by the provisions of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme and 
the Murray Local Environmental Plan 1989. 
 
The Swan Hill Rural City Council is the responsible authority for administration of the Swan 
Hill Planning Scheme in accordance with the Planning and Environment Act 1987. 
 

A.3.1 State Planning Policy Framework  
 
The State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) contains State Planning Policies that apply to 
all land in Victoria. Every planning scheme in Victoria contains the SPPF and the policies 
must be considered when considering applications, including PSAs. 
 
The relevant Clauses and Objectives of the SPPF applicable to the proposed Swan Hill 
Bridge project are outlined below. An assessment of how the project meets the objectives 
of each relevant clause is also provided below. 
 
Clause 11 – Settlement 
The following urban growth and regional development clauses and objectives are relevant 
from clause 11 Settlement.  
 
Clause 11.02 Urban growth  
 
Clause 11.02-2 Planning for growth areas 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To locate urban growth close to transport corridors and services and provide efficient and 
effective infrastructure to create benefits for sustainability while protecting primary 
production, major sources of raw materials and valued environmental areas.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 11.02-2 – The location of the proposed crossing is 
supportive of the existing land use patterns in Swan Hill in that it places the proposed 
crossing close to the existing bridge. In doing so it reinforces the existing development 
form of Swan Hill and will equally contribute to the service of future development in Swan 
Hill and the region. The proposed option will not impact on agriculturally productive land 
and it has been selected and carefully sited to take account of the environmental values of 
the Murray River. Therefore, the proposed option is considered to be consistent with the 
objective of this clause.     
 
Clause 11.02-4 Sequencing of development 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To manage the sequence of development in growth areas so that services are available 
from early in the life of new communities.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 11.02-4 – The location of the proposed crossing near 
the existing bridge will ensure that the existing infrastructure continues to support the 
existing development and functioning of the town and the future development of the town 
to the west and is therefore considered to meet the objective of this clause. 
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Clause 11.05 Regional development 
 
Clause 11.05-1 Regional settlement networks 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To promote the sustainable growth and development of regional Victoria through a 
network of settlements identified in the Regional Victoria Settlement Framework plan.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 11.05-1 – The Swan Hill Bridge project will support the 
sustainable growth of Swan Hill by upgrading a key central transport link and will therefore 
support the role of Swan Hill in the Regional Victoria Settlement Framework Plan.  
 
Clause 12 - Environmental and Landscape Values 
The following biodiversity clauses and objectives from Clause 12 Environmental and 
Landscape Values are relevant to the consideration of the Swan Hill Bridge project. 
 
Clause 12.01-1 Protection of habitat   
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the protection and conservation of biodiversity, including native vegetation 
retention and provision of habitats for native plants and animals and control of pest plants 
and animals.” 
 
Clause 12.01-2 Native vegetation management 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To achieve a net gain in the extent and quality of native vegetation.” 
 
Clause 12.01-3 Preparation of biodiversity strategies 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To protect native habitat and areas of important biodiversity through appropriate land-use 
planning.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clauses 12.01-1, 12.01-2 and 12.01-3 – No threatened flora 
or fauna species have been recorded in the study area during consultant surveys. There is 
no threatened flora or fauna species that are considered likely to regularly occur within the 
footprint of Option 9a. Aquatic habitat and woodland habitat affected by the project is 
considered to be of moderate quality for fauna, while urban and cleared areas are 
considered low quality fauna habitat.  
 
The total vegetation losses in Victoria would be 0.04 habitat hectares (0.12 hectares) of 
high conservation significance Riverine Grassy Woodland (including 3 large trees). There 
are no hollow bearing or habitat trees within the footprint of Option 9a. Offsets will be 
required for the removal of native vegetation in Victoria under the ‘Framework’. Offsets 
may be achieved in Victoria through the improvement and permanent protection of existing 
Riverine Grassy Woodland. The proposed crossing is considered to be consistent with the 
objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 13 - Environmental Risks 
The following floodplains, soil degradation, noise and air clauses and objectives from Clause 
13 Environmental Risks are relevant to the consideration of the Swan Hill Bridge project. 
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Clause 13.02 Floodplains 
 
Clause 13.02-1 Floodplain management 
The objectives of this Clause are: 
“To assist the protection of: Life, property and community infrastructure from flood hazard; 
The natural flood carrying capacity of rivers, streams and floodways; The flood storage 
function of floodplains and waterways; Floodplain areas of environmental significance or of 
importance to river health.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 13.02-1– The proposed crossing has been designed to 
be flood free in the 1 in 100 year event and minimises impacts on flood risk, water quality 
and groundwater. Option 9a requires the least amount of mitigation largely due to it 
utilising more of the existing road alignment than the other options. The proposed crossing 
is considered to be consistent with the objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 13.03 Soil Degradation 
 
Clause 13.03-3 Salinity 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To minimise the impact of salinity and rising watertables on land uses, buildings and 
infrastructure in rural and urban areas and areas of environmental significance and reduce 
salt loads in rivers.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 13.03-3 – Geotechnical and groundwater 
investigations have indicated a slight risk of salinity to the integrity of structural features of 
the proposed bridge through chloride and sulphate attack. This would be managed through 
construction specifications. The proposed crossing is considered to be consistent with the 
objective of this clause.  
 
Clause 13.04 Noise and Air 
 
Clause 13.04-1 Noise abatement 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the control of noise effects on sensitive land uses.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 13.04-1 – No exceedances of noise criteria would 
occur in Victoria. No noise mitigation measures are proposed in Victoria. The proposed 
crossing is considered to be consistent with the objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 13.04-2 Air quality 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the protection and improvement of air quality.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 13.04-2 – The proposal will improve traffic flow by 
providing a river crossing that has been designed for consistent vehicle speeds, whereas 
current conditions on the crossing require traffic to slow, stop (to give way to opposing 
traffic) and accelerate. As air emissions from vehicles are improved by constant speed and 
reducing acceleration, the proposed crossing is considered to be consistent with the 
objective of this clause. 
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Clause 14 – Natural Resource Management  
 
The following water clause and objective are relevant from Clause 14 Natural Resource 
Management. 
 
Clause 14.02 Water 
 
Clause 14.02-1 Catchment Planning and Management    
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the protection and, where possible, restoration of catchments, waterways, water 
bodies, groundwater, and the marine environment.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 14.02-1 – The concept design of the proposed crossing 
allows the floodplain to act as a floodway with minimal impact. The proposed crossing is 
considered to be consistent with the objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 15 – Built Environment and Heritage 
 
The following urban environment, urban design principles, heritage and Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage clauses and objectives are relevant from Clause 15 Built Environment and 
Heritage.  
 
Clause 15.01 Urban Environment 
 
Clause 15.01-1 Urban design 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To create urban environments that are safe, functional and provide good quality 
environments with a sense of place and cultural identity.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 15.01-1 – The location of the proposed crossing will 
enable the retention of the heritage listed bridge structure. The proposed crossing will form 
part of the urban fabric of Swan Hill town centre and eliminate the operational and safety 
limitations of the existing bridge. Therefore the proposed crossing does not conflict with the 
intentions of this clause. 
 
Clause 15.01-2 Urban design principles 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To achieve architectural and urban design outcomes that contribute positively to local 
urban character and enhance the public realm while minimising detrimental impact on 
neighbouring properties.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 15.01-2 – All possible crossing options have 
potentially significant landscape and urban design impacts on the Swan Hill central area, 
Murray River floodplain and adjacent residential areas. The proposed crossing has similar 
impacts on these features to all other options and in this respect is not substantially 
inconsistent with the objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 15.01-4 Design for safety 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To improve community safety and encourage neighbourhood design that makes people 
feel safe.” 
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Assessment of compliance of Clause 15.01-4 – The proposed crossing will improve safety 
for all road users, in particular pedestrians and cyclists. Where public lighting exists along 
the existing bridge route, this would be replaced. Public lighting would be provided at all 
major intersections and public lighting for pedestrians would be provided at the proposed 
bridge structure. Improved safety for pedestrians at night would be due to improved 
lighting conditions at the existing bridge. Therefore, the corridor is consistent with this 
clause.    
 
Clause 15.03 Heritage 
 
Clause 15.03-1 Heritage conservation 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To ensure the conservation of places of heritage significance.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 15.03-1 – The proposed crossing has no direct impact 
on identified Post Settlement Cultural Heritage sites and no impact on areas of high 
archaeological potential. Therefore the proposed crossing is consistent with this clause. 
 
Clause 15.03-2 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To ensure the protection and conservation of places of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
significance.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 15.03-2 – The proposed crossing potentially impacts 
on a registered Aboriginal post contact/historical place. The location for the Police Purposes 
Reserve site is not precise and may not be associated with any physical evidence. Option 
9a has no tangible impact upon identified Aboriginal Cultural Heritage items in Victoria. 
Importantly, this option respects the cultural, privacy and security of the WWLALC land. 
Option 9a provides the lowest impact on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage of other options 
considered in detail in the planning study. Therefore the proposed crossing is consistent 
with this clause. 
 
Clause 17 – Economic Development  
The following commercial, and tourism clauses and objectives are relevant from Clause 17 
Economic Development 
 
Clause 17.01 Commercial 
 
Clause 17.01-1 Business 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To encourage development which meets the communities’ needs for retail, entertainment, 
office and other commercial services and provides net community benefit in relation to 
accessibility, efficient infrastructure use and the aggregation and sustainability of 
commercial facilities.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 17.01-1 – Swan Hill is the centre of a significant 
regional economy with forecast expansion of both the important agricultural and tourism 
sectors over the coming decades. The existing bridge currently services these sectors as 
well as local traffic needs which is an important support for the economy. The proposed 
crossing which is close to the existing bridge provides the highest level of support for the 
town and regional economy. Therefore the proposed crossing is consistent with this clause. 
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Clause 17.03 Tourism 
 
Clause 17.03-1 Facilitating tourism 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To encourage tourism development to maximise the employment and long-term 
economic, social and cultural benefits of developing the State as a competitive domestic 
and international tourist destination.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 17.03-1 – The proposed crossing will be located close 
to the existing bridge crossing and will provide an efficient and modern crossing for all 
vehicles. In so doing, it will assist and support the development of Swan Hill as a tourist 
destination and encourage cross border access to Murray Downs tourist facilities and 
provide further support for this crossing in the Sydney Adelaide journey. Therefore, the 
proposed crossing is consistent with this clause. 
 
Clause 18 – Transport   
The following integrated transport, movement networks and freight clauses and objectives 
are relevant from clause 18 Transport.  
 
Clause 18.01 Integrated Transport 
 
Clause 18.01-1 Land use and transport planning 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To create a safe and sustainable transport system by integrating land-use and transport.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 18.01-1 – The replacement of the existing crossing in 
the same general location, will continue to provide the historic integration of the highway 
and the town centre functions of Swan Hill. At the same time by linking to the internal 
bypass of the centre, the adverse impacts of highway traffic on centre functions will be 
minimised. The proposed crossing is considered to meet the objective of this clause.  
 
Clause 18.01-2 Transport system 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To coordinate development of all transport modes to provide a comprehensive transport 
system.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 18.01-2 – The proposed crossing will provide an 
efficient and modern standard connection for all transport modes and will include a 
pedestrian/cyclist pathway linking land use on both sides of the River. The proposed 
crossing is considered to meet the objective of this clause.  
 
Clause 18.02 Movement networks 
 
Clause 18.02-1 Sustainable personal transport 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To promote the use of sustainable personal transport.” 
 
Clause 18.02-2 Cycling 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To integrate planning for cycling with land use and development planning and encourage 
as alternative modes of travel.” 
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Assessment of compliance of Clauses 18.02-1 and 18.02-2 – The proposed crossing would 
include a 3m wide shared off-road pedestrian/cyclist pathway throughout the project length 
except for the bridge structure where it would be 2.6m in width. Cyclists would also be 
permitted to ride on sealed road shoulders. Therefore, the proposed crossing is considered 
to meet the objective of these clauses. 
 
Clause 18.02-4 Management of the road system 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To manage the road system to achieve integration, choice and balance by developing an 
efficient and safe network and making the most of existing infrastructure.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 18.02-4 – The proposed crossing would be a high 
standard modern facility which would eliminate the operational and safety limitations of the 
existing bridge. By selecting a proposed crossing which is in close proximity to the existing 
bridge and which meshes with the existing transport infrastructure the proposed crossing 
would achieve maximum integration and efficiency of transport investment. Therefore, the 
proposed crossing is considered to meet the objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 18.05 Freight 
 
Clause 18.05-1 Develop freight links  
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To further develop the key transport gateways and freight links and maintain Victoria’s 
position as the nation’s premier logistics centre.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clause 18.05-1 – The corridor is an important freight link for 
the long haul interstate task and between the agricultural areas of south western NSW and 
northern Victoria. Major regional proposals for resource utilisation would benefit from the 
improvement of this crossing. Therefore, the proposed crossing is considered to meet the 
objective of this clause. 
 
Clause 19 – Infrastructure  
The following integrated community infrastructure and development infrastructure clauses 
and objectives are relevant from Clause 19 Infrastructure.  
 
Clause 19.02-1 Health facilities 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the integration of health facilities with local and regional communities.” 
 
Clause 19.02-2 Education facilities 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To assist the integration of education facilities with local and regional communities.” 
 
Assessment of compliance of Clauses 19.02-1 and Clause 19.02-2 – The proposed crossing 
would maintain the existing direct link between the limited residential areas on the NSW 
side with existing health and education facilities on the Victorian side of the River. The 
proposed crossing would support the achievement of these policy objectives.  
 
Clause 19.03 Development infrastructure  
 
Clause 19.03-3 Stormwater 
The objective of this Clause is: 
“To reduce the impact of stormwater on bays and catchments.” 
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Assessment of compliance of Clause 19.03-3 – Stormwater from the road surfaces and 
construction areas would be treated in swale drains before discharge to the Murray River or 
river floodplain system. The proposed option is considered to meet the objective of this 
clause. 
 

A.3.2 Local Planning Policy Framework 
 
The Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF) sets out a local and regional strategic policy 
context for a municipality. It comprises of the Municipal Strategic Statement (MSS) and 
specific local planning policies. 
 
The MSS is a statement of key strategic planning, land use and development objectives 
specific to the municipality, and provides strategies and actions for achieving these 
objectives. The SPPF and MSS together provide the strategic basis for the application of 
zones, overlays and particular provisions in the planning scheme and decision making by 
the responsible authority. 
 
A local planning policy is a statement of intent or expectation. It guides how discretion in a 
zone, overlay or particular provision will be exercised. 
 
The following key planning objectives and policies are in the Municipal Strategic Statement 
and Local Planning Policies of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme and assist Council and 
VicRoads, as Planning Authority, by guiding decision making and strategic thinking for the 
municipality.  
 

A.3.2.1 Municipal Strategic Statement 
 
The proposed Swan Hill Bridge proposal is generally supportive of and consistent with the 
Swan Hill LPPF. In general terms the project has been conceived and investigated to 
support policy objectives of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme.  
 
Clause 21.01 Municipal Profile 
The Municipal Profile recognises the importance of Swan Hill to the region through its 
strategic location and transport advantages which enables ready supply to markets in 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane and Adelaide, thereby emphasising the significance of the 
River crossing to the economic and social role of the town. 
 
Clause 21.03 Vision – Strategic Framework 
The Swan Hill Sub Regional Framework Plan contains the specific intention to coordinate 
development with the settlement of Murray Downs and the Industrial area on the NSW side 
of the river. The proposed crossing will assist the further development of Murray Downs 
and the industrial area of the NSW side of the river. 
 
Clause 21.04 Objectives 
 
Clause 21.04-1 Strengthen Swan Hill as a major regional centre 
The strategy has the intention among other things to “support upgrading of Swan Hill - 
Murray Downs road link and roadside planting and landscaping to provide a stronger 
physical link to the Swan Hill urban area”. The securing of a long term high standard 
crossing in the preferred location supports this strategy. 
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Clause 21.04-2 Strengthen and diversify the municipality’s economic base 
The strategy includes the objective to “build the transport industry, including 
improvements to the regional and local road network and rail network, based on higher 
levels of local production”. The proposed crossing supports the strategy. 
 
Clause 21.04-7 Manage the Murray River Corridor’s environmental values and resource 
capacity  
The strategy notes that “some Murray River bridges are in need of rehabilitation and 
increased maintenance” and establishes the objective to “protect the environs of the 
Murray River, recognising the importance of the River corridor for nature conservation, 
flooding, economic development, recreation and tourism”. The proposed crossing responds 
to the need for rehabilitation and recommendations in the PAR recognises the need for 
sensitive sitting and treatment of the proposed works in the Murray River corridor. 
 

A.3.2.2 Local Policies  
 
The planning scheme currently contains thirteen local policies, none of which contains any 
direct references to the existing river crossing or any proposed or required upgrade. Some 
local policies of relevance to the proposal are outlined below. 
 
Clause 22.01 Catchment and Land Protection includes the objectives:  

 “To ensure the sustainable development of natural resources of land, flora, natural 
ecosystems and water, including groundwater. 

 To promote the maintenance of biodiversity and genetic diversity. 
 To ensure that the use and development of land and water takes into account 

impacts on the quality and quantity of natural resources, and management of 
nutrients and pollutants. 

 To promote consistency with and implementation of any relevant catchment and 
other natural resource management strategies”. 

 
The proposed crossing is designed to be flood free in the 1 in 100 year event and 
minimises impacts on flood risk, water quality and groundwater. Mitigation measures have 
been incorporated into the design of the proposal.  
 
Clause 22.02 Conservation of Native Flora and Fauna includes the objectives: 

 “To protect remnant native vegetation, including understorey and vegetation 
constituting significant habitat and facilitate natural revegetation. 

 To implement the principles and environmental objectives of the Victorian Native 
Vegetation Management – A Framework for Action and Victoria’s Biodiversity 
Strategy. 

 To protect and enhance native habitat, particularly the critical habitat of Victorian 
rare and threatened flora and fauna species and culturally significant vegetation. 

 To promote the maintenance of biodiversity. 
 To encourage maintenance and development of linkages between existing remnant 

vegetation. 
 To recognise the catchment-wide land and water environmental benefits of native 

vegetation retention”. 
 
There is no threatened flora or fauna species that are considered likely to regularly occur 
within the footprint of Option 9a. Aquatic habitat and woodland habitat affected by the 
project is considered to be of moderate quality for fauna, while urban and cleared areas are 
considered low quality fauna habitat. The total vegetation losses in Victoria would be 0.04 
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habitat hectares (0.12 hectares) of high conservation significance Riverine Grassy 
Woodland (including 3 large trees). There are no hollow bearing or habitat trees within the 
footprint of Option 9a. Offsets will be required for the removal of native vegetation in 
Victoria under the ‘Framework’. Offsets may be achieved in Victoria through the 
improvement and permanent protection of existing Riverine Grassy Woodland.  
 
Clause 22.07 Highway Development contains the objectives: 

 “To ensure that use and development of land does not lessen the service, safety and 
role and amenity of highways and major roads.  

 To maintain and enhance existing built and landscape character and presentation of 
city and town entrances”.  

 
which will be supported by the proposed replacement crossing and bridge structure. 
 
Clause 22.09 Cultural Heritage includes the objectives: 

 “To retain, protect, conserve and enhance buildings, places, trees, streetscapes and 
areas of identified historical, architectural, archaeological, cultural, social, scientific 
or environmental significance. 

 To encourage the conservation of all heritage places included the Heritage Overlay 
schedule. 

 To recognise the significance of local Aboriginal heritage, protect sites of 
archaeological, cultural and scientific importance. 

 To encourage the retention, reuse and recycling of heritage places included in the 
Heritage Overlay schedule in a manner which conserves and does not detract from 
the surrounding character”. 

 
The proposed crossing does not impact on identified Post Settlement Cultural Heritage sites 
or areas of high archaeological potential. The proposed crossing location minimises impact 
on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage sites to the Police Purposes Reserve (although the location 
for the site is not precise and may not be associated with any physical evidence). The 
proposed crossing would not impact on potential areas of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage 
sensitivity in Victoria.  
 
Clause 22.13 Swan Hill Central Business District contains a Policy Basis that: 
“The regional influence of the Swan Hill Central Business District (CBD) is significant 
extending to Robinvale, Speed, Birchip, Pyramid Hill, Wakool and Balranald. Swan Hill is a 
regional centre for community, retail, business and government administrative services”.  
 
The amendment supports the importance of Swan Hill to the adjacent region in NSW 
through enabling enhancement of the critical Murray River crossing. 
 
 

A.3.3 Zone and Overlay Provisions within the Option 9a 
Alignment 

 
The study area is subject to a number of zoning and overlay controls contained within the 
Swan Hill Planning Scheme. These planning controls govern the existing land uses and 
future land uses within the study area.  
 
The proposed alignment is located within or adjacent to the following zones under the 
provisions of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme as shown in Figure A.1. 
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   Figure A.1 - Location of alignment and planning scheme zones 

A.3.3.1 PPRZ  Public Park and Recreation Zone 
 
In accordance with Clause 36.02 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme, a planning permit is 
not required to use land for a road however, a planning permit is required to construct or 
carry out works within a PPRZ unless for: 
 
“A building or works carried out by or on behalf of a public land manager or Parks Victoria 
under the Local Government Act 1989, the Reference Areas Act 1978, the National Parks 
Act 1975, the Fisheries Act 1995, the Wildlife Act 1975, the Forest Act 1958, the Water 
Industry Act 1994, the Water Act 1989, the Marine Act 1988, the Port of Melbourne 
Authority Act 1958 or the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978.” 
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However, under the provisions of Clause 62.02-2 a planning permit is not required for 
“roadworks” “unless specifically required by the planning scheme.” As the above quoted 
provision of the PPRZ does not specifically require a planning permit for roadworks the 
exemption provided by Clause 62.02-2 would apply in this case. 
 

A.3.3.2 PUZ4 Public Use Zone 4 (Transport) and PUZ6 and Public Use 
Zone 6 (Local Government) 

 
In accordance with Clause 36.01 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme a planning permit is not 
required to use the land for the purposes of a road.  
 
Clause 36.01-2 states that a planning permit is required to: 
“Construct a building or construct or carry out works for any use in Section 2 of Clause 
36.01-1. This does not apply to navigational beacons and aids.” 
 
As the use of land for a road is contained within Section 1 of the table, a planning permit is 
not required under this clause for buildings and works for the purposes of a road. Also the 
exemption afforded “roadworks” by Clause 62.02-2 discussed above would apply in this 
case. 
 

A.3.3.3 RDZ1 Road Zone 1 
 
In accordance with Clause 36.04 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme, a planning permit is 
not required to use the land for the purposes of a road.  
 
Clause 36.04-2 states that a planning permit is required to: 
“Construct a building or construct or carry out works for any use in Section 2 of Clause 
36.04-1. This does not apply to navigational beacons and aids.” 
 
As the use of land for a road is contained within Section 1 of the table, a planning permit is 
not required under this clause for buildings and works for the purposes of a road. Also the 
exemption afforded “roadworks” by Clause 62.02-2 discussed above would apply in this 
case. 
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   Figure A.2 - Location of alignment and planning scheme overlays 
 
The proposed alignment is affected by the overlays shown in Figure A.2 under the 
provisions of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. 
 

A.3.3.4 DDO2  Design Development Overlay – Schedule 2 
 
Clause 43.02 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme specifies that a planning permit is required 
to: 
“Construct a building or construct or carry out works. This does not apply: 
If a schedule to this overlay specifically states that a permit is not required.” 
 
The schedule (Schedule 2) to this clause does not exempt roadworks from the requirement 
for a planning permit.  
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However, under the provisions of Clause 62.02-2 a planning permit is not required for 
“roadworks” “unless specifically required by the planning scheme.” As the above quoted 
provision of the DDO2 does not specifically require a planning permit for roadworks the 
exemption provided by Clause 62.02-2 would apply in this case. 
 

A.3.3.5 ESO 1  Environmental Significance Overlay Schedule 1 
 

Clause 42.01 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme specifies that a planning permit is required 
to: 
“Construct a building or construct or carry out works. This does not apply: 
If a schedule to this overlay specifically states that a permit is not required.” 
 
The schedule (Schedule 1) to this clause exempts a range of activities from the 
requirement for a permit including: 
“Any building or works located more than 100 metres from the Murray River and 60 metres 
from any other waterway, wetland or lake.” 
 
Roadworks within 100m of the River would require a planning permit.  
 
However, under the provisions of Clause 62.02-2 a planning permit is not required for 
“roadworks” “unless specifically required by the planning scheme.” As the above quoted 
provision of the ESO1 does not specifically require a planning permit for roadworks the 
exemption provided by Clause 62.02-2 would apply in this case. 
 
Clause 42.01 also specifies that a permit is required to: 
“Remove, destroy or lop any vegetation, including dead vegetation. This does not apply: 
If a schedule to this overlay specifically states that a permit is not required. 
If the table to Clause 42.01-3 specifically states that a permit is not required. 
To the removal, destruction or lopping of native vegetation in accordance with a native 
vegetation precinct plan specified in the schedule to Clause 52.16.” 
 
There is no exemption for roadworks and therefore a planning permit is required for the 
proposal to remove vegetation. 
 

A.3.3.6 HO Heritage Overlay 
 
The proposed crossing passes in close proximity to a number of sites included in a Heritage 
Overlay. These include HO138 the Water Tower, HO148 the Former Customs House and 
Bluestone Well and HO149 the Pumping Station.   
 
Clause 43.01-1 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme specifies that a planning permit is 
required within the HO to: 
‘Construct a building or construct or carry out works, including roadworks. 
Remove, destroy, prune or lop a tree if the schedule to this overlay identifies the heritage 
place as one where tree controls apply.’ 
 
The proposed crossing avoids impact with each of these Heritage Overlay sites and subject 
to the approval of the PSA would correct the location of the Heritage Overlay sites 
accordingly, no planning permit is required.  
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A.3.4 Particular Provisions 
 
The Particular Provisions section of the Planning Scheme contains the requirements which 
apply to specified categories of use and development and other matters. 
  

A.3.4.1 Clause 52.17 – Native Vegetation 
 
The purpose of this clause is to: 
“To protect and conserve native vegetation to reduce the impact of land and water 
degradation and provide habitat for plants and animals”. 
 
The objectives of this clause include: 

 “To avoid the removal of native vegetation; 
 If the removal of native vegetation cannot be avoided, to minimise the removal of 

native vegetation through appropriate planning and design; 
 To appropriately offset the loss of native vegetation; 
 To provide for the management and removal of native vegetation in accordance with 

a native vegetation precinct plan or property vegetation plan; 
 To manage vegetation near buildings to reduce the threat to life and property from 

wildfire”. 
 
In accordance with Clause 52.17 of the Swan Hill Planning Scheme a planning permit is 
required to remove, destroy or lop native vegetation. 
 
Any clearance of native vegetation within the proposed crossing would require an 
exemption to this clause. The principles of the ‘Framework’ of ‘avoid, reduce, offset’ have 
been considered. Offsets would be achieved through the improvement and permanent 
protection of existing Riverine Grassy Woodland. An exemption to this clause is being 
sought as part of a PSA process. 
 

A.4 Other local policies  
 
The following strategies and policies are relevant to future use of land and development 
within Swan Hill and the study area. 
 
Swan Hill River Precinct Concept Plan and Report March 1997 
This plan was prepared to develop a “cultural vision for the Swan Hill River Precinct and the 
city’s key cultural asset”. One primary feature, a continuous access to the River which 
includes a string of linked features of cultural, recreational and tourist significance, is 
steadily being implemented. Council has been progressively creating the linear pathway 
and related open space system that now runs adjacent to the River for almost the full 
length of the Plan area. In the design of a final river crossing, care will be taken to ensure 
that the principles inherent in the Plan are not compromised, and in particular, the integrity 
of the connection to and along the River, is maintained. 
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Swan Hill Pioneer Settlement Museum Master Plan and Business Plan November 
2006 
This Plan commissioned by Council is a review of the state of business and activity in the 
Museum, an analysis of the options for future management and recommendations for 
future development and operation. It recommended a phased series of improvements and 
changes to the operation of the Museum with a view to improving its performance in 
financial, economic and social terms for the Swan Hill community. In the selection and 
design of a preferred river crossing, the local road access arrangements for key land uses 
including the river front recreational and tourist activities such as the caravan park and the 
Pioneer Settlement Museum, have been taken into consideration.   
 
Swan Hill Residential Development Strategy 2006-2030 
This strategy addressed the supply and demand for residential land and dwellings in Swan 
Hill over the period to 2030. It noted that predominantly future residential land supply will 
be provided from a couple of major growth areas of the town on the west and south west.  
It also noted that Murray Downs on the NSW side of the river will continue to contribute to 
the residential market. In doing so, it noted the importance of upgrading the river crossing.  
The proposed crossing would not negatively impact the future growth directions for Swan 
Hill.   
 
Rural City of Swan Hill Heritage Study September 2001 
This study was completed for the municipality and the results have been incorporated into 
the Swan Hill Planning Scheme. The proposed crossing passes in close proximity to three 
sites included in a Heritage Overlay. These include HO138 the Water Tower, HO148 the 
Former Customs House and Bluestone Well and HO149 the Pumping Station.   
 
The proposed crossing avoids impact with each of these Heritage Overlay sites and subject 
to the approval of the PSA would correct the location of the Heritage Overlay sites, 
accordingly, no planning permit is required.  
 
Review of Swan Hill Business Zones September 2005 
The study reviewed the location, extent, quality and function of existing business zones in 
Swan Hill and looked at short and long term demand for business zoned land. It concluded 
that additional land was not required but made an extensive range of recommendations to 
enhance and optimise the land available and to make improvements to the functioning and 
amenity of the business areas of the town. One recommendation acknowledged 
opportunities for redevelopment of the Council owned courthouse site in Curlewis Street 
which is impacted by the location of the proposed crossing.  
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Appendix B - Drawings 
 
 
 

Typical Cross Section 

Option 9A Design 

Option 9A Longitudinal 

Option 9A Landscape Concept Plan 
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